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AbEtract

The negotiations on the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC)

l-asted from l-980 unt.il 1,992, and had their antecedents in

negotiations going back to the turn of the century. Does this

latest attempt to ban chemical warfare represent a new tlpe of

multilateral arms control, and can it adequately ensure

security? By reviewing the earl-ier negotiations, problems

which contributed to the weaknesses which allowed for the

production and stockpiling of chemical- warfare agents are

highlighted. Then, by following the course of the CWC

negotiations, it can be discerned how the issues, such as

verificat.ion, security, and proliferat.ion were handled. The

result is an ambitious attempt Lo ban production and use of

chemical weapons which, although not as stringent as it could

be, offers an good chance of ensuring security for its

signatory states. Its mu1t.iIatera1 component is only a

secondary consideration, and the CWC represents a t,rade off

between the requirements of multilateral and bilateral arms

control.
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The CWC NegotiaÈione aE a Forn of Àrure Control:

ChemÍcal Weapone and Security in the Current International-

System

IIüTRODUCTION

For the greater part of the Twentieth Century, the

spectre of the use of chemical weapons during periods of

conflict has been a prevalent concern among both public and

military thinkers. No ot.her subject, it has been suggested,

has provoked the amounL of furore as the use of chemical-

weapons, one which, it should be added, outweighs the actual

capabilities and utility of these weapons. t

In the decades which followed the first use of chemical

weapons, the tendency remains to think of them in terms of the

experience of the First Vtorld War, perhaps most vividly

described in Wilfred Owen's graphic portrayal of chlorine gas

victims on the Western Front:

Gas ! GAS ! Quick, boys ! -An ecstasy of fumbling
Fitting the clumsy helmet.s just in time;
But. someone was still yelling out and st.umbling
And flound'ring like a man in fire or lime. . .

Dim, through the misty panes and thick green 1ight,
As under a gireen sea, I saw him drowning.2

This use during Wor1d War f was noL the first use of chemicals

as a weapon; rather, the scale of the usage of chemicals was

far greater t.han anything that. had occurred or, for that

matter, been possible until that time. The major difference

was the propaganda campaign launched by the Brit.ish
va l- l-



immediately af ter its f irst. use at Ypres in April of 1-91-5.

It is the result of this propaganda that has burdened t.he

debate on chemical weapons wit.h an immense emoLional baggage.

Chemical weapons had, it was believed, been outlawed by

several pre-war arms limitation treaties, particularly the

Hague agreement of 1899, in which 'rLhe contract.ing Powers

agree to abstain from the use of projectiles, the sole object

of which is the diffusion of asphyxiating or deleterious

gases."3 In the aftermath of t.hat first use, the British

government faunched an intense propaganda campaign to convince

the population that Germany had broken a treaty of law and

l-aunched a trnew, i . e. an unf air weapon on the Allies who need

to def end themselves and retal-iate at once. 'ra Within a short

period of time, âs it was discovered that the conditions for

chemical- warf are f avoured t.he Allies, the propaganda

diminished until a contemporary article remarked that:

Who does not remember the fierce indignation in
Great Britain at the news that. the Germans had sunk
to such unspeakable depths as Lo use poison gases?
...Today, the use of gas by the British is hail-ed
not only without shame, but with joyous
satisfaction. s

Nevertheless, this "haff-century-oId vision of the blue-faced

men at Ypres choking to death has left an indelible impression

upon the mind of the world. "6

The aversion t.o chemical- warfare coalesced into strong

public opinion t.hat 1ed, shortly after the end of that war, to

efforts to ban their use. The Versailles Treaty included

conditions under which the Germans were forced to dismantle

l_x



their chemical warfare production facilities, and in the nexL

two decades there followed a number of attempts to ban the use

of chemical weapons. Of these, the most successful was the

Geneva Protocol, signed in 1-925.

The Geneva Protocol was not without shortcomings, for
without. an effective system of verification or enforcement

there was no possibility of completely banning chemical

weapons at this t.ime. Several- of Lhe count.ries which ratif ied

the treaty did so with reservations, in effect., turning the

Protocol into a no-first-use agreemenL. The Protocol was al-so

limited by the fact that it applied to the use of chemj-cal

weapons only in war,'thus, the Italian use of gas in the mid

1930s could be justified by the reasoning that a state of war

did not exist between Italy and Abyssinia, but that it was a

col-onia1 problem and gas was being used in retaliation for
Abyssinian aLrocities. ?

The League of Nations also fail-ed to condemn the use of

gas in China by the Japanese as there was insufficient
evidence to convince all the members of ,Japan's actions.

Thus, âs the prospect of another war increased there was an

upsurge in writings on the dangers that. chemical weapons were

to pose, coupled with an increase in civil defence measures

against chemical weapons in many countries. The publj-c's

imagination was dominated by the vision of mass attacks of

chemical weapons delivered from the aír. The fact that. World

War II passed without any major incidents of chemical warfare



rris especially surprísing when we remember the rut.hless

thoroughness with which the strategic air offensive was

executed by the Allies and the use of nuclear weapons over

Japan.8" Post war studies have shown, however, that. this non-

use was due not to the workings of the Geneva Protocol, but to
other factors which influenced t.he decision-making at. the

time. e

In the post.-war era attention shifted away from chemical-

weapons towards the new forms of warfare that had been

demonstrated during the course of t.he Second World War, and

especially atomic weapons. By the mid 1960s, reports of the

use of gas in Yemen by Royalist forces, and t.he use of tear
gas and herbicides by the U.S. in Vietnam, forced the issue of

chemical weapons back into the public's view. Along with this
was al-so the realizat.ion that. the new chemical weapons, the

nerve agents, which had been discovered during the course of

Worl-d War II and subsequently improved upon made the use of

chemical weapons militarily more attractive.
As a resul-t, the lat.e 1970s and early l-980s saw a

revival of the debate over the possession and use of chemical

weapons to the greatest extent since the Inter-war Period.

The drive to negotiate a comprehensive ban on chemical weapons

was advocat.ed in t.he United Nat.ions and its associated forums,

and by countries which had neither stockpiles nor the desire

to obt.ain these weapons. This period has subsequently seen

the largest amount of progress on the issue, and led t.o the

xl-



negotiations which ultimately resulted in the Chemical Weapons

Convention (CWC), a wide-ranging and extensive document aimed

at preventing states from producing, st.ockpiling, or using

chemical-s of any sorL at. any time.

In June of 1992, the Conference on Disarmament announced

that it had concluded negotiations on a draft CWC and would be

submitting it for final approval. In September, this draft

was approved and submitted to the U.N. General Assembly for

accession and ratification. Despit.e this progress, quesLions

as to its effectiveness, and if it. will ever enter int.o force,

have been raised.

Adding to t.he question of effectiveness is the

realisation that arms control t.heory has shifted away from the

traditional East-West context to encompass a broader,

multilateral forum. With this shift, chemical weapons have

become a greater factor in inter-state relations due to their
percept.ion of military utility by many nat.ions of the Third

Worl-d, and because of the potential for their use in conflicts

in these regions.

If these weapons are to be effect.ively controlled, it is

necessary to discern how arms control theory might be utilized

to formulate a treaty which will ensure t.hat the risk of

chemically disarming is minimal for all nations. To t.his end,

in an effort. to discern its utility to future negotiations as

well as the potential for its success, this thesis will

examine the CWC to determine the reasons for the successful

xl- l_



conclusion to negotiations in 1-993, and its relationship to

arms control theory and the issue of security in the changing

international context.
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Chapter 1

SecurÍty, Diga::sra.srent, and À::sts ControL

The Concept of Seeuríty

The negotiations on the CWC were neither an isolated

incident nor held in a vacuum. They were part of the larger

context of arms control and disarmament, and were thus

influenced by previous negotiations and t.hinking on arms

control, both historical and contemporary.

At the heart of arms control and disarmament lies the

concept of security. Buzan states that:

While the term itself is in wide use, and appears
to be accepted as a central organising concept by
both practitioners and academics, the literature on
it is very unbalanced...the concept of security is
seldom addressed in terms other than policy
j-nterest of particular actors and groups, and the
discussion has a military emphasis.'

There has been a tendency t.o define security as "the relative

freedom from harmful threaLs"', or "in an objective sense, the

absence of threats to acquired values, in a subjective sense,

the absence of fear that such vafues will be attacked",' or

that " (s) ecurity itself is a relative freedom from warr

coupled with a relatively high expectation t.hat defeat will-

not be a conseguence of any war that should occur.r"

These definitions tend to view security as an absolute,

with there being securiLy or insecurity, and leave more

questions unanswered than are actually explained. Threat

perceptions and values which are tied to the concept in two of

the definitions tend to vary between the person or the state.
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Similarly, Bellamy's definition defines security as the

relative freedom from war, but does not indicate if war is the

only form of threat relevant to security.

The idea that freedom from, or victory in, war are t.he

essential to securit,y are t.he result, of hist.orical experience.

Milit.ary strength has been an essential part of the state

since the foundation of t.he state itself, ensuring its well-
being and continued survival in what was perceived to be an

anarchical international system. Security on an individual

level meant that the individual \^/as f ree f rom danger. The

idea of national securit.y arose as an expression, therefore,

of what constit.ut.ed the essential-s to maintain t,he state,

safeguard its citizens and institutions, and ensure its

continued existence. As most threats were from outsi-de a

state, âo armed response was necessary to maintain its

integrit.y, and also safeguard its interests outside of its

territory.
What would be considered a threat to national security

could then be elaborated. "The greater the threat perceived,

the stronger is the desire to acquire greater military power

in order to deter aggression against onesel-f. Threat

perception is a f unct ion of a pot.ential adversary' s

capabilities and intent.ions. r* While a state might have a

specific ideology, threats against this were usually

insufficient to provoke act.ion. Where the threat clearly
manifested itself was against the institutions of the state:



ideas and institut.ions are inseparably int.er-
twined. . .institutions and ideas tend t.o stand or
faII together in the context of any particular
state. . .

The institutions of a state are much more
tangible than the idea of the state as an object of
security. Because they have physical existence
they are more vulnerabl-e to physical threats t.han
ideas .'

Armed force, in the role of ensuring a sLate's survival, took

on an internal as well as external- securit.y role. rr (F) or

many, the principal threat to security comes from within the

state rather t.han from outside iL. "' This may be a valid
domestic t.hreat, or it could come f rom outside t.he state.

Governments are considered legitimate target.s because they

determine the international activity and orientation of the

state. In the hope of causing significant. shifts in
internat.ional behaviour, states tend to interfere in each

ot.her's domestic politics. This int.ervention can occur

overt.ly or covertly.

If a government is under attack by foreign
intervention in t,he domestic policy progress, then
it can legitimately invoke national security in its
own defence. Drawing the line between indirect
foreign intervent.ion and legitimate internal power
struggle, however, is not easy.'

The linkage between the security of the government and the

state is easily exploitable and, as governments have their own

interests, "by importing national security issues into the

domestic environment, governments can increase t.heir powers

against domestic opponents.'r' Thus, if national security can

be invoked, the use of force can then be legitimat.ely applied

domestically. "
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Overa1l, the use of force to safeguard interests and

institutions has had more legitimacy in t.he internat.ional_

context. Management of this in the international system was,

until the beginning of the Twentieth Century, usually done

through treaties, accords, and alliances which did not limit
the use of force as much as it limited the tlpe of force

considered proper. Thus, treaties v/ere formulated which

banned specific t.ypes of weapons or codified conduct on the

battlefield. In many cases, the use of force cont.inued to be

considered the only proper response to resol-ve problems

bet.ween states.

This changed with World War I. The enormous and

senseless slaughter of men which occurred Ied many to begin

viewing milítary means as a problem in themselves. Despite

being written to describe the post -1945 situation, Buzan, s

statement that " (a)f though designed t.o make stat.es f eel more

secure, modern military means serve that end only by raising
state's fears of each other"" is relevant to describe the

af termat.h of t.he Great V'Iar as weIl.

Military means can cause problems ín two ways. The first
of these is through what has been call-ed the security dilemma,

in which actions taken by a state t.o ensure security may be

seen as threat,ening by another sLate. It may lead that state
to undertake countermeasures Lo ensure t.heir securit.y,. these,

in turn, Rây make the original state feel less secure and

attempt t.o restore its preferred ratio of strength by further
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armaments." There is also what has been t.ermed the defence

dilemma. While t.he means of ensuring security are present,

their use may be detrimental to the user,. thus, "military
means undermine their own rationale by raising the fear of war

above the fear of defeat. ""

The control and management of weapons had been recog'nised

in the decades prior to World War f as a possible solutj-on t,o

these problems. It was hoped that by limiting t.he destructive
power of vreapons, the scale of any future conflict could

similarly be l-imited. In the post -rúrar years , with the

memories of the destruction sti1l vivid, this took on an

increased importance.

Disarmament

Disarmament was advanced as a method by which t.his could

be accomplished. Disarmament approaches the problem of
warfare in the int.ernational system in a very direct manner.

It has its basis in the dilemma created by the exístence of
weapons needed to ensure security. All states will arm to

ensure their security and defend against outside threats. In

the process of arming, states will take into account any

threats which may be directed against them. This action may

be perceived as an indication of hostile intent by other

states, who will then arm themselves. As states would prefer

to solve their problems ín a peaceful manner, reducing arms

will also reduce any perception of hostile intent. This logic
can be applied to all weapons, the basis of the concept of
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general- and complete disarmament (GCD) , or applied just to

certain classes of weapons. Disarmament wilI always invol-ve

reductions in the levels of weapons in order to promote the

necessary levels of security.

The success of disarmament is dependent, to a large part,

upon the assurance of security against these outside threats.

The result of this desire for a guarantee of their security
provides one of t.he major blocks for a successful disarmament

agreement, for:

No disarmament agreement can by itself protect
possible natj-ons of good faith against the risk of
sudden and treacherous attack by weapons of
overwhel-ming power, the secret preparat.ion of which
may be very difficult t.o prevent, makes it certain
that they will be . . .unwil-Iing to reduce the
maximum military effort for their own protection
which they are at present free to make, unless they
receive other guarantees."

This security is further defined as being the provision 'rof

reasonable safeguards by the joint and common action of the

society of states against. aggressive attack aimed at any one

among them which has not itself been guilty of an

international fault or misdemeanour."

This definition assumes that this "society of sLates"

will agree to joint. and common action, an j-deaI which has not

occurred in the past in spite of many occasions which have

called for its invocation. The example of the League of

Nations during the Inter-war years is perhaps the most

prevalent example cj-ted in the literature, but the United

Nations has also suffered its share of calls for col_lective
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action which have not been met. Similarly, there is
disagreement over what may constitute a proper action to take

against an aggressor." Finally, there has rarely been a clear

cut aggressor in t.he situations which have arisen in the post-

war years.

Even if these problems were not to exist, it is rarely,
if ever, possible to assess accurately the degree of military
power which a state possesses. The international system is
such that war is a possible out.come, and to provide for their
security states attempt to balance the military power of their
possible opponents. No stat.e will then f eel- t.ruIy secure

unfess it believes that the balance is tilted in its favour;

thus "this balance is essentially a fluid one. This is why

stat,es will regard the reduction of their overal-l- armed

strength to a fixed ratio, perpetuating a static balance at a

1ow 1eve1, as incompatible with their security"."

Disarmament proponents advocaLe t.hat in order to solve

this problem, an international body be set up, either in the

form of a collective security agreement or some type of over-

arching institution. The result of any act of aggression

could then be met by action taken by these bodies, and that
faced with such an overwhelming response no state will- resort.

to aggression. The more utopian thinkers see this institut.ion
as the basis for event.ual world government. However, the

international system is not conducive towards the formation of

a body of this type. There are other factors which would also
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mitigate against its formation. There is the underlying fear

that a preponderance of power vest.ed in any one institution
could lead to the corrupti-on of the institution itself; in
essence, that left unchecked it may tend towards tyranny. The

United Natj-ons, it has subsequently been argued, would be

above this, being seen as a neutral player. But, âs Hedley

BuIl points out:

Because the Uníted Nations Organization . . . is
lacking in power and responsibility, it is
conceived of by t.he public mind as guíltIess; t.hat.
is why UN control as a remedy for international and
col-onial problems is such a persuasive slogan; it
contains the promise of insulation from the guilty
exercise of power. But. to imagine the UN as a body
actually disposing supreme power, is to imagine it
smeared with the guilt which, âs Machiavelli saw,
is involved in all exercise of political power"

Even if the security demands were not so pressing that

they could be handled by a collective security agreement,

there are still obstacles. The idea of collective security is
dependent on maint.aining a bal-ance of power, but "the present

division of the world between a small band of nucl-ear, and a

large remainder of non-nuclear Powers, gives the doctrine of

the overwhel-ming power of the collective a special-

irrelevancer'." Secondly, the doctrine of collective security
makes the assumption that states will go to war over issues

and in parts of the world which are outside of t.heir

interests. This has not proven to be the case, and it. seems

unlikely that this will change in the near future. There are

also olher problems involved, such as how to plan to take

action against an unknown opponent or opponents, or that when
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responsibility is fragmented among all states one will take

responsible action."

Fina11y, any action towards ensuring the security
arrangements of a disarmament treaty will ent.ail that, to some

degree or another, the state will have to relinquish some of

its sovereignty to a higher authority. The willingness t.o do

so will be determined more by the percej-ved benefits to the

state than it wilt by the benefits to the community of states.

Only if the benefits accrued by disarmament outweigh the fears

of an opponent cheating, or working around t.he treat.y, will a

state agree to voluntarily give up the means with which to
defend itself. Obviously, this means that any weapon which is
perceived as having military utility will be difficult to

negotiate a disarmament treaty on; a fact which appears to be

borne out in the history of disarmament itself. Disarmament

treaties have been mainly unilateral reduct.ions in arms which

either were done to get. rid of obsolete weapons, weapons which

were generally bel-ieved to be of no use, or the situation
calling for their use would never arise."

Throughout the 1920s, there was a boom in negotiations

aímed at reducing and limiting weapons. Widespread enthusiasm

for GCD resulted in the formation of the League of Nations and

in negotiations such as those which resulted in the Geneva

Protocol and the Washington Naval Treaties. The enforced

disarming of the losers after World War l- was also widely

support.ed, although these measures were not reciprocated by
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the wj-nners, who merely demobilised themselves down to
peacetime military establishments. The enforced disarming of
Germany was to be a major source of resentment, and wourd

precipitate the rearming of the 1930s. As political tensions

increased at this time, the pace of rearmament increased and

spread to other countries who perceived Germany as a threat,
or felt justifed i-n expanding their own spheres of influence.
The League of Nations also proved itself unabre to prevent

this. rt had committed its members to the principle that
maintenance of peace required "the reduction of national
armament.s to the l-owest point consistent with national safety
and the enf orcement by common act.ion of international-
obligations. rr" Ef forts to carry out this principle broke

down over what came first, nationar safety or arms reduct.ions.

Despite attempts to ensure security through disarmament, it
proved impossible to satisfy the fears of some states. French

fears of a German military revival meant that without a

giuarantee of genui-ne security it could noL, and did not

disarm." By L937, dfly pretence of attempting to prevent or
limit war had been abandoned.

Ar:ns Control

The end of the Second World War saw the beginning of a

new phase of relations between states caused by the advent of
nuclear weapons. Disarming was no longer sufficient, for it
was impossible to dis-invent these weapons. Agreements to
disarm had been difficult enough to negotiate before world war
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rr, but 'tj-n the nucrear era the implicatj-ons of war and of
poorly drafted or unil-ateraIly broken agreements had become

ireven more profound...the conseguences of successful cheating
by a nuclear-armed state might mean literal annihilation for
the state or states that were its victims. "" Attempts to
disarm, such as the Baruch plan, met with failure because it
was felt that such a plan would confer a permanent advantage

to the us, which already had the knowledge to produce nuclear
weapons, while preventing soviet research. once the soviets
had detonated their first atomic device in j,gLg, "the US

became prey to a similar lack of confj-dence in the j-dea of
international control of nucl-ear weapons. ,,,

what was necessary, therefore, was a method of managing

the situation while recognizing the changing features of the

nuclear era. To this end, arms control came into being, with
its aim being to manage the fear caused by the situation by

constructing Ian international political environment in which

a stable balance of power exists with neit.her side

significantly disadvantaged by it and in which neit.her is
tempted to attack by the weakness of the other. "" The emotive

appeal of disarmament was harnessed domestically to support

the arms control process. Arms control- came to be viewed

domest,ically as the same thing as disarmament, as the former

came to be seen as a realistic means to achieve the ideals of
the latter."

Arms control views weapons not as problems in themselves,
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but as part of a greater problem. "The arms control approach

believes that wars begin in the minds of men, that peace and

stability are as much a function of intentj-ons as they are of
military capabilities"." Arms control presupposes an

adversarial politicar relationship exists, but its aim is not

to alter this but to work within the current international
system in order to achieve stability. Disarmament, on the

ot.her hand, is idealistic in that it presupposes a world where

the use of arms is only viewed as a last resort; a view which,

during the course of the cord war was seen as extremely

utopian. As weapons were needed, the question was not how to
reduce them, but at what leveI they would be needed to deter
an aggressor. Arms control thus gire\¡¡ out of det.errence theory.
The main goal of arms control, therefore, is that requirements

be met to ensure a stable mutual deterrence. Thus, while arms

control may i-nvolve reduct.ions, it. may arso lead to a build up

of more weapons if it is perceived that t.hese weapons are

necessary to ensure stability. Arms control "wouId serve to
restrict weapons developments by seeking mutual agreements to
ensure that new developments would not damagie eit.her crisis-
or st.rategic-stabil-ity"." Defence and arms contror were not

seen as cont.radictory; both were to be part of the wider

objective of ensuring security. The key was to mutually
develop these requirements so that neither side would

misinterpret the other's actions.

Arms control was also to be used to limit. any future
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conflict in order to avoid the chance of escal-ation. rt was

assumed that, there would be a common interest bet.ween the two

adversarial powers in avoiding conflict, and especially
nuclear conflict. The scope of arms control negotiations,
however, urtimately are restricted by the probl-ems caused by

acquiring strategic nuclear delivery systems. conventional

weapons are j-ncl-uded only to t.he extent that. their use in a

conflict might. lead one party to attempt to negate any

conventional advant.age through t.he use of nuclear f orce. This

point was clearly illustrated by the NATO doctrine of the

planned use of tactical nuclear weapons to negate any soviet
conventional advantage in the case of a conflict in central
Europe.

Similarly, avoidance of arms racing would also be a

necessary part of arms control and the idea of stability was

stressed. The entire basis of a working deterrent force
presupposed that neither opponent would gain an advantage that
could negat.e the other's deterrent capability. This coul_d be

accomplished by reducing incentives for surprise att.ack or

eliminating force structures that could trigger war,. what was

ca11ed crisis stability. Technological change provided the

greatest threat to this stability, or the "balance of terror"
as it. is referred to in the literature. Thus, some way of
limiting milit.ary and technological advancement that might

t.rigger a destabilizing counter-response, , arms-race

stability' , would have to be ensured. To this extent, arms
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control took on technological issues that were not close to
being deployed in an operational form, such as ABMs, in order

to ensure that one side's technological breakthrough did not

have an adverse effect on the baIance."

The RecnríremenÈ,E for ArsrE Controls

rt was realized that there are a number of basic
assumptions behind the arms control process. There had to be

mutual identification of a common Ínterest or aversion, oy

problem, and each side had to communicate its requirements for
what it perceived t.o be mutually stable. Arms control- "will
depend ultimat.ely on the same kinds of motives and factors as

those which underlie the existing 'system' -namely the self-
interest of the parties. ¡"' lt was al-so realised that whil-e

it may be in a party's interest to negotiate an agreement,

acceptance of it will be based on a different set of
interests.

rt is assumed t.hat an arms control agreement will- offer
an improvement to the particular situation. Evaluation of
whether or not this is the case varies from state to state
but, according to schelling and Halperin, can be divided int.o

three broad aspects:

(T) hat the agreement will operate as planned; that.
one or both sides will cheat and get ar^ray with it;
that at some point in time the agreement wi1l break
down and both sides will resume, openly, theprohibited activj-t.ies, withdraw the concessions,
and cease t.o cooperate . "

rf the agreement is seen as guaranteeing or enhancing

securj-t.y, the incentive to sign is higher than if a state
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feels it will be disadvantaged by doing so at some future
time. Even if the treaty were to be viol-ated, it does not

necessarily foIlow that. a party's security is threatened. rL

is possible that the violation may be seen as not constituting
a threat to security, in which case the treaty can continue to
operate.

Arms control agreements have an impact on each party, and

a serj-ous obstacle arises when at.tempt.ing to equate this
ímpact on each. "since the armed forces of each nat.ion rery
on their own special ,mix' of armament,s and men, any

restriction of a particular weapon has different impacts on

each of them.r"' Technological change and innovation also
differ, and each part.y may have a l-ead in developing certain
f iel-ds.

Milit.ary experts on each side al_so inevitably tend
to overestimate the harm t.o their capacity from any
proposed rest.riction and to discount its effects on
the potential enemy. Hence, the greater the
uncertainty regarding the value and equivalence of
vüeapons and forces, the more 1ikely is the
conservative bias on both sides to block agreement
on any material change."

Differing views on inspection can also lead to obstacres.

The us and ussR, often faced this problem due to their
differing societies. cl-osed societies tend to be more

conducive to hiding violations, necessitating more intrusive
inspection procedures. The secrecy of a closed society was

also viewed by the soviets as a military asset., and to alrow

intrusive inspection Lhey believed that they wourd be making

an additional sacrífice of military pot.entia1." rn the case
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of chemical weapons, the chemical industry wourd perceive

similar fears related to inspection.

rnspection v¡as, in the East-west context, the cornerstone

for arms control. Because of the mist.rust that existed
between the two sides in the cold war setting, a negotiated
agreement t.hat outlined the requirements for mutuality would

have to include procedures to verify compliance. rnspection,
however, is not 'foolproof' , rather, it. should be viewed as "a
technique for reínforcing and maintaining the sel-f-interest of
the parties in t.he continued effective operation of the system

The restrictions and the related inspections shourd be

considered as a system of deterrence. '"
verification is arso used to promote public confidence in

arms control agreements. This has been crucia] in the west,

where public opinion prays an important role in governmental

decision making. "Doubts, whether legitimate or not about an

agreements verifiability can undermine public support for an

agreement; thus, opporÌents to an agreement have an interest in
fostering these doubLs. ""

Deterring vioration of a treaty is accomplished in two

ways. First, the violation must be determined, and others
must be convinced that a violation has occurred. Monitoring
and inspection rarely provide clear evidence of cheating.
what they do provide is a mass of evidence which must then be

analyzed and int.erpreted. As this introduces a subjective
el-ement into the process, it may be dif f icul-t to satisfy
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another party' s scepticism that a violation has actually
occurred, and the allegation is not just for propaganda

purposes.

Second, if the violation is confirmed, it remains to be

worked out what actions could be taken. In t.his case, the

probrem is determining what constitutes a suitable response

for non-compliance. The use of force, for example, ñay be

viewed as an over-react,ion, just as withdrawing from a treaty
for failing to declare an activity may not be a suitabre
response. Activities done by one party, while not meant as a

violation of a treaty, may be construed as non-compliance by

anoLher. víolations which do not threaten the military
balance may therefore be a greater problem than those which do

so. "

There is al-so the danger that. viol-at.ions can be missed,

or that. evidence of a violations is discovered when there has

been no violation. This can lead to further problems, such as

a tendency to ignore violations, assuming all are false, and

thereby missing actual violations; a tendency to view al1

violations as legitimate, t.hereby exacerbating tensions,

suspicion and irritation; or jeopardizing of the agreement by

exaggerated ideas of how much violation is actually
occurring. "

one possible method of dealing with this is for a party
to vorunteer its compliance. This can be done by providing

direct information on forces, thereby reducing the need to
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determine it independently."

Historically, verification procedures in the East-West

conLext have girown increasingly open. Development of

verification instrumentation and procedures were developed

during the period of detente, although "t.he most far-reaching

measures were applied to civilian activities on1y, were never

implemented, or were on a purely voluntary basis...On-site

inspection in sensitive military installations were still-
taboo. ""

Domestíc Influencee on Arfis Control

Arms control negotiations, although conducted between

states on an international 1eve1, also entail a domestic

aspect:

There is the debate and bargaining within stat.es
both as to the negotiating strategy and tactics to
be employed at the international talks and that
relating to the domestic wheeling and dealing which
is required to produce a majority behind the
eventual agreement. It is not always obvious that
the internatj-onal aspect is the more important of
t.he two. "

This domest.ic debate influences the progress of any arms

control t.alks in a number of ways. There will always be

domestic opponents to the negotiat.ions. The costs and

benefits to negotiating are not only applicabl-e to the state;

they may have significance to certain people or activities, or

particular governmental departments. " (A) particular option

may benefit one grouping and penalíze another, in which case

interests become vested in both the furtherance and rejection
of that optis¡.tt" In order to achieve any progress, these
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interest groups may have to be appeased. The end result is
that.;

The shape and content of the eventual agreement,
the international environment in which it is born,
t.he manner in which it is implemented, t.he spirit.in which it is (or is not) adhered to and a hoËt ofother factors crucial t.o the eventual value andeffectiveness of an arms control agreement., will beaffected by domestic political bargaining rather
than the ímpact of international bargaining...

Domestic bargaining must also take into account the
interest groups' perceptions of threat. The military,
obviously, may have a different percept.ion of how serious a

threat is than that which foreign policy makers might have.

There may also be disput.e over what one group may feel to be

its legitimate territory or interests being infringed upon by

another. rn the case of the us, the pent.agon, the Arms

control and Disarmament Aagency (ACDA), and the state
Department all claim that the arms control- process is part of
their legitimate interests."

Pubric opinion, as suggested above, also plays a role in
the domestic bargaining process. A politician, s main goal is
to remain in office; the formulation and implementation of
policy is, according to Anatol Rapaport, "of secondary

importance, relevant only t.o the extant that it contributes to
the success of the prof essionals. 'r" Thus, successful
manipulation of public opinion can make the difference to
being elected. This can affect arms control_ in that
opposition to a specific treaty may not be the resurt of
actual problems with it, but is political in nature and the
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resurt of posturing to capitalize on public opinion. such

opposition, for instance, occurred when the us senate

at.tempted Lo ratify SALT rr. The attempt ended in failure
when several politicians who had previously supported SALT rr
changed their position and opposed ratification. 'Domestic
politics in L980 meant that arguments over SALT rr only rarely
related to the substance of the treaty. Far more often they
were t.angential issues relevant only in so far as the
political environment had made them so.,r.'

Arms control has also been linked to other issues in
East-west. relations. "while it is possible for governments to
refrain from directly linking progress in arms control to
progress in other areas, it is not possible to prevent

people' s perception f rom making this kind of linkage . ',..

Public opinion has often linked events to arms control, even

if no such linkage exists; such was the case in l-98o when

public opposition appeared in the wake of the soviet invasion
of Af ghanistan, although there \^¡as no link between the

soviet.'s actions and nuclear stabilíty." The soviet union,

on the oLher hand, has not attached much importance on linking
arms control to other policy issues.

The us also consistent,ly used rinkage in attempts to
influence the soviet union. These efforts introduced a new

l-eve1 of complexity into arms control talks which ',have enough

difficulty in resorving security problems between stat.es

without expecting t.hem to unl-ock f oreign emigration quotas,
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inempty Soviet prisons or resolve equally complex problems

other issue areas. rr'"

Linkage rests on the assumption that the other party

requires the agreement more than you do, and was willing to

accept these conditions. Historically, t.his has never been

the case. 'rNo agreements have been signed in circumstances by

which either side gave the impression that. it had to have an

agreement at any cost and could not contemplate fail-ure to

achieve one. rr"

Finally, political leadership has been shown to be an

important factor in t.he negotiations on arms control

agreements. St.udies on US arms control negotiations have

shown that the President can have a major impact on bringing

negotiations to a successful conclusion, although success is
not always inevitable. If determined enough, however, it is
possible for the president to overcome many, if not all,
obstacles that may occur in the domestic bargaining process."

The Chanqinq RoLe of Arms Control

As early as 1975, a change in the role of arms control

had been noted. The bilateral world of the l-950s was becoming

more multilateral as the less developed nations and nations

with critically required natural- resources assumed greater

importance. While the technical aspects of verificat.ion
became less complicated, the negot.iat.ions themselves were

becoming politically more complex." Similarly, as the

influence of the superpowers decl-ined, the demands and needs
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of other countries increased. The emphasis on the East.-west

confrontation had led to the virtual exclusion of countries
and interests t.hat f ell- out.side of this area. The predominant.

theme of the actual negotiations had been the maintenance of
the balance through arms control "accompanied by efforts to
prevent third-party disturbance in a world in such precarious

balance.'r" Thus, the interests of countries in the Third world

u/ere only taken into account when they coincided or clashed

with the interests of the superpowers. This was no longer

satisfactory.

There were also problems that the arms contror process

itself exhibit.ed. The distrust between East. and west had, as

mentioned, resulted in t.he need to codify formally arms

control- negotiations in a treaty. The resulL of this approach

was that t.here developed a schism bet.ween nucl-ear and non-

nucl-ear arms control-. with nuclear arms control, it was much

simpler to agree upon mutually acceptable levels of det.errent

forces, although even this was not a simple task.
Nevertheless, it was possible to deveJ-op a number of
agreemenLs, procedures, and organizat.ions for the control of
nuclear weapons, primarily bet.ween t.he two superpowers .

controlling conventional weaponry was to prove to be more

of a problem. As mentioned, they were incruded only to the

extent that their control l¡¡as necessary to prevent escalation
of conf l-ict.. rt was recognised by the l-ate l-960s that t.he

likelihood of a surprise nucl-ear attack was extremely 1ow. rt
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was more probable that any nuclear exchange would be the

result of an escalating loca1 conf 1ict.
conventionar forces were not as easy to negotiate

agreements on due to a number of factors. First and foremost,

they had military utility. Their negotiation involved factors
which were not easily quant.ifiable, such as how many men were

considered to be the equal of a particular piece of equipment.

Final1y, the fact that conventional forces \^rere possessed to
some degree by all states meanL that negotiations usualry were

mul-tilateral rather t.han bilateral. This last point posed a

particular problem, as 'rthe history of post.-world war rr arms

control and disarmament efforts suggests that the larger the

number of negotiating parties, the smaller the probabirity of
reaching an arms control agreement.. ""

The Non Proliferation Treaty can be viewed as a turning
point for the change in thinking on arms control. The

essential aim of the t.reaty -Iimiting the spread of nucl-ear

weapons- was widely approved. The treaty itself, however, did
not gain wide acceptance when it was opened for signat.ure.

The treaty, despite being gIobal in nature, was essentially a

bilateral treaty between the us and soviet union. There was

also the problem that. many of the non-nuclear count.ries,

particularly those in the developing worId, perceived the Npr

as dividing the world into two groups; the nuclear ,haves, and

'have nots' A greater burden was placed on the non-nucrear

st.ates than on those which possessed nucl-ear weapons and, as
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these states failed to concrude any type of nuclear

disarmament or comprehensive test ban treaty, this would lead

to deep resentment by the non-nuclear states." Many felt that
the NPT was a delíberate attempt to deprive t.hem of nuclear

technology, and view the Npf as ,discriminatory,,

'monopolistic', and' hegemonic, ."

With the end of the CoId War in the mid-198Os, this
sentiment gained in intensity. The end of t.he tradit.ional
East-west conflict did not result in peace. Event.s elsewhere

in the world il-lustrated that confrontations stil-I existed,
and the proliferation of advanced conventional and

unconventj-ona1 weapons into these volatile regions presented

new problems.

what resulted was the division of the international
system into two groups; the developed and developing states.
The developing states had recognised that their security was

not based on military force alone; an idea which has onry

recently gained acceptance in the developed worl-d. security
in the developing world is a concept. which:

consists of several- 'nat.ional values . , These are
safeguarding the political and territorial_ survival
of the state, ensuring the organic (physical and
collective) survival of the population,
establishing the conditions for economic welfare,
and achieving and preserving inter-communal
harmony. In general, the guiding principle...js
that economic and social factors are regarded as
forming part of the definition of security,
especially as they affect ,national values' 'or
directly influence political and military decision-
making in a given country or region..'

These states are not considered t.o be 'mature/ -i.e. -they do
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not have the self-assurance and self-confidence that the

developed states have. 'tNowhere in the developed world does

the state face an acute or severe crisis of legitimacy. The

state rests on long traditions of polit.ical- existence and a

stable record of economic prosperity. "" The developing states

are faced with an array of forces which can undermine its
sovereignty. Their response has been to take measures to
resist any perceived external threat.'"

The use of force has nearly disappeared as an instrument

of policy in the developed world due t.o the destructive nature

of modern warfare and because it has been found that disputes

can be resolved through diplomacy, bargaining or t.rade-offs.

It has continued t.o be effective for resolving disput.es in the

developing world, where the constraints imposed by modern

military means are often not present. This legitimacy was

aided by several conditions. "Lack of democratic structures,

unsuccessful developmental policies, sharper ethnonationalist

conf 1ict.s, and territorial disput.es create an environment

conducive t.o t,he use of force. ""
Arms control, which had sought to stabil-ize the nuclear

and conventional balance of forces, now faced the challenging

of adapting to this new situation. The t.hreat. of
proliferation had been recognized during the Cold War era, but

it was assumed that the superpower's would exercise t.heir

influence to prevent this from destabilizing relations between

states. The Gulf l¡tar in 199L, however, and the threat of arms
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being used against those who had initial-ly supplied them,

increased the pressure to restrict arms transfers. This

restriction was based on the interests of t.he Western nations,'

specifically, t'the thrust of arms restriction is to manage and

advance Western interests by limiting the spread to anti-

Western regimes."" This control of arms, rather t.han true

management, has a number of effect.s on states. It t.ends to
ttfreeze existing distributions which are largely in favour of

pro-Western sLates. "" It is also considered by those sLates

to be an extension of western infl-uence under the guise of

arms control. The result of this is that. this type of arms

control I'is 1ikeIy to breed resenLment, particularly among

states which view the expansion of their military forces as

vital for their national securit.y. ""

Their is also t.he problem that is posed by technology.

western technology, in many cases, has civilian as well as

military uses. The traditional spin-off relationship , where

military technology was also found to have civilian uses, has

been replaced by a complex interrelationship bet,ween military

and civilian research and development. Currently, many

observers have noted that there is a tendency towards a 'spin-
on'r relationship, whereby civilian research and development is

found t.o have a military application." Att.empts to resLrict

this 'duaI-use' technology, however, can hinder industrial-

development, so that. it appears that the West is attempting to

ensure its' economic superiority over the developing world.
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By its very nature, dual-use technology is available from a

number of sources, making at.tempts to control or monitor

proliferation dif f icult .

What is necessary, therefore, is that as many parties as

possible be included in the arms control process. This

multil-ateralism must be recognised as meaning more than just

dialogue beLween two groups, it "actually connotes strategic

and tactical complexities beyond simply the number of

participants. ""

How is it. possible to reconcile these interests and

differences of opinion inLo a workable treat.y? It has been

suggest.ed that there are two approaches to arms control.

Compet.itive arms control- has been the predominant. approach

t.hroughout t.he Cold War Era. Its objective is to st.abilize

the balance of military forces between political- adversaries.

Cooperative arms control aims to improve political

relations between st.at,es by creating "through an int.ensive

dialogue and habitual co-operation, a seL of principles, norms

and rules that govern the military dimension of interstate

relations. "" This approach emphasizes the need for st.at.es Lo

recognise that their security can be enhanced by actions t.hat

increase the security of others. Its objective is not

military st.ability, but'rto determine co-operatively those

acLions that reassure others so as to remove miTitary force as

a f actor in interstate reJ-ations, thus estabJ-ishing poTiticaL

stabil-ity. "'
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A mix of the two approaches would be required in any

negotiat.ions, depending on the state of political relations of

the parties j-nvolved. Thus, competitive arms control will be

required where military forces are presumed to retain their
value, while co-operative arms control is useful- when this
utility is no longer apparent or present." In the case of

g1obaI or multilateral concerns, a combination of the two

approaches will be necessary.

ff the concerns are global or mul-tilateral, the range of

int.erests that must be considered will be varied, but

according to Hermann "Lhe essential feat.ures of a multilateral
negotiation and result,ing agreement can be described in rather

simple terms.rr" Three fundamental sets of issues are present;

the defining parameters, the qualitative and quantitative

context of these parameters, and treat.y-servicing processes."

These parameters can be further subdivided. The defining
parameters include the geographical- region covered, which

parties will be subject. to the treaty's provisions, what

military equipment. is t.o be limited, and the overall nature of

the intended agreement." Once these have been determined, it
is possible to set qualitative and quantitative conLent to
these parameters and provide operational guidelines for a

t.reaty. " Fina1ly, treaty servicing processes , which rrcreate

the dynamic mechanisms for moving a treaty into a temporal

dimension" would be explicated." This would include such

procedures as declarations, inspections, and reductions.
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These are, obviously, very general categories, and actual

negotiations would have to include many details. The success

of the treaty, however, will ultimately be decided by the same

criteria which was used for bilateral arms negotiations: is it
in the state's interest to sign and adhere to such a treaty?
The Chemical Vileapons Convention

The CWC, as a multilateral arms control- treaty, has been

hailed as a'success', based simply on the fact. that it was

successfully negotiated, and without any investigation of how

it may reflect a state's self interests. There have been two

schools of opinion voiced since the negotiations concl-uded.

Many hail ít as an example of GCD, banning a class of weapons

and enhancing global security." Others oppose the CWC and

argue t.hat it is ef fect.ively unverifiabl-e and cannot guarantee

security. "

If the CI¡IC is indeed a success, then states will be more

than wil-ling to ratify it and abide by its terms. This may be

a more important point than has been realized. The global

nature of the CI,TIC means t.hat if too many states choose not to
adhere, the treaty may be undermined to the point that it
becomes irrel-evant. Assuming t.hat the verif ication provisions

are uriworkable places too much emphasis on the technological

workings of the treaty. Verification, after all, is only part

of the larger package of issues on which negotiations were

held, and previous at.t.empts to ban chemical weapons have

invo]ved f ew or no verif ication measures.
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If the CWC is truly muItilateral, other problems may

become apparent. Taking into account too wide a range of
viewpoints and opinions may result j-n a treaty which has too

many 'loopholes' or cannot function ef fect.ively. yet, if it.
reflects predominantly bilateral interests, it may result in
states deciding not. to sign on to the treaty.

The CWC provides an important case study for two reasons.

It at.tempts to deal with the problem of proliferation, and the

fessons learned in dearing with the problems posed by chemical

weapons might be transferable to other situations. Second,

the verification provisions may also be utilized as a model

for future arms negotiations. Both of these issues have been

important. in past arms control talks and, in the changed

context in which they are now held, can only assume a greater

importance.

The CWC attempts to ensure security and stabilit.y from a

complete cl-ass of weapons. While t.his is, in itself , an

ambitious undertaking, it is complicat.ed the fact that: they

have been used before, especially in the Third World; it is an

at.tempt to ban a complete class of weapon which may be

perceived as having military utility; and the problem of

'technology as a destabilizing force' must be dealt with. If
these can be successfully resolved, Lhe chance that. other
contentious issues, not related t.o chemical weapons, can also

be negotiated on successfully.

The negotiations on chemical weapons are important for a
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number of reasons. Past negotiat.ions can be utilized to
indicate weaknesses or areas that require further
consideration. Current. negot.iations are important to
determine how a consensus can be formed. The early talks on

chemical u/eapons assume new importance when it is recognised

that many of the problems faced during the CWC negot.iations

had been encountered before. The subject of these earlier
negot.iations and the reasons for their failure will be

discussed next.
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Chapter 2

NegotiaÈione before the CTTIC

Earlv Oriqins

The impetus behind the CVüC can be traced much farther

back than the twentieth-century. The use of chemicals as a

weapon had been discussed as far back as ancient times, and

there are a number of reported instances where noxious fumes

or smoke were used against an opponent.' ft was not until the

science of chemistry expanded during the l-ast quarter of t.he

eighteenth century that the causes behind these fumes and

smoke were understood. The military application of chemicals

based on scientific principles was thus only possible after

this. Suggestions were made to use sul-fur to produce sulfur

dioxide gas during the Crimean War, and chlorine and hydrogen

chloride during the US Civil War, but neither of these ideas

were pursued.' It was not until shortly before Vüorl-d War I

that advances in chemistry made the use of chemicals

significant enough to be perceived to be of military utility.

Prior to this, there had always been an abhorrence of t.he

use of poison in war. The use of poison in food or water

supplies and the use of poisoned weapons were considered to be

unchivalrous and treacherous. By the nineteenth century, a

trend to make warfare more humane was underway, and this lead

to a series of conferences aimed at setting the rules for the

conduct of warfare. Poison was included in these discussions.

The antecedents of modern chemical weapons arms control
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Declaration of l-868 stated:
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Petersburg

That the only legitimate object that States should
endeavour to accomplish during war is to weaken the
military force of the enemy;...this object would be
exceeded by the employment of arms which uselessly
aggravate the sufferings of disabled men, or render
their death inevitable;...the employment of such
arms woul-d, therefore, be contrary t.o the laws of
humanity.'

While this declaration did not deal specifically with chemical

weapons, its principles were later cited in condemnation of

gas warfare.

In the aftermath of the Franco-Prussian War, Lhe movement

to codify the laws of war were given further impetus. In

!874, a conference was held in Brussels concerning t.he laws

and customs of war, and the declaration which was issued

included a prohibition of the use of poison or poisoned

weapons. This declaration, although it was never ratified,
provided the starting point. for the Hague Peace Conferences.

The first of these was convened in l-899 by Tsar Nicholas

II of Russia. He had been advised t.hat technical progress was

bound to af f ect future vüars; thus, the obj ective of t.he

conference was not merely to mit,igate the hardships of war,

but. to prohibit the introduction of new weapons into war. A

wide variety of weapons were discussed, including gas, but a

number of obstacles were encounLered. In the case of 9âs,

"Lhere was no point of reference, no recorded experience

except in science fiction. How to prohibit a non-existent
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ureapon?"' The result was that general agreement could only be

reached on a ban on the use of ". . .projectiles the sol-e

purpose of which is the diffusion of asphyxiating or

deleterious gases."' At. this time, such a ban gained goodwill

among the participants without. foregoing any existing defence

interest. The US representative, the naval- strat.egist AIfred

Thayer Mahan, believed that this cl-ause was unrealistic and

could see no difference between blowing up people in a ship

where there was Iitt1e chance of escape and choking them with
gas on land.'

The Hague Gas Decl-arations represented the first example

of an attempt to out.law a specific form of chemical warfare

and occurred at the time when the military development of

chemical weapons was beginning on a significant scale. The

declaration was only binding on the contracting powers in the

event of war, and only between signatories to the agreement.'

It contained no provisions for inspection, nor any for
control,' "irr short, each signatory was in honour bound t.o do

his own policing.'r'

The second Hague Conference r¡ras held in 1907, and

reaffirmed the abstention clause of Hague I and another on the

avoidance of projectile, weapons and material-s which might

cause unnecessary suffering. It also widened the restraints
to include a prohibit.ion on the use of poison or poisoned

weapons. These efforts, âs far as chemical warfare was

concerned, were to have little effect on the actual conduct. of
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hostilit.ies in World War I, although the moral implications
that they raised are still unresolved.

World Vfar I
Despite the attempts to prohibit t.he use of poisons,

World War I saw the outbreak of chemical warfare on a

widespread sca1e, and to a greater degree than the literature
on the war usually indicates.

Gas as a weapon did not appear suddenly, despite what

many writers tend to present. The path to the German use of

chl-orine during the Second Bat.tle of Ypres had roots back to
the beginning of the war itself. Pre-war preparations for
chemical warfare on both sides had, for all intents, been

practically absent. Once war had broken out, several

proposals to introduce unconventional weapons were made on

both sides. The French had experimented with the use of
smal-l-, gâs-diffusing projectiles early during the war. While

these were not successfuÌ, they did prompt the Germans to

investigate the opportunit.ies that gas might present.

These preparations lead to invesÈigation as to whether

t.he use of irritant. agents might contravene the Hague

Conventions. The eritish fel-t that irritants were not

sufficiently poisonous to contravene them, but elected not. to
use them in the fear that it might lead to German

retaliation.'

The Germans continued their research, and used irritants
on a number of occasions. These were highly unsuccessful; in
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many insLances the enemy were unaware that irritants were even

being used against them.'" Improved forms of irritants
followed, and through the early part of l-915 irritant gas

sheIls were used by both the French and Germans."

The German decision to move beyond irritants r¡/as the

resul-t of a combination of several factors, although "(o)nce
the German Supreme Command had become accustomed to thinking
about and using irritants on a large scale, it was probably

only a matter of time before it began doing so for more lethaI
chemicals as well-."" The appearance of Lrench warfare, the

diminíshing stockpile of high explosives, and the sea blockade

which deprived Germany of the raw materials needed to
manufacture explosives all combined to facilitate the German

acceptance of chemical weapons. " They \¡/ere not int.ended to

replace high explosives; rather, the German General Staff felt.
that. t.hey would be suited for breaking through the stalemate

at the front and rest.oring mobility."
A shortage in shell case production meant that it would

not be possible to use artillery to achieve this breakthrough.

The artillery was unenthusiastic about. the idea of using gas

an)¡ways, and was also suf f ering f rom a l-ack of heavy

howitzers." The military in general remained opposed to the

use of chemical weapons because of their 'unchivalrous
nature'." When the chemist Fritz Haber suggested using the

release of gas from cylinders, however, t.he military was

receptive because the equipment. necessary to carry out the
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toattack already existed and it appeared to offer the chance

break through the stalemate."

The 1ega1 limitations of the Hague Conventions r,rere

considered, after investigation by the German High Command

(OHL) , not t.o be applicable. The ban on ,poison or poisoned

weapons' was considered by the OHL to apply:

only to deliberate poisoning of food or water, the
use of missiles steeped in a poisonous substance,
and t.he like, but that. it clearly had no bearing on
"gasil warfare, since t.he matter of ilasphyxiating or
deleterious gases', had been dea1t. with in an
entirely separate agreement."

That agreement was worded in such a way that. it was possible

for the OHL to maintain that the prohibition did not apply.

As the gas would be released from cylinders, it cj_rcumvent.ed

the prohibition on the use of projectiles whose sol_e purpose

was to release "asphyxiating or deleterious gas.tt The

irrit.ant gas shells were considered dual purpose, âs they

contained bot.h an explosive charge for fragmentation and a
gas-producing compound. There was al-so t.he belief among some

in the OHL that the French use of irritants had already

provided a provocation. Fina11y, the argument that gas

weapons did not inflict rrunnecessaryrr suffering on the enemy

was used. This latter point was subsequenLly used by a number

of writers after t.he war, who argued that the use of gas was

more humane t,han the use of high explosives (') , or that gas

'The most noteworthy of these defenders of t.he humaneness
of gas warfare was J.B.S. Haldane, âD English chemist who was
involved with the British special Brigade during the First.
Worl-d War. His book, CaIl j-nicus: A Defence of Chemical
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was used solely for the purpose of breaking the enemy and

reducing their ability to fight."

Attempts to discern the effectiveness of chemical weapons

during World War f are difficult. Exact casualty figures do

not exist, and early reports tend to inflate the figures to

enhance the i-mage of gas' effectiveness in the public's minds.

It is this latter image which has remained the public's

perception of chemical warfare, and largely shaped public

opinion in the Inter-war Period. Haber, in studying the

figures for gas casual-ties in World V'lar I found that the

majority of gas cases recovered sufficiently t.o lead normaf

l-ives. There does not appear to be anything more than a

tenuous connection established between being gassed and the

onset of throat and chest diseases later in life, although:

it was enough for people to bel-ieve that being
gassed \^Jas the cause of the illness years Iat.er,
and thus the special anxiety creat.ed by chemical
warfare continued into t.he peace and was kept alive
in the public's consciousness."

The Utility of Chemícal Weapons

Militarily, most aut.hors agree t.hat. chemical warfare was

a failure. For a weapon to gain acceptance it must be

effective and have utility. These two are not necessarily the

same t.hing. Effectiveness of a weapon is dependent on its
physical capabilities. Utility, on the other hand, is

, 1-925) presented the case that gas was a more
humane method of warfare than conventional explosives were.
This argument has subsequently been presented by many groups
which have an interest in maintaining a chemical warfare
capability.
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dependent upon where the weapon fits into a state's military
doctrine and what strat.egic considerations would have t.o be

considered before its use." While ut.ility will vary from

state to state, the effectiveness of chemical weapons is
dependent upon a number of outside facLors. It is these

fact.ors which affected the chemical agents used in vùorrd war

ï.

Weather greatly affected the use of chemical_ agents,and

this dependency on weaLher conditions has persisted for modern

chemical- agents. Temperature, wind, humidity, and

precipitat.ion can all enhance or degrade the effectiveness of
chemical agents.

Effectiveness is also limited by chemicar defensive

measures. Aft.er the initial shock of chemical weapons had

worn off, protective measures were implemented which were to
prove to be effective for the rest of the war. In fact, after
the first use at Ypres, ',the use of gas was invariably
followed by counter-measures, with the resurt being that the

better protection against. 9âs, the greater the fail-ure of
offensive warfare.r"' This sequence of events, whereby

technological innovation in offensive chemical warfare and

improvements in protective measures closely followed one

another, characterised chemical warfare for the rest of the

war. The result was that. neither side was able to gain a

cl-ear advantage. This pattern has persisted to this d"y, so

that it is possible t.o reduce the casua]ties of even the
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deadliest nerve agent with the proper protective measures."

These protective measures impose their own restrict.ions
on movement and activity. Modern defensive suits and masks

are cumbersome, especially in warm or hot weather conditions,

and troops wearing them can maintain their activity for only

short. periods of time. These protective measures make all the

difference, however. US Army studies have shown that chemical

weapons are individually more lethal than convent.ional high

explosives, but "the chemical expenditure rates necessary to

produce a significant. effect on a well--trained and well-
equipped enemy may approach those of conventional fires. ""

The use of chemical agents also runs the risk of

retaliat.ion. The logistical problems posed by operating in a

chemically contaminated battlefield are increased, as new

protective suits and masks, decontaminat.ion measures, and

caring for casualties would have to be contended with. The

result is a slowdown in the tempo of operations. While this
was not a major factor during Wor1d War I, j-n a modern, highly
mobile battlefield it could make a major difference. Even if
retaliation is noL a factor, the area effect of chemical

agents requires troops operating in downwind areas to take

prot.ective measures. "

With these constraints on effectiveness, the utilit.y of

chemical weapons among the states of the northern hemisphere

has gradually decreased. Their usefulness has proven to be

primarily in the Third World or in anti-guerrilla warfare.
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World War I, therefore, has been t.he only conflict between

developed st.ates where chemicals were used on any widespread

scaIe. While the l-imited ef fect.iveness of chemical weapons

has been cited as a contributing factor to their non-use

during World War II, it must be realized that there were other

influences which mitigat.ed against the use of chemical

weapons.

The Myth of Utilitv and Post,-Wor1d War I Àrms Control Measures

The public perception that gas was a useful military tool-

was developed in the aftermath of the war, and lead to

measures being taken to at.t.empt. to enforce a ban on their use.

In the aftermat.h of the First World War, gas "in the minds of

the soldiers and in public opinion in general...appeared as a

particularly repulsive and treacherous weapon, arousing

feelings associated with poison'r." The German use of gas was

also associated by the AIlies with other acts of aggression,

and became a focal point for Allied attention. Denial of any

future advantage provided to the Germans by their chemical

indust.ry, which was the virtual leader in the worl-d and more

advanced than those of the A11ies, was believed to be of great

importance. During the Versailles Peace Conference, t.he

Allies' demanded an all-inclusive prohibition on German

possession of the means of chemical warfare and t.he

destruction of their industrial chemical monopoly."

Agreement was quickly reached on'the first of t.hese
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points, and it was incorporat.ed into the Treaty. (') The

second point proved to be controversial. The British proposed

to end the German chemical monopoly by including an article in
the peace t.reaty which required Germany to divulge details of

the manufacturing processes for war materials; a move which

would lead to the disclosure of many of the commercial secrets

that the monopoly was based on." The Brit.ish interest in t.his

was stated to be soleIy for security reasons, and any gas

secreLs "should be divulged in order to reduce the danger of

their use in any future wars. 'r"

The US Delegat.ion opposed this amendment. President

Woodrow Wilson and Secretary of State Robert Lansing both felt
that this amendment was being introduced for economic, rather

t.han military, reasons. They believed that it would give an

unfair commercial advantage to rival industries, as well as be

impossible to enforce.'"

American domestic groups, particularly the Chemical

Foundation, began applying pressure for acceptance of the

British amendment. Their "desire for specific commercial-

advantages \A¡as cloaked j-n an appeal for national securit.y from

the menace of chemical warfare.rr" President Wilson persisted

' "The use of asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases and
all- analogous liquids, materials or devices being prohibited,
their manufacture and importation are strictly forbidden in
Germany.

"The same applies to materials specially intended for the
manufacture, storage and use of the said products or devices.
Treaty of Versailles, Part V, Sec . I , Art . !71-, quot.ed in
Brown, CW: Study ín Restraints, 52.
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in his opposition to the introduction of the amendment.

The British raised the issue again, stating that any

German discovery of new gases might enable them to gain a

decisive military advantage, despite limited conventional

armaments. President Wilson remained opposed to disclosure of

the chemical processes, but after discussions beLween the

British and the Americans a compromise amendment was agreed

upon. This amendment. deleted specific references to the

disclosure of the manufact.uring of synthetic and nitric acids

used t.o make explosives which t.he British had wanted, and any

provision for inspection." This was then incorporated into
the Treaty of Versai]les as Article A72. (')

The result of this amendment satisfied no one. Without

any inspectj-on or enforcement provisions, there was no way to

be certain that the Germans had divuJ-ged all their chemical

warfare secrets. Civil-ian industry could not be sure that

they had access to the most critical processes. Its primary

effect was to antagonize the Germans."

It also resul-ted in a massive propaganda campaigned

launched by the British and US chemical industries which

lasted from 1919 to 1-925. The need for large chemical

' Within a period of three mont.hs from the coming into
force of the present. Treaty, the German Government wí11
disclose to the Governments of the principal All-ied and
Associat.ed Powers the nature and mode of manufacture of all
explosive, toxic substances or other like chemical
preparations used by them in the war or prepared by t.hem for
the purpose of being so used. Treat.y of Versail-l-es, Part V,
Sec. T, Art. L72, quoted in Brown, CW: Study in Restraints,
56.
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industries to protect the US and UK was st.ressed by the

chemical producers. The US chemical- industry sought the

introduction of protective tariffs and an embargo on the

importation of certain chemical products. To secure these,

the chemical industry embarked on an 'educational campaign'

aimed at the public, industries and legislators. The British
campaign got underway in 1,920, a year after the American

campaign had begun."

In the US, the indust.ry effort received further support

by the US Army Chemical Warfare Service (CWS) which was

fighting for its own survival. Promotion from t.he threat
posed by chemical weapons was in the best interest of t.he CWS;

"public recognition of the importance of chemical warfare

would provide the CWS with additional ammunj-tion in its
ef forts to sel-I itself to the Army and Congress.rr" The

tactics used by the CWS were similar to those used by the

chemical industries; advocating national chemical warfare

preparedness, in the case of the CWS t.hrough a strong Army

chemical warfare organizat.ion."

The effect of the information being disseminated to the

public was that it aroused their interest and opJ-nion. It
resulted in protective tariffs and embargoes which t.he

chemical- industries had wanted, and ensured the survival of

the CWS in the US. this mobilization of public opinion also

had unforseen circumstances. The vast amount of information

on the dangers of unpreparedness, warnings of what future
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confl-ict might bring, and allegations of advances in chemical

agents and discoveries of new and deadlier agents, made t.he

issue of gas the subject of immediate postwar concern:

The characteristics and effects of the use of gas
in war urere spotlighted and magnified at a time
when responsible decision-makers were searching for
ways to minimise t,he ef f ects of war. Thanks to the
determined efforts of the chemical indust.ries,
aided by t.he CWS, gias was no longer considered one
among many hardships of war. By 192L, it had
become the bete noir of l¡Íor1d War I, a symbol of
the inhumanity of modern war."

There were calls for a clear-headed reappraisal on the issue

of chemical warfare. While there were those who urged

cont.inued preparations for chemical warfare, caIIs for an

international ban on chemical weapons were also being sounded.

The Washínqton Conference, 1921-1922

The Conference on t.he Limitation of Naval- Armament,s had

been called in response to the perceived threat. of an

impending arms race in the Pacific and rising public and

congressional demands t.o limit newly developing weapons

systems. Chemical weapons were not to be one of the subjects

of the conference, but public opinion assured its inclusion.
The issue was referred to a sub-committee for furt.her

consideration of its inclusion on the agenda. After

considering it, the sub-committee took the view that research,

development, and the manufacture of chemical weapons could not

be controlled, and that:
the only limitation practicable is who1Iy to
prohibit t.he use of gases against cities and other
large bodies of noncombatants in the same manner as
high explosives can be limited, but their can be no
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limit.ation on their use against. the armed forces of
the enemy, ashore or afloat."

This position was identical to that which the US War

Department, infl-uenced by the CWS, advocated. The US

delegation also adopted this initially, buL when the issue was

brought up at the conference, the delegatj-on reversed its
position and strongly opposed such limited measures."

At. the basis for this shift was a report issued by the

Advisory Committee to the American Delegation. This Committee

consisted of 2l senior officers and Senators, including

Herbert Hoover, General Pershing, and the Secretary of War, ,J.

Mayhew Wainwright., who had been appointed by President Harding

to represent public opinion at the conference." This

committee found that there could be rrno actual restraint of

the use by combatants of this new agency of warfare, if it is
permitted in any guise. "" It urged the total prohibition of

the use of chemical weapons, whether they l¡/ere t.oxic or non-

toxic, and that such met.hods should be classed with ot.her

unfair methods of warfare, such as poisoning we1ls or germ

warfare. Several reports had also been prepared for them

before the meetings by the Advisory Committee on Land

Armaments. This group, chaired by General Pershing, had

recommended that "chemical- warfare should be abolished among

nations as abhorrent to civilization. The General Board of the

Navy concurred in a separate report. ""
The position against maintaining readiness for gas warfare had

also been greatly influenced by a national poIl conducted
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in which the public had voted

gas warfare." Thus armed, the US

proposal to prohibit chemical warfare

fact that the means to do so at that

The proposal itself was a slightly modified version of
Article 171, of the Treat.y of Versailles. Both the French and

British delegates observed that t.he lack of any type of

sanction against use meant that security against the threat of

gas warfare could only be ensured through national readiness."

The US delegation felt that public opinion would be sufficient
to provide a deterrent for any would-be aggressor."

This argument was subsequently used during t.he US Senate

debate on rat.ification. Somewhat optimistically, Senator

Lodge stated during the debate that:
If the world is cursed with anot.her such war f dare
say they will break out and use poison gas again;
but. there is always the hope that. the opinion of
the world may be so crystallized that it will
prevent it, as public opinion alone has practically
prevented the poisoning of we1ls or the giving of
no quarter to prisoners."

The treaLy was ratified by the US with no dissenting votes.

It never entered into force, âs unanimous acceptance was

required and France never ratified because of concerns over

limitat.ions on submarines."

The ef f ect on t.he Washingt.on Treaty on US chemical

warfare policy was to have unforseen implications for the CWS.

The propaganda campaign which t.he US chemical industries and
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CwS had unleashed had lead to public opinion being shifted

towards tot.a1 prohibition. The CwS, which had been

established by Congress in l-920 suddenly found its role

undergoing a change. Originally tasked with ensuring that US

forces were instructed and trained in offensive and defensive

gas warfare, it was now limited to a purely defensive roIe.

while the Washington Treaty did not require chemical

disarmament, t.he opinion within the US War Department had

shifted to emphasize that. the US would not initiat.e the use

of , and might not retaliat.e with, gâs ." This lack of

readiness to wage offensive gas warfare would not be rectified

until the final years of World War II.

The US example, while perhaps the best documented, was

not isolated. The British military also reduced its chemical

warfare preparations to concentrate on defensive measures."

Only in the late l-930s, after the Italian use of gas in

Abyssinia and the threat of another European war appeared, did

the Brítish government begin to make considerabl-e preparations

for offensive gas warfare and for protection of the civilian

population. "

The Washington Treaty did encourage further work on

chemical weapon prohibition. The US:

desired to be the moral leader in the worldwide
quest f or security through disarmament,' a tangible
and available manifest.ation of this desire was to
offer to prohibit the employment of chemical
warfare. Simul-taneously, post-war administrations
became increasingly aware that det.errence of future
use of gas required more than t.he sanction of world
opinion; the United States had to retain a modicum
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of insurance
fai]ed. "

l-n case the declared deterrent.

The Geneva Protocol

The public hostility towards chemical weapons during the

Inter-war Period reached its zenith in 1-925, with the signing

of t.he Geneva Protocol. The topic of chemical weapons was

only a part of the larger scope of discussion which was held

during the Conference for the Supervision of the International-

Trade in Arms and Ammunition and in Implements of War, which

convened in Geneva in May of 1-925 as a result of an initiative

that had originated in the League of Nations.

The Conference's original purpose was to elicit support

for proposals on regulating the international arms trade, and

although the US delegation's provision to include chemical

weapons in the discussions went beyond the original agenda,

t.he idea hras accepted. The US desire to include these weapons

in the talks vùas motivated, in part, by the failure of the

Washington Treaty and the desire to further strengthen the

prohibition on chemical v/eapons."

The US representative, Theodore E. Burton, presented a

draft convention which prohibited the use of chemical weapons

by states, âs well as "prohibit (ed) t.he export f rom their
territories of any such asphyxiating, poisonous or other

gases, and all analogious liquids, int.ended or designed for use

in connection with operations of warrr." The difficulty of

distinguishing between gases used for industrial and military
purposes was recognised, as was as the problem in resolving
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the problem of equal treatment of the producing and non-

producing countries . V'Ihi1e most countries supported the US,

there were fears which were immediat.ely raised.

The Brazilian representative, while agreeing with the US

proposal in principle, pointed out that:
if the producing states remained free to
manufacture gases and to employ them, the result
would be to create an inadmissible inequality
between the producing and non-producing states. He
recalled that at the Santiago Pan-American
Conference the delegates of Col-ombia and Uruguay
had pointed out that these new methods of warfare
were an excellent means of defence for weak
countries in view of the facility with which they
could be procured, and their terribl-e effects."

Other counLries, such as Hungary, believed that. the means for
defence against chemical v/eapons should be excl-uded from the

prohibition. The Polish delegation, while finding the US

suggestion useful, believed t.hat the prohibit.ion should be

extended to cover bacteriological vüeapons as we11.

The US then offered an alternative text, which stated

that t.he cont.racting parties agreed to control- the traffic in
poisonous gases:

by prohibiting the exportation of all asphyxiat.ing.
toxic or deleterious g:ases and all analogous
liquids, maLerials and devices manufactured and
intended for use in warfare under adequat.e
penalties, applicable in all places where such High
Cont.racting Parties exerc j-se j urisdiction or
control- . "

The Hungarian proposal was formulated as an addition to the US

text, stating that:
. . . it being understood that such import and export
prohibition shall not apply to met.hods of defence
against asphyxiating, poisonous, or other similar
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gases employed as a means of warf are .'.

The texts were then referred t.o the Military and Legal

Committees of the Conference.

A subcommittee of the Legal committ.ee examined t.he

question of chemical and bact.eriological warfare and advised

that. there were two r^rays of dealing with t.he question; a

special provision inserted into a convention supervising the

trade in arms, or a separate text under which all states would

prohibit the use of gas. of the two, the latter method was

found to be preferable, as it went beyond just a prohibition
of export. The Hungarian representat.ive raised the guestion

of placing no restrictions on defensive weapons, although this
was met with objection from the Romanian delegate, who stated
that the effect of this amendment would be to re-introduce gas

warfare. "

The Military committee then examined the issue. The main

issue which arose during the course of discussion concerned.

the quest.ion of producers and non-producers. rt was fert that
a prohibition on trade would prace non-producing countries in
a position of inferiority, as they would be deprived of a

means of defence. A prohibition of exports wourd have to be

preceded by t.he establishment of security guarantees;

ot.herwise if gas-producing countries did not vow noL t.o use

these weapons the non-producers would have to find a way t.o

manufacture gas for t.hemsefves."

Even with a defensive capability, this problem remained.
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The Hungarian representative clarified the issue by st.ating

t.hat , by def ensive measures, he ref erred t.o personal means of

defence, and not the defensive use of gas weapons. Both the

Romanian and French delegates objected to this, as to have an

ef fect.ive means of defence would require testing with giases in
order to ensure t.heir effectiveness. This could only be

accomplished through the importation or manufacture of the

gases, and would defeat the purpose of the prohibition. The

British delegate also objected, but on the basis that

prohibiting the export of gases would not prevent its use in
future wars. Instead, it would force all countries, in order

to ensure a credible defence, to begin manufacturing gas.

This view was shared by the majority of the Committee. Even

applying the prohibition would be difficul-t, as it was

practically ímpossible t.o discriminate between chemicals used

for military purposes, and those with legitimate civilian

uses." In the end, the Military Committee adopted the joint

proposal suggested by the British, Polish, and ftal-ian

delegations, which read in part:

Considering that the prohibition of the export
of chemical and bacteriological arms is, in most
cases, practically impossible, and wouId, moreover,
be of no ef f ect.s until- all nations undertook to
abstain from chemical and bacteriological warfare
of all kinds;

Proposes that this larger political issue,
namely, the prohibition of chemical and
baeteriological warfare should be considered by a
special Conference which shoul-d be convoked at an
early dat.e and at which all States would be
represented. "

This opinion was supported in the subsequent discussion
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of the General Rapporteurs of the General Committee, although

they suggested that a resolution be included in the Final Act

of t.he conference, calling for a universal convention to deal

with the issue. The Swiss representative suggested that a

text be included in the Final Act of the Conference, which

reaffirmed the universal prohibition on use and from which

rules as to the application of that principle could be drawn.

While this was opposed by some, the US countered with its own

proposal that Articl-e 5 of the Treaty of washingit.on be adopted

and opened for signing; a suggestion which was adopted by the

General Committee.

The Protocol itself was drafted and adopted with only

minor changes. The Polish delegation advocated that explicit
reference be made to the inclusion of bacteriological weapons

in the Protocol; a move which was accepted with lit.tIe
hesitation. The representative of the Irish Free St.ate

proposed that all- po\^rers sign the Protocol-, and that the

words: "so far as they are not already part.ies to treaties
prohibitj-ng such userr be omitted. This suggestion was opposed

on the grounds that all powers represented at t.he Conference,

whet.her bound by previous treaties or not, would have to sign

the Protocol."

The Prot.ocol, af ter some minor amendment.s, was approved

by the Conference on I7 ,June 1-925, and opened for signature.
Despite the us desire to negot.iat.e the Protocol, the us f ailed
to ratify the treaty until 1975. This failure was due, in
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part., to a suspicion of Europe and a growing isolationism

which was occurring in the US at this time. There were

increased reservations about ratifying treaties that had no

inspection or enforcement provisions." There was also a

debate which occurred in the Senate over the logic of limiting

development of a weapons system which the US might be able to

use to its advantage; this was a continuation, it should be

real-ized, of a long-standing policy of using unlimited force,

once action had been initiated against them, to defend the US

and obtain the unconditional surrender of the aggressor."

Fina1ly, opposition from the Chemical Warfare Service and the

American chemical- industry played a role in the decision not

to ratify the Prot.ocol." General Fries of the CWS present.ed

the fight against ratification as "a fight for general

military preparedness, âD argument that no military officer
could fail to support. ""

The US failure to rat.ify the Protocol had repercussions

among other states. .Tapan followed the US example and refused

to ratify, while the European countries carefully examined

their positions. France was the first of the major powers to

ratify, followed two years l-ater by Italy and the Soviet.

Union, but "it was not until Germany ratified in 1-929 that

Britain felt able to do so.rr"

The Problems with the Geneva Protocol

The fact that the Geneva Prot.ocol did not act as a

deterrent to chemical warfare was not the result of the
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perception of a diminished utility of chemical weapons. The

Geneva Protocol can only be seen as an obstacle to

assimilation because it cannot effect.ively prohibit possession

or all use of chemical weapons. This is the resul-t of a

number of factors which resulted from problems wit.h the

Prot.ocol itself .

Upon ratification, most of the major powers entered

reservations in order to qualify their adherence to the terms

of the Protocol. Most not.able among these were Britain,
France, and the Soviet Union. All three states reserved that

their commitment only applied with regard to other states

which had ratified the Protocol, and that this commitment

would cease should an enemy, or its aIlies, cease to respect

the Prot.ocol. These reservatj-ons, in effect, t.ransformed the

Protocol into a ban only on the first use of chemical or

biological weapons; it. legitimated the use of chemical weapons

in reprisal to an earlier attack. The result of this was that

the norm of non-use outlined in the Geneva Protocol could not

be made into an effective anti-chemical weapon regime, for
rules cannot be drawn from it which will preclude any resort
t.o chemical warf are:

The norm of abstention from CW has not, been, nor
could it ever be, guaranteed by a rule which simply
restates the norm as a prohibition of international
Iaw. Such a rule can only operate by positively
legitimizing forms of chemical warfare which it is
necessarily incapable of prohibit.ing, namely the
use of chemica1 weapons in reprisal and perhaps
retaliation in kind."

The result of t.his was the need for states to continue in a
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chemical weapon development. program to ensure that they

maintained this abil-ity to retaliat.e. This would also lead to

other states investigating the option of chemical armaments as

a deterrent to those states which already possessed them,

leading to proliferation rather than t.he prohibit.ion which had

been hoped for.

The Geneva Protocol- was also limited, in t.hat the

prohibition of use covered only conditions of war instead of

the conditions of armed conflict in general." While this
amblguity did not appear to be of major concern at the time,

it would cause problems in the l-960s. As it was pointed out.

in December 1967 by the Maltese representative at the ENDC:

...use for hostile purposes in peacetime was not
prohibited. This r¡/as a f atal omission in
contemporaty conditions, when wars were seldom
declared and when some of the mosL dangerous
chemical and biological r^/eapons in the arsenals of
states were eminently suited for use in
circumstances in which no overt conflict existed."

While the ability of the Protocol to prevent retaliation
with chemical weapons was a major flaw, equally serious was

the l-ack of any major mechanism to ensure compliance with the

Protocol- or investigate allegations of use. The fact that

most chemical weapons at this time were dual-use in nature

meant that prohibiting their manufacture woul-d be impossíb1e

to verify. This led st.ates to rely on either deterrence or

the threat of sanctions to provide for their security.
The idea of applying sanetions against alleged users was

also problematical as there was no agreed upon measures to
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investigate allegations of use. while discussions were held

on t.his matter in the World Disarmament Conference during the

l-930s, these did not result ín any binding or widely accepted

sanction mechanism. Sanctions were applied against ftaly
following complaints about the use of gas in Ethiopia, but

these were uncoordinated and due to the effort of the League

of Nations rather than the result of a provision of the Geneva

Protocol-." These sanctions were "ext.ended half -heartedfy, and

never extended to include military measures. They failed to
stop aggression and the use of chemical r,^reapons. rr"

International control to prohibit complet.ely chemical

warfare was al-so recognized as being useful, but such an

agreement would not be able to provide sufficient security.

"The possible disadvantages and dangers of applying

international control outweighed any advantages it might

of f er. "" Cert.ain technical problems h/ere examined by the

Prepatory commission of the world Disarmament conference.

This did not result in any concret.e results although their
work would resurface in the post-war debate. The most

important idea expressed at t,he time was t.hat an international
organization be set up in conjunction with t.he disarmament

conference prohibiting preparat.ions for chemical warfare. Its
role would be to collect all information found in official
trade statistics or provide statistics relating to the

manufacture of chemical substances in t.he territory of each

signatory state and of trade between states This
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organizat,ion could also request, on its own initiative or at
the request of other states, additional_ information and./or

explanations." rt lvas felt that, ât this tj_me, it would not
be possible to enforce a prohibition against preparations for
chemical warfare by examining the commercial statistics of
chemical industries in all countries. While such control_ was

conceivable in theory, it would be impossible 'to exercise
control by ent.rusting national or internatj-ona1 bodies with
the duty of inspecting chemical factories and of making public
the character of the products manufactured, the existing st.ock

and the production capacity. ".
A proposal for the estabrishment of an international

cartel of chemical indust.ries to ensure t.hat. chemical weapons

were not privately manufactured was arso dismissed. similar
objections were raised to this proposal, although there were

" 
j-ndications that t.he business community believed more in this

idea than did the politicians. ,,"

FinalIy, the scope of the Geneva protocol_ was bel-ieved to
be limited. while t.he Geneva prot.ocor banned 'asphyxiating,
poisonous or other gases and arl- analogous liquids, materials
or devic€s, " it did not use the term "chemical weapon" at any

time. This was due t.o t.he f act that the concept of chemical
weapon was stilI .in the early st.age of its evorution. There

was no clear definition of what might. be considered to
constitute a chemicar weapon incorporated into the treaty
after the fact, nor were attempt.s made to tighten up the
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existing definition of what was banned." This lead to
at.tempts to include items such as incidenary devices or smoke

screens in the classification of chemical weapons.

There uras also discussion over whether lachrymatory
agent.s (tear gases) and other irritating agents and. herbicides
were included in the prohibition. This issue first came to
the forefront of discussions in 1930 when the British
government submitted a memorandum stating that, in its
opinion, lachrymatory giases were prohibited by the formula of

"other gâsest'." The us offered the sol-e dissenting opinion
on the grounds that. tear gas had a humane purpose in war and

it would be wrong to prohibit the use, against an enemy in
war, of the same agents used in peacetime to control civilian
populations. The Americans later indicated that while there
was no question of tear gas being used in war, t.hey did not
want. to give up the preparation and employment of gas for
domestic police purposes."

The Utilítr¡ of ChemicaL Wear¡ons: World War IT

The fact that chemical weapons were not used during hiorld

war rr on a large scale cannot. be attributed to Lhe

prohibition embodied in the Geneva prot.ocol. There now exists
a substantial body of evidence which supports the proposition
that the non-use of chemical weapons bet.ween the maj or
belligerents was due more to national restraints and

deterrence than to international prohibition.
The Americans, as mentioned above, were unprepared to
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wage chemical warfare. Although President Roosevelt, like his
predecessors, remained opposed to the use of chemical weapons,

it was recognised that resort to their use in a future

conflict was a possibility. It was not until l-943 that
President Roosevelt actually announced that US forces would

retaliate in kind. The decision to initiate chemical warfare,

however, was a different matter. Shortly after the outbreak

of war, the British had sought assurances from Germany that
they would abide by the Protocol; this was received two weeks

later. The use of chemical weapons, however, was considered

by t.he British in the event of a German invasion." Once this
threat had passed, the British continued to retaín a deterrent

stockpile. Final1y, ín A942 the American and Brit.ish combined

Chiefs of Staff entered into a formal agreemenL,, whereby

either state could retaliat.e unilaterally but both would have

to agree to initiate chemical warfare.'"

At the basis of this decision was the recognition that
British and Commonwealth territ.ory was at greater risk for
retaliation than the US. As the war progressed, and the

chance that the Germans could launch an effective chemical_

attack decreased, the possibility was raised of using chemical

weapons in retaliation for cont.inued V-l- and V-2 attacks.

This was eventually decided against because it was feared that
while the Germans could not retaliate on any significant
scale, initiation of chemical warfare in Europe could lead to
initiation in other theaters which were not as well-prepared."
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The Americans al-so explored the option of using chemical

weapons against Japan. The use of the at.omic bomb and the

subseguent surrender of ,Japan occurred before much planning on

this could be done. Even if the decision to use chemical

weapons against the ,Iapanese had been agreed upon, the supply

of chemical weapons available in 1945 was sufficient only for
one concentrated attack on an area the size of Iwo ,fima."

Logistical problems also made the transportation of chemical-

weapons int.o the Pacific Theatre problematicat; simply put,

the chemical- weapons stockpiles were maintained in the US and

were not a high enough priority to be shipped into the

Pacific . "

Another impediment to Allied use of chemical weapons was

the assumption that initiation in one theatre would unleash

chemical warfare on a global sca1e. "This assumption implied

an agreed Axis war policy. However, Germany and ,Japan never

adapted a unified strategic policy. Any decision t.o init.iate
chemical warfare would have been taken independ€ntly. tt"

At the beginning of the war, the Germans were the best

prepared to wage offensive chemical warfare as they possessed

new t.ypes of agents which were far deadlier than those used

during the First Worl-d War: the nerve agents. Throughout the

war, however, they over-est.imated Allied preparations and

believed that the Allies knew about the nerve gases and coul_d

produce them rapid1y." Despite their qualitative advantage,

the Germans remained unprepared for chemical- warfare,. a fact
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partially attributed to t.he deep-rooted disdain which the

General Staff felt for chemical warfare." HitIer himself was

strongly opposed to t.he use of chemical hteapons, probably due

to his experience of being gassed during the First Worl-d War.

Several other factors dictat.ed against the use of gas by

the Germans. Their blitzkrieg style of warf are \Á¡as dependent

on speed and mobility. Taking protective measures against

chemical att.ack would only slow this down." It has also been

suggested that the German Army, which remained dependent on

horse transportation throughout the war, \^/as vulnerable to

chemical attack because of this. Had gas been used against

rear areas and supply routes, it could have caused the

collapse of the German logistics system." As the war

progrssed and air superiority had been 1ost, init.iation of

chemical warfare could only lead to massive ret.aliatory

strikes. "

Japan was the only major belligerent during the Second

World lrlar to use chemical weapons to any extent. Even then,

it was against. the Chinese, who hlere largely unprepared to

defend t.hemselves against chemical weapons. These attacks

occurred early in the war against China and were tactical in

application, but f ailed to impress t.he ,Iapanese Army

leadership. " This resulted in .rapanese f orces being

specifically ordered not to use gias in attacks on the West.ern
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Powers in 194f-. (') The preoccupation with t,he development of

a battlefield chemical weapon would al-so lead to "an almost

tot.al neglect of the CB defence of the civilian population, a

neglect which was to prove a grave liability during the latter
part of V'Iorld War II. r"'

As the tide of war turned against the ,Japanese,

discussion on the benefits of using gas against the Al-lies

occurred at the Army General Staff, and were forwarded to

General Tojo. A number of factors dictated against t.he

initiation of chemical warfare. The .Tapanese defending the

islands were subject to chemical attack wit.h l-itt1e chance for

retaliation. ,Japanese troops h¡ere poorly trained and equipped

for chemical defence. The civilian population might also be

subject to retaliation by Allied bombers. Like t.he Americans,

the decision to initiate chemical warfare would place

constraints on the shipping of supplies at. the expense of

other materials. Fina1ly, once CW was initiated, the ,Iapanese

would not be able Lo maintain their advantage over the Allied

forces. American production of chemical agents and defensive

equipment would have given t.hem the advantage within a short.

period of time."

Thus , in !944, once these factors were appreciated and it
appeared that the Americans might be prepared to use chemical

',Iapan, it should be recalled, was not bound to the no-
first-use provisions of t.he Geneva Protocol, âs it had not
ratified it and was a party only to the Hague Conventions
(SIPRI, The Control of Chemical and Bioloqial Weapons, VoI 1:,
28e.) .
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weapons as we1I, the ,-Tapanese leadership went to great lengths

to make it known that they would not initiate chemical- warfare

against the Allied forces, despite being evasive on earlier
attempts by the A1lies to discover t,heir position on the

subject. Then:

(u) nwillingness to support the Geneva Gas Protocol
early in the war indicated that the Japanese had
not decided against the use of toxic agents. A
precipitous decl-aration given in 1944 in response
to a newspaper article, after ,Japan had obviously
gone on the defensive, coul-d only be interpret.ed as
a sign of concern that the United States might
employ toxic agents. Concern could be int.erpreted
as an indication of weakness, a poor image to
present to an opponent."

Furthermore, ,Iapanese chemical- munitions were removed from all
t.roops in the field except those operating in areas adjoining

the Soviet Union. Here, the assumption was that the Soviet.s

might initiat.e chemical warfare "in spite of coalition ties
with the United States, and that the use of gas coul-d be

limited to the Russo-Japanese theatre of war.rr" The ,Japanese

began unilateral chemical- disarmament, relyíng on the US

declatory policy to avoid chemical warfare rather than t.he

deterrent effect of military force."

Chemical Weapons and AssimilaÈion

In retrospect, therefore, the non-use of chemical weapons

during World War II was due to factors other than the

prohibition outlined in the Geneva Prot.ocol. Legal rest,raints
were not. what inhibited widespread chemical warfare. Neither

were the physical problems associated with the use of chemical

weapons sufficient. to inhibit their use. During the First
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World War, t.his latter point had been a factor as 'rrealization
of the potential effectiveness of gas was impeded due to the

unavailability of a delivery system...commensurate with the

capabilities of the weapon.rr" By the start of World War TI,

the supporting infrastructure required for chemical weapons to

be effectively employed had been developed.

There is general agreement t.hat the non-use of chemical

v/eapons during Wor1d War II was primarily due to the deterrent

effect exercised by t.he opponents' perceived chemical warfare

capability. "Churchill, Roosevelt and Hitl-er all advertised

their chemical weapons in just such terms.'r" The fact that

this retaliatory capability did not exist. is not important;

there was sufficient reason for the opponent to believe that

it did. Thus, while a retaliatory capability would have taken

t.ime to acguire, both sides believed that one already did and

t.hat they were vulnerable to any retaliat.ory action.

"Historical- evidence thus supports the case of deterrence

through possession of balanced chemical defense and

retaliatory capabilities. ""

While the deterrent capability of the opponent played a

large role in decision-making regarding chemical weapon, oLher

factors also had an influence. As we have seen, limited

capability and the problems that the introduction of chemical

weapons would have caused in military operations also were

t.aken into account. These factors are also applicable to the

post-war environment. The lack of chemical- warfare in this
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period can'o.t be considered proof that the prohibition of the
Geneva protoeoL is effective, for as 

'ulian 
perry Robinson

points out "it is not inconceívabr.e that., ín rnarry other vüars
where chemical weapons have not been (and are not being) used,
círcumstances favouring use have si-mply not obtained.,,,,

These circumstarìces could be overcome, however, through
suf f icient technical competence, f j_eId intell_igence,
Iogisticar- frexibility and advanced pr-anning. These would
requíre large amounts of prior preparation:

rf sought on anything other than a trivial sca'e,these alrocations *oùld be ui--"i"", cost to otherprogrammes of military. preparedness and woul_dentail significant orgarii=äti"""ïih"rrg"", the moreso sínce chemical warfat. ri;;- well outside themainstream of mllitary theory ãnà practice. Thenecessary preparation would therefore have toovercome not onÌy rhe inerria tr ant *iiit-rvbureaucracy but "Í"o trru á.Jirrã opposition of itsdisaffected c-omponents. Mechaniåms can thus bedescribed, wheieby rhe 
";;l;;" operarionalconstraints on us-e of "rr"*i."r weapons becometransformed into insti.turi;;-i-;;nsrrainr.s on theacquisirion of chemical_r^l"rtàru läî"¡trity.,,.

As previousry mentioned, military forces have tended to view
chemical weapons with some disdain. This has, in itself,
acted as an inhibition to assimilating chemicar weapons into
a state's military capability.'"' The Geneva protocor-, it has
been suggested:

aggravates the institu-tional constraints. . .Becauseof the internarionar. -"ã -ã"nË"ti" 
politicalramifications of chemical-;"ri;;; armamenr tharstem from its 1egaI status and peciiar emotivenessin pubric.opinioã, att-uut ¡h; -ñ;; rourine marrersfor decision tend to be pushed ..rp -into 

the highestreaches of intragovernmentat p"riti.",. where, for avaríety of reaso=ns, neglect,' d;i;;il.rra, or carrv_on - a s - be f ore are more r r :<e r y' o., r-.-o-rï;-t ú"' ;" ; i; i+.
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action necessitat.ing institutional change."'

The strength of the Geneva Protocol, therefore, has been

on this political IeveI. The ramifications of engaging in

chemical armament, both domestically and internationally, are

great, and can only be justified during periods of general

rearmament, or if there are especially strong inst.it.ut.ional or

technological interests in it,. (') Thus, the Protocol
rrconstituted a major obstacle to the assimilation of chemical

\^/eapons into national force posLures. ""' However, the ì-onger

that assimilation proceeds, the greaLer the chance that the

Geneva Protocol will no longer be able t.o inhibit t.he

expansion of a nation's chemical weapons ability.
A declarat.ion that a state will not use chemical weapons

first. cannot, in the present. day, provide absolute assurances

that an enemy will not initiate chemical warfare. I'The

significance of such a declaration lies in their constraining

influence not upon wart.ime behaviour, but. peacetime

' As an example of this, the interests of the US Army
Chemical Corps have played a role in the perceptions that the
US administration has had towards chemical weapons. This is
clearly seen in the post-WI^IIf position that the US government
took towards these weapons, where as the inf l-uence of t.he
service grew, the US position moved away from the policy of
retaliation to one of preparedness for use at the discretion
of the president.

Similarly, technological innovation may aid the
assimilation of chemical weapons into t.he force structure,
either through making them easier to use or by opening up
other modes of chemical warfare. The discovery of the nerve
gases is a good example of the former, and the discovery of
the anti-plant agents of the latter (Perry Robinson, "Chemical
Arms Control and Assimilation, " 525-527) .
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behaviour. "'

Assimil-ation is also affect.ed by the perceived ut.ility of

chemical r¡/eapons. As long as they are considered to be of

limited military utility, the impetus to assimilate remains

low. As their utility increases, the threat to security can

come from two Sources. It may "manifest itself either as an

overL conventionalization of chemical weapons within the

arsenals of t.he advanced industrialized countries, or as a

proliferation of the weapons to other parts of the worlçl. tt'"'

The Geneva Protocol could not, by its nature, resol-ve

this problem. At. its very leasL, it acts as a no-first-use

agreement. At best, the opinion has been expressed t.hat "its
prohibition has now become a rule of customary int.ernational

1aw, binding upon all states whet.her or not they are Parties

to t.he Protocol.'t"' Not. al-], states subscribe to this

interpretation.
The Considerations for Chemícal- Àrms Control

Events during the 1960s and onward lead to calls for t.he

Protocol to be strengthened. I¡ühile these event.s wil-1 be

examined in the next chapter, some of t.he broader

considerations will be examined here.

It must be assumed that most states are ín agreement that

security is best guarant.eed by negotiating an arms control

agreement. Obviously, this has not always been the case. The

US, for example, maintained the position throughout t.he 1960s

and early 1970s of relying on national means Lo safeguard
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against chemical attack by stating a policy of no-first.-use,

but reserving the right and capability to retaliate in kind.

Had they maintained this position, âny negotiat.ions on a CV{C

woul-d have followed a very different course.

Chemical weapons have also been classed as 'tweapons of

mass destruction. " Their inclusion in this category came

about as the result of their great casualty causing power

against unprotected personnel, especially civilians, and the

potential for their indiscriminate use. Cl-assed along with

biological and nuclear weapons, the use of chemical weapons is

"thus an escalat.ory step in military terms, while al-so having

significance as a political signal of determination.r""' This

concern over escalation has l-ead many to feel that the use of

chemical weapons can only be deterred through the threat. of

retal-iation in kind; threatening to use nuclear $reapons to

respond would only represent further escalation.'"' This

linkage between nuclear and chemical weapons, however tenuous,

would lead to further consj-derations, mainly in the Third

World. These will be discussed shortly.

By focusing on deterrence by maintenance of a retaliatory

capability, emphasis was placed on the utility of chemical

weapons. This would lead t.o further problems. Writing in
l-986, Julian Perry Robinson noted that;

The world at large sees the West as the leader of
military technological fashion. This means that,
if the West moved to acquire additional CW weapons,
it would have to expect others, and not only Iraq,
to f ollow its example.'"'
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This proliferation would, it was feared, introduce a

destabilizing factor in certain volatile regions, such as the

Middle-East, that might affect t.he security of the wider

international community.

Any Cw stockpile can have either a retaliatory or

initiatory role. The only difference is in the intentions of

the possessor:

Stockpiles built up as deterrents may thus have the
effect of sustaining, even inducing, the threats
they are supposed to deter; and once accepted as
necessary components of a state's military post.ure,
t.hey may become enmeshed within the apparently
ceaseless spiral of modernization and counter-
modernization, whereby assimilat.ion must sooner or
1at.er result . ""

ft is recognised that. the concept of deterrence rests on more

than the threat to retaliat.e. Deterrence reguires that a

state maintain a capability to prevent an enemy from taking

action. Obviously, this capability would include protective

measures against chemical attack. But these measures, by

their very naLure, further contribute to t.he problem as they

are also 'rdual use" i necessary for protect,ion as well as

offensive CW use. In response to this problem, it was decided

to pursue chemical disarmament as the best way to increase

security for all states while avoiding the instability and

insecurity that would accompany individual states pursuing a

chemical deterrent.

Not all states would have wanted to acquire such a

deterrent. This lack of desire does not mean that they would

automat.ically acquiesce to a chemical disarmamenL t.reaty. The
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NPT example would not work for chemical weapons. The chemical

industries are much more widespread than the nuclear

industries, and chemical processes have a much wider

application. Attempting to 1imít the trade in chemicals would

cause further complications, especially among t.he Third World

and developing countries. Thus, while:

countries such as fndia, Brazil or Indonesia might
noL have the slightest intention of acquiring CW
weapons. . . it woul-d surely take an immense amount of
coercion to persuade them to accept another
international t.reaty whose object was to perpetuate
their technological inferiority in such an area, ân
inferiority which one day might conceivably be
exploit.ed against them."'

The problem which faced negotiat.ors was that the technology

required by any modern chemical- industry can also be applied

to the development and manufacture of chemical weapons, just.

as it. had in the 1920s. The number of chemicals which had a

dual- use in manufacturing and as weapons had increased in this
time. Thus, attempts to monitor and control the trade in
chemicals and technology appeared to be just as difficult as

it had at that time. Any state which want.ed to secret.ly

acquire chemical weapons could still conceivably do so unless

a way was found to verify effectj-vely compliance with a

treaty. But a fine line had to be balanced between ensuring

that the treaty's security requirements were upheld and avoid

needlessly infringing on a sLate's economic, military, or

industrial security in the process. Fina11y, if a prohibition

on possession and use is to be effective, the majority, if not

all, states musL agree t.hat. chemical weapons are unnecessary
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either as a deterrent or a weapon. Regional bans would be of

limited utility, as they did not preclude chemical weapons

being moved in by an outside source. A qlobal chemical

rÄJeapons non-armament regime, t.herefore, would be required.

In the chemical r¡¡eapons arms control debate, the European

experience dominated much of the early history, and has thus

influenced the negot.iations. In the modern contexL, the East-

West conflict meant that chemical disarmament could not take

place unilateralIy. ft was believed that the loss of NATO's

CW forces would place the alliance in a vulnerable position

which its adversaries could exploit. What would be required

was some form of negotiated agreemenl. The securit.y demands

by both sides would be high; mutual- distrust and suspicion of

cheating meant t.hat stringent verification procedures would be

necessary to build the confidence that disarmament was taking

place and that the subsequent state of chemical- weapons non-

armament was for real."' The greater the amounL of assurance

required, the further the C!{C disarmament regime would have to

int.rude into a state's society.

This intrusion creates its own demands on a state. As

mentioned in the last chapter, verification requirements will

vary between states for a variety of reasons. Thus, "adequacy

can be no more than a matter of opinion -resolvable, Lherefore

on the basis of which opinion commands the greater political

power.'t"' Lax verification measures run the risk of putting

the CWC in the position of prohibiting chemical weapons , buL
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with no effective method to ensure security. The more that an

intrusive verification regime is identified with security

requirements, the greater the chance that there will be

resistance to such measures. The problem of security within
the chemical industry has to be addressed if their compliance

is to be expected. The developing countries, which have

viewed security in its broader context, must also be assured

that by accepting the CWC verificat.ion regime, it will not

place them in a sit.uation where their economic security is
compromised. Thus:

the problem confronting verification is. . . that of
significantly increasing the transparency of the
milit.ary indust.rial milieux within which illicit
activities might be taking place without aL the
same time exposing ot.her activities which might
legitimately be kept secret. "'

The verification regime would be influenced by these two

contradictory requirements. Finally, it must be realized that

acceptance of the verification regime woul-d indicate the

acceptance of rrsome abrogation from the soverej-gn rights of

the collaborants.'r"' Not all states may f ind this acceptable.

Countries agreeing to join a CWC signal their intention

to forego any chemical weapons st.ockpile or offensive

capability. It does not automatically follow that such action

pre-empts t.aking protective measures. The CüIC must take into

account the dual nature of these measures and formalize which

activit.ies will or will not. be permitted. Allowing states to
retain anti chemical warfare countermeasures would mean that

"the security risks of dj-sarming...could be very substantially
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reduced. One might even judge retent,ion to be an essential

precondition for agreement.r"" It would act as a deterrent to

any would-be violator, âs the advantage of using chemical-

weapons on an unprepared or unprotected state would be

negat.ed. Retaining such a capability involves some risk

taking, however, as it would al-Iow states to return to full CW

capability in a reduced time period."'

A New Treatv or SÈrenqthened Protocol?

At the outset of negotiations during the 1960s, there was

discussion over whet.her a new treaty was necessary or if it

would be more practical to append verification and

invest.igation provisions onto the Geneva Prot.ocol . The

problem that surfaced with a sLrengthened Protocol focused on

t.he scope of the original.

As mentioned, Lhe scope of the Geneva Protocol is limited

to the non-use of chemical weapons in war. I¡Ihile it is
possible to interpret. this as a no-first-use ban, it cannot be

interpret.ed as a total and complet.e prohibition on use. To

extend it to include a prohibition on possession and

development would require extensive reworking.

Non-possession reguires that states agree to forego the

acquisJ-tion of chemical weapons. What can then be defined as

constituting a chemical weapons would then be required as a

basis to proceed upon. Too narrow a definition might

discriminate against those states who see lesser forms of

chemical agenLs as a threat. Comprehensiveness of scope is
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required t.o ensure t.hat. all f orms of chemical weapons are

prohibited. This means t.hat agents which might not at first.

be considered a chemical weapon, such as tear gas or

herbicides, must be examined to determine if they will be

included in the discussions.

Prohibition of possession necessitates that some action

be taken to prevent act.ivities that could facilitate resort to

chemical- warf are. These activities incl-ude, but are not

l-imited to, research, testl-ng, transfer, sLockpiling or

production of CV'f agents. As these activities are also

applicable to peaceful purposes, the possibility of getting a

consensus to agree on what should be permitted appeared

unlike1y. It would be impossible, if not impractical, to

outlaw all activities t.hat could facilitate the use of

chemical weapons. What j-s required is an indicat.ion of the

"willingness to forswear all activities intended to facilitate

resort to chemical- warf are. rr"'

Recognition of all these factors at an early stage made

extending the Geneva Protocol impractical. A new treaty would

be required which incorporated the spirit of the Protocol and

af f irmed its intent j-ons, but went. beyond it. to prohibit

chemical warfare, verify non-possession and non-production,

and investigate any allegations of use.

The Gl-obal ConÈexÈ

Finally, the negotiations on the CWC had to take into

account a changing globaI situation. Vthile the next chapter
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wil-1 examine specific incidents which directly affected the

negotiations, some general observations can be made.

By t,he time the negotiations began in Geneva, chemical

warfare had generally been dismissed as a military useful

weapon by those states in the Northern Hemisphere, although

t.he debate between its opponents and proponents would continue

for some time yet. This argument was followed with great

interest. in the Third World. There, chemical weapons were

perceived to have retained their utility. Most uses of

chemical weapons had occurred in the Third World,

demonstratíng their effectiveness against. unprepared or

unprotected populations. This had established a strong case

for the value that chemical weapons could have and may have

prompted a number of states to develop and stockpile them.

This threat. of proliferation, as already mentioned,

t.hreatened to destabilize the regions into which chemical

weapons were introduced. For states in these regions, â[

absence of efforts to begin negot.iat.ions to abolish chemical-

weapons could mean that "Lhere may be certain forces which

point. . .in the direction of chemical weapons proliferatiorr. rrL'

Tied to this proliferation, and offered as a possible

justification for development of chemical weapons, was the

concept that they provided a plausible deterrent to the threat

of nuclear weapons -the rrpoor mans atom bomb." Despite some
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problems vrith this idea (') , it has proved to be an enduring

image and one which would reappear at various times during the

CWC negotiations.

The shifting of emphasis from the Northern Hemisphere to

t,hose countries in the South would contribute much to the

overall shape of the final agreement. An agreement which was

suitable to control chemical weapons in the US-Soviet

relationship would not automatically be suitable in the Third

Wor1d. Among the states of the Middle East. t.here was a

greater amounL of mistrust between them than had existed

between the superpowers. This would place further

complications on the verification regime if it was to be

accepted by the states in t.his region.

The CWC would also have to allow states in the developing

and Third World the opportuníty to develop their national-

chemical industry without outside influences preventing this.

' While the ability of chemical weapons to cause mass
casualties has caused it to be classed with nuclear weapons as
a weapon of mass destruction', it is an over-simplification t.o
assume that chemical- and nuclear weapons are interchangeable.
Nucl-ear weapons, in their strategic role, act as a deterrent
through their 'assured destruction' rol-e and as a counter to
an opponent's strategic forces; the function called 'damage
limitation'. Chemical hteapons cannot perform either of these
roles to the degree necessary for them to be considered
strategic weapons. The destructive effects of nuclear weapons
are precise and immediate; chemical weapons are slow to take
effect, are dependent on a variet.y of factors, and are
unpredictable in their results. Chemical weapons cannoL
perform the damage limitation role at all; they are incapable
of physically destroying an opponent's strategic weapons
systems. (Hedley 8u11. "Chemical and Biological Weapons: The
Prospects for Arms Contro1," in Hedley BulI on Arms Control.
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1987) , 252.)
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As already mentioned, a treaty along the lines of the NPT

would not be the solution; there could be no division of t.he

world into those states which were trpossessorsrr and rrnon-

possessors'r .

The overall aim, therefore, of the CWC in t.he Third World

r¡ras to convince these states that it could guarantee their

security at a time when proliferation and a lack of Western

concern about the use of chemical weapons appeared to be the

norm. ft was against these states that chemical weapons

constituted t.heir primary threat. Security for those states

in the Midd1e East and Far East appeared to be best obtained

through national self-reliance rather than a global agreement.

It would be necessary to turn this opinion around if a CWC

were to have any chance of success in t.hese regions.

The problems faced by those countries in t.he developed

world, such as ensuring and verifying compliance, security in

the chemical i-ndust.ry, and institutional interests, are

exacerbated and enhanced in the Third World. How they were

met, and the influence that they had on the CWC, will- be

examined next.
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Chapter 3

The Negotiations on the Chemical Weapons Convent,ion:

1960-1985

Ear1v Necrotiations: 1960-1974

The negotiations which v/ere to result in the Chemical-

V'teapons Convention (CWC) had their antecedent to events as far

back as the early l-960s. The US use of harassing agents and

defoliants in fndochina was a highly contentious issue. In

March 1963 the US denied had denied Soviet allegations that

they were involved in chemical warfare in Vietnam.' The

stigma of these allegations persist.ed, and as further

instances of the alleged use of CW in Vietnam became known

there was tremendous public outcry. Such use, it was widely

believed, violated the US position, stated by President

Roosevelt in l-943 and never rescinded, that the US woul-d not

initiate chemical warfare.' The controversy diminished after

a short time, but resurfaced as public opinion about the war

j-n Viet.nam became increasingly negatJ-ve.

The effect that. these allegations had were two-fo1d. It

led the US government in the late 1960s to reaffirm the

renunciation on the first use of letha1 chemicals, extend this

renunciation to the first use of incapacitating chemicals, and

provide the impetus required for the Geneva Protocol to be

finally ratified.' It did not refer to harassing agents or

defoliants, and it was later announced that these were not

included. This was to be the basis of a problem which was to
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plague the CWC negotiations. While the majority of states

viewed the Geneva Protocol as all inclusive, no state had

entered reservaLions limiting the type of weapon to which it

applied.

Second, there was the fear that t.he US use of harassing

and herbicidal agents had demonstrated the utility of CWs.

"The widespread use of chemical agents by the world's most

powerful country, without regard to t.he Geneva Protocol, or to
other moral or conventional restraints was seen as 1ike1y to

encourage other countries to use chemical weapons'r.'

Included in the US re-affirmation of the no-first-use of

CWs was a renunciation of the use of biological weapons, a

unilateral destrucLion of t.he US st.ockpile, and research for
defensive measures on1y. Biological weapons had always been

included with Cw in disarmament negotiations. It was

recognised that while CW was perceived to have some military
utility, BW appeared to have none. Over the next two years,

a number of draft conventions on CBW were proposed which would

extend the ban on use to cover a ban on possession as wel-l-.

In the spring of 197A, difficulty over verification procedures

that would be suitable, as well as a desire by both the US and

Soviet Union to reach agreement in ot.her areas of arms

control, Ied the Soviet Union to abandon its insistence that

biological and chemical weapons be dealt with together.' A

ban on BW followed fairly soon thereafter, and included a

clause that called for a treaty covering the elimination of
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chemical warfare agents as soon as possible. The Biological

Weapons Convention (BwC) would al-so be significant for other

reasons; its lack of adequate verification provisions was a

flaw which wouLd have serious consequences before the end of

the decade.

Despite the success in negotiating the BwC, 1ittle

progress was made on a CW convention over the nexL few years.

Discussion in the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament

(cCD) centred on the scope of the prohibitíons, agents subject

to prohibit.ions, and verification of compliance. On these

subjects the Western and Eastern Bloc had two separate ideas.

The Eastern Bloc supported a comprehensive treaty that

banned, in one st.ep, the use, development, production,

stockpiling, acquisition, retention or transfer of chemical

agents, munitions, equipment and means of delivery. În 19'72,

t.hey tabled a draft which proposed such a comprehensive ban,

but made no provisions for the international verification

measures desired by the Western nations.'

The other alternative to a comprehensive treaty was that

of a phased, multi-st.ep one, prohibiting certain kinds of

activit.ies or agents in the initial stage. In general, a

phased approach usually distinguished bet.ween the destruction

of exist.ing stocks and the prohibition of future development

or acquisition. During the later part of the 1-970s, the West.

favoured t.his approach. The UK proposed a draft convention in

1972 which advocated reaching agreement on stockpile
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bydestruction, with a freeze on production, followed

elimination of production capacity.'

This was followed a year l-ater by a ,Japanese proposal

which limited the ban the to development and production of

super-toxic chemicals while verification procedures to cover

less toxic agents and stockpile destruction were negot.iated.

While this proposal was favourable t.o the US and USSR, non-

aligned counLries opposed such partial measures "which they

felt discriminated against non-possessors of chemical

weapons".' On April 30, 1974, the Japanese proposed a ban on

development, production, stockpíling and transfer of alI CWs,

and provided for their immediate destruction under

international observat.ion. Certain less toxic agents were not

included in t.he immediate ban, but it was promised that

negot.iations to el-iminate these woul-d continue.'

The ,Japanese draft treat.y al-so introduced the concept of

an International Verification Agency, which woul-d be

responsible for analysis and evaluation, and would produce

periodic reports. It would al-so request explanation from the

states parties and conduct inspections and investigat.ions of

suspected breaches."

Reaction t,o this was mixed. The US commended the basic

principle of gradual prohibition, but felt that the

verification provisions were not stringent enough. Technical-

methods of inspection would provide enough assurance that

disposal of stockpiles was being carried out. The Soviet
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Union remained opposed to any foreign inspect.ion or

observation on its territory, preferring national- or self

control." Problems over which chemicals would be banned,

including those which could be used in binary weapons, also

remained.

The US-Soviet Bilateral Necrotiatione: 1974-1980

While talks at the CCD continued, the US and Soviet Union

agreed in ,Tu1y L974 to begin bilateral discussions on chemical

weapons. It would be Lwo years, however, before these talks

began. In August 1-9'76, the two countries met in Geneva to

begin preliminary discussions. These talks were hel-d

independent of the CCD, which was brj-efed at the end of each

set of taIks.
At this t.ime, the UK also introduced a new draft. treaty.

It caIIed for the immediate declaration of information on

stockpiles and production facilit.ies, and cessation of

product.ion. A phased destruction of stockpiles, with

international on-site inspection wou1d take place at a later

date. A Consultative Committee would also be establ-ished to

implement control procedures and exchange information. While

these proposals were discussed by the CCD, little of subst.ance

was accomplished."

It. was in the US-Soviet bilat.eral t.aIks that any progress

was made. TaLks got fuIIy start.ed in L977 and continued until
1980. In all, there were 13 rounds of talks during that time.

They yielded progress on, and agreement over, the scope of the
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convention, and an improved understanding of verification."

By their end in 1980, the US had agreed that a convention

should be comprehensive in coverage. It. had given up its

phased approach and had agreed to ban all 'super-toxic lethal

chemicals', or other Iethal chemicals, or harmful chemicals.

There had also been common agreement on what these terms would

mean. " While this was a st.ep f orward, they had not been

defined with the precision that a CWC would require.

What chemicals would be prohibited, and especially how to

deal with those which had dual-use, had also not been defined.

The US stil-l considered that tear gas and herbicides feII

outside the scope of the convention." It was clear that

different. degrees of prohibition and l-imitation would have to

be applied, alt.hough how this was to be done was uncl-ear. The

Disarmament Committee had put forward the idea of a catalogue

of outlawed chemicals, but this idea was not taken up by the

two powers."

Both countries had agreed to the destruction of

stockpiles within l-0 years, and to a ban on production. The

3-0 year period would allow st.ates to work through the problems

involved with the destruction of their stockpiles. It would

also reduce any milit.ary advantage a non-party to the

convention might achieve, as states which were a part.y to the

convention woul-d continue to retain a chemical warfare

capabilit.y for some time."

Verification remained a major obstacl-e. the Soviets had
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accepted, in principle, on-sj-te inspection on a voluntary

basis. The idea of a Consultative Committee to oversee

verification was also accepted, although its exact operation

remained to be negotiat.ed." Mandatory int.ernational on-sj-te

inspection remained a controversial issue. The US considered

this type of inspection indispensable to monitoring that the

t.erms of the convention were being carried out." The Soviets,

fearing this type of inspection would be used as a cover for

illegitimate intelligence gat,hering, opposed it.'" Even on the

subject of voluntary inspect.ions, t.he Soviet.s refused t.o be

committed as to under what circumstances they would permit

such inspections."

Work in the CD (') during this time had been effectively

blocked by the bilateral talks. The CD had been invited by

the UN to continue negotiations, but had never been allowed

more than a secondary role by the Superpowers." Instead, they

concentrat.ed on discussing some of the more technical aspects

of the convention.

This limited role was resented by many in the CD. In

1977, Italy had proposed the creation of a working group which

was to seek agreement on a convention." As the bilateral

talks began to stagnate, the West saw the advantages to

allowing the CD this wider role.

within the CD, the Group of 2I - neutral and non-aligned

' The CCD changed it.s name
in l-980, and to the Conference
session.

to the Committee on Disarmament
on Disarmament during the 1984
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countries - were becoming increasingly restive about the

limited role allowed to them, particularly in the field of

nuclear disarmament. The Group of 2I's main objective was to

see negotiation on a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTB).

Negotiations between the US, UK, and Soviet Union had reached

a standstill over the issue of verification, but 'raIso because

of growing doubts in the US and UK about the desirability of

a ban, and because of a lack of polit.ical will on the part of

all three negotiating statesrr." They were determined to keep

nuclear arms control negotiations out of a multilateral forum.

Whil-e t.he CD had been all-owed to consider techni-cal issues

relating to a CTB, this had been primarily for effect. The

Group of 2I, dissatisfied with the slow progress, led calls

for a moratorium on nuclear testing."

Under t.hese circumstances, Lhe West saw giving the CD a

part in the chemical disarmamenL negotiations as the lesser of

two evj-ls. It was felt that doing so might appease the Group

of 2I's dissatísfaction. NATO members, who had either

renounced the possession of CWs or imposed a unilateral

moratorium on production, fel-t that they had a propaganda edge

over the Soviets, who were believed to possess a greater

stockpile of chemical munitions and agents. The CD was also

not sympathetic to the Soviet.'s reLuctance to accept intrusive

verification. Once the West had made known their willingness

to allow the CD a gireater role in negot.iations, the Soviets

could do little except go along with the proposal." These
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multil-ateral negotiations were to be the only source of

negotiation which would take place; before the l-4th round of

bilateral talks began, the US withdrew over Soviet

intransigence on verification and their aggression in

AfghanisLan. "

The Start of CD Neqotiat,ione: 1980

The Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons was

established in March 1980 with a carefully restricted rofe.

It was to "define, through substantive examination, issues to

be dealt with in the negot,iat.ions on such a convention, taking

into account all existing proposals and future issuesr'." It

was not to negotiate the actual treaty, but to define the main

issues that would have to be dealt with in negotiating the

convention.

Despite this limited mandate, the Working Group managed

to reach agreement on activities to be banned and items to be

prohibited. The scope of t.he CWC was al-so def ined. A

'general purpose' criterion, where the item would be

prohibited depending on what it was intended or designed for,

was agreed upon. Agreement was al-so reached on the

declaration and dest.ruction of st.ockpiles and production

facil-ities, and discussion began on the issues surrounding

verification. Thus, the main framework of the convention was

established. AI1 points of view were noted on an issue, and

no effort was made to resolve differences. This pattern was

repeated during the 1-981- session.
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During the 1982 session, the mandate was changed to aIlow

the CD t.o begin actual elaboration, but not the drafting, of

the convention. The US had proposed that based on the success

the Ad Hoc Committee had with identifying the areas of

agreement. and disagreemenL, the mandate should be expanded to

all-ow it to harmonise views on major elements of the eventual-

agreement . "

ExÈerna1 Factore Àffectinq Neqotíations

Throughout the latter part of the 1'970s and into the

1980s, the Soviets were widely regarded by the Western

military community as actively engaging in preparations for

chemical warfare. In the aftermath of the I973 Arab-Israeli

conflict, inspection of captured Soviet equipment had revealed

that they possessed CBR protection superior to that available

in Western Armored Fighting Vehicles. Little v/as known about

the Soviet Union's intentions regarding chemical warfare.'"

V'ihat was obvious as the 1970s progressed was that t.he Soviet.

Union possessed chemical munit.ions and the delivery systems

for them, had developed a doctrine int.egrating their use on

the bat.t.lefield, and had a large infrastrucLure dedicated to

training Soviet forces for operation in a CBR environment."

The Soviets also regarded CBR weapons in a different

manner than they were in the West. Soviet military doctrine

assumed that , based on the precepts of Marxist -l-,eninist

ideology, there must be a 'decisive' clash between the

socialist and capitalist systems. If the socialist system was
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to survive, it would be necessary to use a1l- weapons at its

disposal to ensure victory." Thus, chemical warfare against

NATO was a distinct possibility. The fact that NATO had only

a limited ability to r^rage chemical warfare made Soviet use

that much more attractive to them. Alleged use in Afghanistan

after the Soviet invasion, and by Soviet client states such as

I¡aos, Cambodia, and Soma1ia, would also raj-se fears that the

West. was unprepared.

This meant that NATO vras faced with the dilemma of

deterring a potential threat without the proper response. The

possibility was raised that NATO might. find it necessary to

resort to the use of nuclear weapons to deter Soviet chemical

attacks. Such use, however, would signal an escalation to a

higher leve1 in the confl-ict. If the hope had been to conLain

the conflict to Europe, such escalation raised the spectre

that inevitably the US might find itself t.argeted.

The other option was that NATO begin inLensively training

to operate in a CBR environment, and acquire its own chemical

deterrent. By the beginning of the 1980s, pressure Lo replace

the aging US st.ockpile of chemical weapons was growing.

Inst.itutional interests, such as the US Army Chemical Corps,

pushed for t.he acquisition of binary weapons,' weapons which

used two chemicals, by themselves not IethaI, to create a

lethal agent after it had been fired. Thus, while the Western

states attempted to move chemical- disarmament forward

throughout the l-980s, they also found themsel-ves faced with
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t.he prospect of rearming with those very same weapons.

During 1982, there was another reason for the renewed

interest in the West on the subject of CW. This was the

result of allegations of CW use j-n Afghanistan and Indochina,

and later during the Iran-Iraq conflict.. The first. reports of

CW being used in Laos had originally emerged in t.he mid-1970s

from refugees arriving in Thailand. By L978, t.he number of

these allegations had begun to attract press attention. US

government hearings into the allegations further fuell-ed the

growing distrust that the US had of the Soviet.s. The US did

not take any action at this time; it has been stated that the

Carter Presidency, which \,üas attempting to get SALT II

ratified, did not wanL to take any actions which might

prejudice the process. The Administration was also attempting

to persuade Congress of the necessity of modernising t.he US

chemical warfare capability."

Beginning in l-980, the US government utas faced with an

increase of reports emanating from t.he region and, facing

domestic political pressure to take action, Look the

allegat.ions to the UN. Debate over whether CWs were actually

used in Laos have never been satisfactorily put to rest.

Allegations about CVü use in Afghanistan have been

slight.ly less contentious. The first reports began as early

as mid-1-979, and direct Soviet involvement. with CW short.ly

aft.er the start of the war. The reported use of CWs in the

Afghan conflict was notable in that it upheld the view that
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t.he Soviet,s v¡ere determined to use any weapon at their

disposal. Of greater concern, however, was the fear that

Afghanistan might be used as an operational testing ground for

several new CWs, ãs reports of new CW agents began to appear

around the beginning of 1-982." By the end of 1982, the

Soviets appear to have reduced their use of CWs, and to have

halted their use after 1986."

This use by the Soviets did provide further impetus to

those who wished to see the US begin rearming with Cw. ft was

feared that, regardless of the truth to these claims, these

allegations might start a whole new CW arms race.

It was in the Persian Gulf region that incontrovert.ible

proof of the use of CW was found. The first reports of Iraqi

usage of CWs had occurred shortly after it invaded Iran in

September 1980, alLhough there had been allegat.ions t.hat they

had used them against Kurdish rebels as far back as 1965."

Throughout. the early l-980s, Iran cont.inually alleged t.hat

Iraqi f orces were using Cw against. t.hem, alt.hough these

reports were probably not true. rn 1982, as the Iraqis found

themselves being pushed back, this seems to have changed.

Facing the pressure to'hold at all costs', Iraq resorted to

CW. Initially, these reports were of tear gas being used to

great effect, and "perhaps encouraged by this success, fraq

began to use Iethal chemical-s against the lranians late the

same year"."

As the debate around t.he use of CW grew, the pressure to
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negotiate a CWC also increased. The US and Soviet Union both

tended to use t.he CD negotiations as a forum to accuse the

other of wrongdoing, or apply pressure on t.he other. Thus,

the US moved ahead with its binary program while accusing the

USSR of being inflexible on drafting a CWC, and of using CWs.

The progress that was achieved at the CD was minor. The

Soviet. Union put forward a draft of basic provisions that

agreed, in principle, to the concept of systematic

international on-site inspections as a useful verification

tool. It did not elaborate under what conditions t.his would

be al1owed." Questions from the US about other aspect of

verificat.ion also received no further elaboration. In

November, the US put forward a new seL of basic provisions

which were more demanding ín their verification requirements.

Cw stockpiles were to be monitored until destroyed and

procedures f or f act. - f inding investigat.ion of undecl-ared

stockpiles or facilities were to be elaborated."

Sl-owness in Lhe CD negotiations all-owed some countries to

begin investigation of possible part.ial measures to control

CW. These regional approaches, originally proposed in the

Palme Commission report, drew a favourable response from the

Eastern European countries. Such a regional approach wouId,

it was believed, rtforestall a plunge into a chemical weapons

race between the United States and the Soviet Union".'"

Many in the West reacted negatively to this suggesLion.

West Germany saw the idea of CW free zones as undercutting a
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worldwide ban on CW. By declaring an area a CW free zorLe, it

did not preclude the possibility of CWs being moved into the

zone. It did nothing to address the issue of the threat of CW

use from outside the zone. Fina1ly, if a CWC were negotiated

the existence of CW free zone could pose possible problems to

the workings of the t.reaty. There was the chance t.hat both

treaties woul-d have differing verification systems, with

differing obligations. They would also represent two

contractual syst,ems, with divergent consequences, that would

have to exist side by side. Thus, Lhe West German view was

t.hat CW free zones would hinder, rather than enhance, a CWC."

The Beqinninq of SubsÈanÈive Work: L983

In February 1-983, US Vice-President Bush addressed the CD

and informed it. that the US wished to see negotiations on a

treaty banning CW. Six days after his speech, the US

delegation presented a detailed view on the contents of a CWC.

It. laid out the official US position; one which was not

markedly different from the prevj-ous administration. This

view did set out "outer bounds within which a pot.entially

worthwhile compromise might be negotiated. "" ft also proposed

a complaints procedure that allowed a party to request ad hoc

on-site inspect.ion in order to resolve any concerns about non-

compliance. Any party receíving such a request would have

st.rict obligations to permit the inspection."

West.ern concern over verification methods had been

j-ncreased by the reports of a release of Anthrax in Sverdlovsk
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in t9'79. Although this incident ínvolved biological, not

chemical weapons, it had a number of ramifications for a

future CWC. Biological weapons had been covered by the BWC,

which had very weak verification provisions t.o ensure that

states were complying with its terms. The release of Anthrax

was tied, through reports of emigres and the Department of

Defence, to a Soviet medical compound which was undertaking

research into BW. The belief that development of a weapon

banned by a treaty was taking place Ied to a tremendous debate

within the US. Coming at approximat.ely the same time as the

reports of chemicals being used in Laos and Afghanist.an, it

appeared to many in the US administration that;
The policies of our naLion cannot be based on a
benign view of the Soviet Union and its
intentions. . . It is not that arms control is
pointless, but that we have to do a bett.er job of
it. . . if arms control is to work, agreements of this
kind must be fu1ly and effectively verified."

In t.he immediate aftermath of Vice-President Bush's statement,

the US representative made it very clear that. while the US was

willing to negotíate, its position was that I'the key to an

effective convention is the firm assurance of compliance

through effective verification. . .effective verification is an

absolute necessity for any fut.ure agreement. r"'

Once the mandate to continue working on the CWC for the

1-983 session had been established, three working groups were

formed to focus on three of t.he more contentious issues of the

CWC; destruction/elimination of stockpiles, challenge

inspecLion, and use and scope.
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The US position had favoured destruction of al-1 CWs

covered by the convention to begin no later than 6 months

after entry into force, and completed no later than 10 years

after that. date. This destruction was to be verified

throughout the process, and carried out according to an agreed

upon schedule. The US, in a document presented in July l-983,

emphasized that verif ication procedures for the destruct.j-on of

designated st.ocks should be designed to confirm the quantity

and identity of the materials to be dest.royed, as well as

confirm their actual dest.ruction." Yugoslavia extended this

by proposing that these stocks should be declared immediately

or as soon as entry into force of the convention. This

declaration should specify the existence and location of

stocks, types and quantity of ag'ents, and propose how these

sLocks were going to be destroyed. Precursors would also be

declared at t.his stage."

The Soviet Union supported the idea in general- Lerms, but

with some subst.antial differences. They proposed that all CW,

both fil1ed and unfilled be declared, along with precursors

and components of binary weapons. This was to be done by

their chemical name, toxicity, tonnage, and chemical munitions

were to be declared by types and calibers. The idea of

declaring the stockpile's location was considered

unreasonable, âs it did not take into account that the

facilities may have other uses and it might affect defence

interests not connected with CW. Instead, it v/as proposed
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that store houses be created at t.he f acil-it.ies used f or

destruction, and that the location of these would be declared.

Verification at these facilities would be based on a 'quota'

system; the .number of inspections was to be agreed upon.

Frequency of inspection would be based on quantity of the

stocks, toxicity, capacity of the facility, and other relevant

factors . "

The GDR, echoing a position which was advocated by the

Eastern Bloc as a whole, suggested that binary weapons should

be dest.royed first.." The US opposed this on the grounds t.hat

such a proposal was one-sided and aimed at preserving t.he

Soviet chemical capability, while el-iminat.ing that of the US."

Tied with the issue of CW stockpiles was that of

production facilities. The US proposal favoured an immediate

cessaLion of activity at. CW production or filling facilities.

These were t.o be closed, rendered inoperative, and inspected

and monitored until they were destroyed. Like the weapons

themselves, destruction was to begin no later than 6 months

after ent.ry into force and completed no later that l-0 years

after that date. No other facility was permitted to be

modified or built for purposes proscribed by t.he convention,

although conversion of an existing facility to a destruction

facility was permitted, provided the facility was itself
destroyed once destruction of all CW stocks was completed.

Yugoslavia favoured declaring location and ownership of these

f acilities, t.echnical inf ormation on the f acilit.y and its
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capability, and a proposal for its destruction."

The Soviet Union's position on production and filling

facilities was not as stringent. They proposed that

elimination of these facilities should begin no later than I
years after entry into force, and their location would need to

be declared only 1 year before that date. The initial
declaration, therefore, should state only that the party had

the capability to produce chemical weapons."

To ensure that the chemical industry of a country was not

producing precursors or dual--purpose chemicals for use in

chemical weapons, it had been recognised that these facilities

would have to undergo some type of inspection. Depending on

the type of chemical produced by the facility, the UK proposed

on-site inspections as a means to verify that these were

abiding by the terms of the t.reaty. However, what purposes

were to be permitted, what quant.ity of these chemical woul-d be

a11owed, or what chemical would be covered had yet to be

decided." The amount of monit.oring had also not been

resol-ved. Challenge verification had been advanced by Sweden

as a means of ensuring compliance after the destruction period

had expired and if allegations of non-compliance could not be

resolved through consultation. Since verification coul-d be

arranged to ensure that sensitive information was not

uncovered, any refusal of challenge inspection was a tacit

admission of violation." The Soviets opposed this suggestion,

on the basis that automatic acceptance could not be demanded."
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The main issue was the fear that, in an industry where

secrecy was import.ant for economic reasons, inspect.ion might

lead to sensitive information being uncovered. once agiain,

opinions on this matter were divided, although the division

was between t.he developed and developing states at the CD.

Among the developed states, ofl-site inspection was considered

essential:

How much, how intensive and how often are questions
awaiting answers and elaboration, but the principal
is a fundamental one. On-site inspection,
strengthened as necessary by remote sensors and
ot.her non-intrusive technological means, is the key
to achieving a chemical- weapons convention."

This inspection, in the vj-ew of the developing count.ries, was

permissable provided that it did not inhibit the growth of the

civilian chemical industry:

The legitimate desire of these countries to develop
their chemical industry for the benefit of their
peoples and as a contribution to bridging the
technological gap and developing self-reliant
economic strucLures must be respected. Moreover,
the verification regime which is ultimat.ely agreed
upon must be non-discriminat.ory in character and
should be accessible to all States parties to the
convention. Fina1ly, we should be careful to
ensure that the procedures for verification of
compliance remain fair to t.he civilian chemical
industry and do not put an unnecessary burden on
ir."
Fina11y, the US had advanced the idea of prohibiting the

transfer of chemical weapons t.o anyone other than another

party to the convention, and only for protective purposes.

Advance notification and a limit on the amount which was to be

transferred were required. This proposal remained to be

discussed.
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The second working group on challenge inspection did meet

for discussion. The Soviet Union and other East Bl-oc

countries remained reluctant to accept mandatory inspection;

thus the working group was able to accomplish little during

the 1983 session. It did manage to outline the complaints

procedure which had been presented in the US draft proposal.

The main accomplishments occurred in the working group

examining the scope of the convent.ion. As mentioned before,

a general purpose criterion had been agreed upon to define the

scope of the convention. There were stil-l- a number of issues

t.hat had to be resolved. For a general purpose criterion to

be affectively applied, terms such as 'hostile activities' and

'hostile purposes' had to be clearly defined. What activities

or purposes constituted 'hostile' was open to discussion.

Similarly, 'intention' Lo use chemicals as a weapon was also

difficult t.o verify. Training in chemical protection, for

example, was necessary for both defensive and offensive

purposes. To launch a chemical attack without this type of

training would be risky. Banning it, however, opened the

possibility that a chemical attack by a state which remained

outside the treaty could seriously endanger the security of a

Stat.e party. CB protect,ive equipment is also used f or

radiological protection."

Agreement over what constitut.ed a chemical weapon was

also un-resolvabl-e at t.his time. A number of countries

suggested moving away from the concepts of super toxic and
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lethaI, other lethal-, and other harmful chemicals which were

being used to define what was a chemical- weapon. These

categories were useful, but only if defined under the general

concept of chemical warfare agents:

not all the super-toxic and IethaI, other letha1
and other harmful chemicals can be used for hostile
or war purposes. Therefore, using the three types
of chemicals alone - which are classified according
to their toxicity categorization - cannoL define
the scope of the prohibition of the convention in a
correct and precise manner."

The issue of what constituted a chemical warfare agent

could be solved, it was suggested, by a list of agents which

\^¡ere known to be used primarily for weapons purposes. This

listing:
should become an accepted common understanding by
the St,ates parties to the convention...There
probably is a need to provide for the constanL up-
dat.ing of such a list, but without. it, it. will be
extremely difficult to proceed to declaration,
destruction, and other st.eps just on the basis of
generalized categorical definitions.'"

These lists could also resolve the issue of which key

precursors would be considered important enough to be

monitored, and limit unnecessary interference with the

chemical industry. It was important that these lists:

be incorporated in the convention in a way which
would (1) give them the necessary authority as an
obligatory provision of t.he treaty, and (2) allow
f or their appropriat.e revision in t.he future.

An annex, revised in the course of the review
conference on the convention, might be a reasonable
way to meet both requirements mentioned."

Al-so under discussion within this group was the issue

whether the CWC should include a prohibition on use.

of

The
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Geneva Protocol only prohibited the use j-n war; thus, armed

conflict in general 1ay outside the scope of the treaty. It

also stat.ed that it governed the relations between signatory

powers. (')

fn theory, states which were not party to the treaty were

open to chemical attack, or hrere free to pursue chemical

armament. There is evidence that. Japan, which had not been a

part.y to the Geneva Protocol, had f elt that it. was f ree to use

chemical weapons in China from 1-937-l-942 on these girounds."

However, some states put forward the argument that t.he

Protocol had become part. of customary international 1aw,

binding upon al-I states whether they were parties to the

treaty or not. This view was not shared by all governments."

Many governments had reserved the right to retaliate with

chemical weapons if they were used against them first; in

essence, this transformed the Protocol int.o a no-first-use

agreement. Fina11y, âoy allegation of use could not be

investigated because there were no provisions in the Protocol-

t.o do so.

These flaws led many states, especially those of the non-

aligned, to insist that any future convention should include

' That. the High Contract.ing Parties, so far as they are
not already Parties to Treaties prohibit.ing such use, accept
their prohibition, agree to extend this prohibition to the use
of bacteriological met.hods of warfare and agree to be bound as
beÈween thesrselves to Èhe te::tre of thís decLaration (emphasis
mine) . See Protocol for t.he Prohibition of the Use in War of
Asphyxiatinq Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacterioloqical
Methods of Warfare, :..925.
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a prohibition on the use of such v¡eapons. Such a clause would

make any future convenLion truly comprehensive:

It.s inclusion in the future convention will both
permiL the possibility of the verification of non-
use, which was not provided for in the Geneva
Protocol, and also extend the scope of the
prohibition to cover situations of hostilities not
considered as cases of war or foreseen in 1,925.^

The Soviet Union and its allies had originally opposed

including this prohibition of use in a CWC, claiming that it

would prejudice the Geneva Protocol rather than strengthen

it." However, early in l-983 they reversed their position and

agreed to extend the scope of the negotiated convention. To

ensure compliance, t.hey proposed that the convention's

verificat.ion mechanism should be used, including on-site

inspection on a voluntary basis. Any state which did not

become a party to the convention would sti1l be obligated

under the Geneva Protocol, while parties t.o bot.h would be

obligat.ed not to use chemical weapons under both agreements."

Not all- countries were in favour of this inclusion,

believing that it was inappropriate or that such a prohibition

repeated solely in the context of chemical weapons might break

the connection them and biological weapons in the Protocol.

It was suggested Èhat this could be resolved by a clause of

non-int.erference with the rel-evant international treat.ies."

A number of other aspects remained to be resolved in

connection with the issue. Chief among them was if t.he

prohibition on use should be extended to cover riot control-

agents and herbicides. As ment.ioned, the US st.rongly opposed
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classifying these as chemical weapons.

It also remained to be seen how the CWC, which would ban

the possession of chemical weapons, could be rectified with

t.he Protocol, which allowed retaliatory use. While it was

possible that the reservations contained in the Protocol- could

remain in effect until destruction was complete, it remained

to be seen if this would be the case shoul-d those states who

were parties to the Protocol, but not the convention, decided

to maintain their reservations."

The Fear of Prolíferatíon: 1984

As the negotiations at the CD began anew in l-984, outside

events once again exerted an influence over them. There were

renewed allegations of use in Indochina and Afghanistan

1eveIled at the Soviet Union and its aI1ies. The Soviet

Union, in turn, accused the US of obstructing progress ín the

CD by negotiating a CWC while simultaneously working towards

rearming with binary \i/eapons. Relations between the two

superpor^Jers were strained, although the CWC negotiat.ions were

t.he l-east af fected by those strains. This was due to the f act

that it was I'generally recognized that. the need for a ban on

possession of these weapons is more than a simple bilat.eral

US-Soviet concern,' in one form or another chemical weapons are

accessible to many states. 'r"

The use of chemical weapons, verified by the UN during

a984, underscored the necessity of the negotiations. The UN

investigating committee had announced in March that Iraqi use
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had been verified. This event, possibly more than any other,

raised public awareness of the danger of proliferation of

chemical weapons. By the end of 1984, the number of alleged

possessor states had risen to 30, according to US Department

of Defence official-s." This was an increase of L4-16 states

in recent years, and was further evidence that chemical

proliferation seemed to be occurring. Those states which

a1legedly possessed chemical weapons were also predominantly

among the developing and Third World states. These events:

had the effect of publicizing an aspect of CW which
has long been evident in history: that the military
attractions of CW weapons bear an inverse
relationship to the level of technology at the
disposal of t.hose against whom the weapon might be
used. "

The Iraqi use and the threat of further proliferation posed

problems f or the international CBV,i arms control regime. One

commenLator noted t,hat. :

Polit.ica1ly, the Iraqi use of chemicals poses great
challenges to t.he non-aligned movement. If the
political costs of using chemical weapons are seen
as minimal, and as affordable, the military
incentives for chemical weapons would multiply
91oba1ly...Once the chemical weapons spread and are
seen as legitimate, the advanced and
interventionary powers...would most cert.ainly use
them in their conflicts in the Third Wor1d."

Another influential issue which, although not directly

connected with the CD negotiations, was the disposal of old

stocks of chemical r^teapons . A number of countries, not

necessarily chemical weapons possessors, were faced with the

problem of disposing of old stocks of chemicals weapons which

were discovered in or near their territory. This problem was
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most significant in Europe and China, where munitions had been

buried, left behind, or disposed of during t.he course of the

two Worl-d Wars. A number of countries also faced the problem

of dealing with chemical munitions which had been disposed of

by dumping at sea. This issue had been raised previously at

the CD, as discovery of chemical munitions after each state

declared its stocks would be problematical. The

responsibility for the destruction of these munitions also had

to be determined. During the course of 1984, this issue began

to receive attention on a greaLer scale than it had before.

The US Draft Treatv: 1984

When the Ad Hoc Committee resumed negotiating that March,

it resumed elaborating the convention and set up three working

groups. These deal-t with t.he issues of scope of the

prohibitions, elimination of chemical weapon stocks and

production f acilities, and compliance wit.h t.he treaty's

obligations.
The US had announced in ,January that it would be

presenting a new draft treaty at the CD in the upcoming

session. The Soviet Union, however, moved ahead in the

int.erim and, in mid-February, announced to the CD plenary a

new position on stockpile destruction. They were prepared to

consider a permanent presence by representatives of

international control at the facilities for destruction of

stocks, as well as aIIow monitoring equipment to be stationed

at. these facilities." This change in position was considered
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to be significant as "it concerned one of the most important

provisions of the future convention. "" However, the Soviets

did not expand on this statement with any details, stating

that it would do so "in due time...in the subsidiary body of

the CD. ""

In Apri1, Vice-President Bush int.roduced the new draft.

treaty to the CD. ft codified most of the ear1ier American

position which had been contained in the detailed view it. had

submitted at the beginning of l-983. It did change its

position t.o accept a ban on use of chemical-s in war in the

treaty, inst.ead of ref erring t.o the Geneva Protocol. It al-so

defined toxic chemicals in a way which took into account the

points of vj-ew raised by China and other members of the CD."

Its major new feature was contained in Article X, dealing

with 'special on-site verification,' and was clearly motivated

by suspicions that the Soviet Union might not fuIly comply

with a CW ban. The US proposed t.hat each party must consent

within 24 hours to inspection of one of the sites that.

systematic international on-site inspection was authorized

for, or any location or facility owned or controlled by the

government of a party, including military installations. The

purpose of these inspect.ions would be to resolve any matter

which might cause doubts about compliance. No party could

refuse t.his inspection. For facilities outside the provision

of Article X, Article XI provided for ad-hoc on-site

inspections. These could be refused, but the party in
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question would have to explain its refusal and suggest.

alternat.e means of demonstrating compliance.

Article X proved to be the focus of the ensuing debate.

The Soviet Uníon, with its state run chemical facilit.ies,

rejected the concept, believing that it. was far too intrusive

and would lead to the disclosure of political, scientifj-c,

military, economic, commercial and other state secrets." This

concept was also criticized on the basis that. it. was

discriminatory "against parties with state-owned or part.ly

nationalized industries in that it put them in an unfavourable

position compared to states with predominantly private

enterprj-se. rr" It was not just the Soviets who balked at

Article X, rejecting it and claiming that it would set back

negotiat.ions. According to one British official, Article X

was far too intrusive, and this view was shared with other

European allies."
As a result of the furore created by the draft treaty,

the US responded by reiterating that this was not presented as

a final- positi-on; it only provided the basis for the US

negotiating position. It was further cl-arif ied that., in their

opinion, the entire US chemical indust.ry was considered to be

under government control through regulations administered by

either the Occupational Safety and Health Administratíon or

the Environmental- Protection Agency. Government contractors

were also included by extension.'"

These statements were to lead to questions in the years
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ahead over whether the US chemical industry "which jealously

defends its constitutional freedoms, including the right. t.o

protect, its production and commercial secrets, and which

usually resists giovernment pressure, will be willing to throw

its doors wide open to foreign controllers. "" The possibility

was raised that such inspections might violate the Fourth

Amendment of the US Const.itution, which assured the right of

the people against unreasonable search and seizure. Thus, it

would be possible for a company to block an inspection if it

feared that such an inspection might. result in the loss of

trade secrets or confidential competitive information." This

fear could be extended to cover situations where any

inspection might be seen as constituting a threat, and not

necessarily just intrusive on-site inspections. The Fourth

Amendment. required a warrant for a search to take place unless

firms subject. to inspection are part of a 'pervasively

regulated' industry, and must be carried out according to a

"carefully delineated inspection scheme embodied in 1aw, which

assures that inspections are both certain and regular. "" This

requirement meant thatrrtwo of the three types of on-site

inspection(') . . .appear to be constitutionally defective under

the pervasively regulated exemption to the Fourth Amendment

warrant requirement.rr" While no solution to this problem was

immediately foreseen, it was recognised that it would have to

' The two
inspections.

types would be the special and ad hoc
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be dealt with before the CWC was acceptable to the civil-ian

chemical industry.

Internationally, the problems posed by Article X also

remained unresolved. In an attempt to work through the issues

raised by Article X, the US offered to resume bilateral talks

with t,he Soviet Union. These talks would not take the same

form as t.he previous t.alks; they would not be held separately,

but would be held informally on the margins of the CD. These

t.al-ks were to be a delicate issue, as several- NATO and neutral

governments questioned whether initial progress should be left

to the two Superpowers." The US insisted that negotiations

were to be focused in the CD, but recognised that such

discussions were necessary to aIly any fears that. the Sovj-et

Union might have." The Soviet Union eventually accepted the

offer, but on the condition that they were not to be

'negotiations'.
Negotiations between the East German Socialist Unity

Party (SED) and West Germany's Social Democratic Party (SPD)

also began outside t.he context. of the CD. These focused on

the creation of a chemical weapons free zone in Central

Europe. Opposition to the stationing of chemical weapons by

outside powers had increased in Germany due to the recognition

that their use would mean the civilian population would suffer

enormously. Many resenLed that these weapons were stationed

in the Germanies, although both had espoused policies of non-

possession. There was also a definite l-ack of enthusiasm in
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both countries over the US binary weapon programme.'" During

the course of 1984, three rounds of talks were hel-d, and

reaction to the proposed CW free zone by their respective

al1ies was lukehrarm. These negotiations did not have a direct
impact. on the CD, but their existence did support the

viewpoint that a regional approach might provide a means of

preventing chemical weapons proliferation.

Through the rest of 1984, negotiations slowed so much

that. the Ad Hoc Committee had to continue it.s session in l-985

to complete unfinished business. What progress that was made

was confined to non-controversial aspects of the convention.

These included non-production, where a better understanding of

t.he issues emerged, and in definitions where progress towards

a consensus was made."

The Formation of the Australia Group: 1985

As the new year began, progress on a CW ban remained

stalled even as further use occurred in the Iran-fraq

conflict. Although most governments privately condemned its

actions, Iraqi was not formally condemned, nor \Â¡ere sanctions

applied; due mainly to the fact that in the war Iraq was

viewed with considerably less fear than Iran. Many Western

states had privately supported lraq's arms build up; a fact

which many commentators, especially in the Third Vlorld, had

remarked on and had 1ed to the observation that the political

cost of resorting to chemical warfare might not be

considerable after aII." Private companies in the West had
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also Laken an active part in developing the fraqi CW

capability. Discovery of this fact had caused the US in early

]-984 to place export controls on a number of chemicals which

could be used to develop weapons; a move which several other

countries foIlowed. fn 1985, these efforts would be

coordinated by Australia, who would set up the Australia

Group. Its aim was to create a list of possible precursors or

other chemicals, whose shipment to certain countries might set

off an a1arm. By control- of the supply, it was hoped that t.he

proliferation of chemical weapons could be halt.ed or

sufficiently slowed.

Even as these attempts were being made to control

proliferation, the US moved further towards CW rearmament. In

the Spring of 1985, after years of debate in Congress and the

Senate, Congress agireed to allocate funds to begin product.ion

of binary weapons and begin upgrading the US chemical

capability. Funding was conditional on being endorsed by

NATO's political leaders, and would only be made available in

October 1986.'" Reaction from the USSR to this was, as was to

be expected, generally negative.

This pessimism over events extended to the CD itself.

Progress on the CwC had slowed drastically, with litt1e

substantial work being accomplished, and both the US and USSR

at.tempt.ing to use this forum to present their politícal views.

Despite the slow progress, a number of working papers

were presented during the course of the regular session.
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France outlined a schedule of destruction for stockpiles.

Overall- parity in stockpiles was to be reached five years

after the treaty's entry into force, and states would maintain

a militarily significant stock until the eighth year." Sweden

proposed grouping chemicals; each group having a different
regime of declaraLion, el j-minat j-on, production and

verification applied to it." The US was opposed to both these

suggestions. Informal consultations continued to be held

throughout the faI1.

The Shift ín the Soviet Neqotiatinq Poeition: 1985-1985

There were also subtle shifts in the position t.he USSR

had adopted. The el-ection of Mikhail Gorbachev to General-

Secretary and President marked the beginning of a new

openness. In late August, the USSR announced t.hat. it was

ready to declare the location of munitions to be destroyed at

the same time as the locat.ion where they would be destroyed."

Tnformal negotiations between Soviet and American officials
took p1ace, with no progress being made. These contacts,

however, provided a basis for higher level discussions.

Gorbachev, in a speech to the French Parl-j-ament early that.

October suggested that chemical weapons proliferation might be

controlled in the same way that nuclear warheads were; an

announcement which surprised the US, but. which considered this
possibility only as a interim measure until a complete ban

could be negotiated." Problems with maint.aining a chemical-

non-proliferat.ion regime, plus the developing countries
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dislike over the Superpower's method of dealing with nuclear

proliferation, made such a ban unIikeIy.

During the Geneva Summit in November, Presidents Reagan

and Gorbachev touched on the issue of t.he CW negotiations. In

a joint statement, they agreed to intensify discussions on all

aspects of a chemical weapons ban, and to discuss methods of

prevent.ing proliferation.

The goodwill of the summit carried over into the new

year . Early in l- 9 8 6 , Gorbachev announced that t.he USSR

favoured an early ban on chemical weapons, and was ready t.o

name the location of CW factories and begin destruct.ion of

stockpiles and production facilities. These measures were to

be carried out under strict international control-, and would

include international on-site inspections."

A new round of bilat.eral talks was announced shortly

aft.er this. Once again, these \^¡ere to be held outside the CD.

When the spring session began, âny optimism that there was

quickly faded. The Soviet Union stressed t.he need to

negotiat,e a Comprehensive Test Ban, while the US urged

negotiat,ions to ban CWs. These bilateral negotiations,

therefore, made 1ittle progress.

Then, early in the Spring of 1986, the Soviet Union

announced Lo the CD that they were willing to accept

systematic on-site inspection of t.he dismantling and

destruction of production facilities. This statement did not.

recognise the fact that definitions of what constitut.ed a
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production facility as well as verification procedures had not

yet been agreed upon."

The change to the Soviet position came at a time when

NATO was preparing to meet t.o discuss the Alliance's Force

Goa1s, including the modernisation of the US's chemical

warfare capability. Alt.hough the exact t.ext was secret, it
invited rrthe Unit.ed States to modernize its CW-weapon stocks

with binary munitions. "" The Soviet move appeared to British
officials t.o be a direct attempt to pre-empt the Force Goal,

providing "a 'discernible speeding up' on the part of the

Soviet Union. ""

The NATO approval to modernise the US chemica] warfare

capability also carried with it some trade-offs. West

Germany, in return for its support, required that. the US

stockpiles in German terrj-tory be removed before the end of

1,992." The new binary weapons were to be stored in the US

until needed, and could only be moved into Europe with the

assent of the host country and al-liance-wide consultation. A

number of NATO counLries remained firm in their convi-ction

that they would not allow CW weapons onto their territory,
even during time of war."'

Thus, what may be considered as the fírst phase of the

CWC negotiations ended with Iittle progress beyond what the

two superpowers had previously agreed upon. There was hope

that the new thinking by the Soviet leadership might translat.e

into improved relations between the two and, at very least,
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joint measures to stem the proliferation of CW. With the

pressure on the US Lo modernise their chemical warfare

capability, the chances for progress towards a complete ban

looked very bl-eak indeed.
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Chapt,er 4

The Beginning of Progress: 1985-1990

CD Neqotiatíons: 1986

The Spring session of the CD, like that of t.he prevj-ous

year, failed to provide much progress on the CWC. A number of

trial inspections of chemical plants were undertaken during

this time, which provided t.he CD with j-nformat.ion on how a CWC

coul-d prevent misuse of the civilian chemical industry. It
was found that addit.ional inspections should noL be

particularly burdensome, as the chemical industry was already

used to int.rusive inspection. Many stat,es believed t,hat

methods to protect commercial and production secrets could be

developed which would satisfy both the treaty and industry
requirements. Overa11, a "we1l-developed syst.em of routine
on-site inspection would diminish the need to inspections upon

request. rÞ

Challenge inspect.ions continued to provide a major

obstacle, with the US insisting on mandatory inspect.ion and

the Soviets and their alIies maintaining t.hat they should have

t.he right of refusal. In an attempt to break t.his impasse,

two proposals were put forward j-n the CD. Pakistan suggested

that the right of refusal shoul-d be allowed in special cases,

but the refusal would have to be accompanied by a detailed
explanation or reason. If this explanation was

unsatisfactory, the request for inspection coul-d be renewed.

If there were repeated refusals, ârl extraordinary session of
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t.hethe consultat.ive committee was to be convened to consider

situation.'
The British in CD/7I5 also recognised that a state might

have a valid reason to refuse inspection, and that in limited
circumstances it should have the right to do so. They

proposed that if the inspection was refused, the challenged

state had to propose alt.ernative measures t.o resolve the

matter. If these were unsatisfactory, the challenged state
was stil-l obligated to demonstrate its compliance. A time

limit of seven days was allowed for this to be done. After
this time, if the requesting state was stil-I not satisfied it.

could transmit its request to the convention's executive

council. There, measures to take agaj-nst the suspected party

could be decided upon, including the right of other parties to

take unilat.eral action, üp to and including withdrawal- from

the convention.'

Although the Soviet Union did not give a formal response,

they indicated that they broadly accepted the proposal. The

US opposed CD/7L5, believing that if it were to be accepted no

timely inspections could be carried out. V'Iithout this short

notice inspecti-on, it was feared that the CWC could not

effectively deter non-compliance.' It has been suggested that
US opposition with CD/775 might also have been the result of

frustration; during t.he bilateral t.alks the Soviet Union had

hinted that they were preparing to make further concessions on

challenge inspections. The White House stated that the Soviet
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Union had "indicated that stricter procedures could apply to
certain challenges (alt.hough) t.hey have yet. to explain fu1Iy
how these would 'øork.'r'

The Soviet Union did make concessions, however. Early in
1987, the soviet union acknowledged for the first time that
they possessed a chemical- warfare capability. A few weeks

Iater, General secretary Gorbachev announced that the soviet
Union had ceased production, and begun const.ruction of a

destruction facility. He also confirmed at this t.ime that t.he

other warsaw Treaty countries had never produced or stockpí]ed
chemicals .'

This shift in attitude was the result of more than just
internat.ional condemnation of chemical weapons. Beginning in
1985, a rethinking of soviet military doct.rine had read to an

increased emphasis on defensive capabilit.y and improved

conventional weaponry. Many soviet military thinkers had come

to recognise the increased rol-e that the improved conventional

weaponry had on the modern battlefield. rn the past, chemical

weapons had been viewed as a useful support to a non-nuclear

European Theatre offensj-ve. The new conventional weapons were

berieved to be far more destructive than theír predecessors,

and were closer to weapons of mass destruction in L.erms of
effectiveness. chemical weapons, which had been viewed as a
substitute for tactical nuclear weapons, were thus given a

decreased role on the modern battlefield.'
The utility of chemical weapons was arso questionabl-e in
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view of the conditions that it was believed would exist on the

modern battlefield. chemical weapons are best when used

against an unprotected enemy, against st.atic targets, or to
deny terrain to the enemy. The modern battlefield would be

fluid, and the need wourd exist to fight under varying and

demanding conditions. The use of chemical weapons wourd place

disadvantages on both attacker and defender. "rf the purpose

was to be as flexible as possible, to keep as much speed as

possibre and to avoid any additional encumbrance, then it
seems reasonable to assume that t,he soviet Army saw less
utilit.y in employing chemícal weapons. n.

Their utility was further decreased by a shift from an

aggressive, offensive-based strategy to one based on war

avoidance and strategic defence. preparation of this began in
]-987, and would influence the future soviet position on

chemical weapons. Henceforth, âtry standstill in progress in
negotiating a cwc woul-d not be the result of the soviet union;
they were to become major supporters of the convention.'

The SovÍeÈ Acceptanee of Challenqe InspectÍon: 1987

The extent of the Soviet support became clear t.hat

August. Soviet Foreign Minist.er Eduard Shevardnadze announced

at the cD that their delegation woul-d proceed from the
position of negotiating "to make ]egally binding the principle
of mandatory challenge inspections without the right of
refusal. "'" They also ext.ended an invitation at this time f or
all participants at t.he negotiations to visit. the military
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facility at Shikhany.

The Soviet moved stemmed from the recognition that "Lhe

procedure of challenge inspections must securely ensure that
no fact of violating the Convention, and the conseguences of

such violation, can be concealed by a state. 'r" Acceptance of

mandatory challenge inspections did not resolve this issue

completely. American delegate Max Friedersdorf pointed out

that. the Soviet announcement only closed the gap with the

American position; there were still the views of thirt.y-eight

other negotiating partners that had to be taken into account."

Reaction to the issue of challenge inspection from these

countries had been mixed. Some countries had favoured the

idea of 'managed conduct' suggested by the US, whereby

provision would be made to protect sensitive types of

installations and facilities. Others, such as China, Indj-a

and France, had concerns. France, for example, had concerns

relating to security aspects of challenge inspections, and

favoured the British position over the more intrusive American

position. " Neverthel-ess, t.he Soviet decision marked t.he

beginning of true progress towards the Ci¡'I ban.

Other aspects of challenge inspection remained

unresolved, and it would be necessary to determine how they

would be handled in the treaty. It was generally recognised

that while any state party should have the right. to initiate

a challenge inspection, there was no way to prevent the abuse

of them Èhrough frivolous requests. It was agreed that a
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screening mechanism would slow the process down, and alIow the

offending party the chance to conceal- any non-compliance. The

challenge should state the site to be inspected and the

matters on which reassurance was sought, as well as the nature

of the suspected activity and the relevant provision of the

convention." The Soviet. Union suggested that, as a deterrent

against abuse of challenge inspection, a state should be

liabIe for losses caused by an unjustified inspection." Egypt

expanded on this and suggested that compensat.ion be made for
damages resulting from the abuse of inspection."

The issue of alternative procedures to challenge

inspection was also discussed. while it was agreed that t.hese

measures should occur as quickly as possible, agreement over

which alternative measures woul-d be acceptable remained

elusive. France favoured leaving the alternative measures out

of the convention, so it. would not limit a state's options."

The inspection procedure itself, whatever form it might take,

shoul-d be administered by the international organization. A

final report would be issued by this body and the burden would

be on the challenged state to ensure that it respected the

convention. "

Any denial of access to a facility was, in the US

opinion, âo admission of guilt. In such a case, the

Netherlands suggested that the offending party be declared in
violation of the convention."

To this end, the organization set up by t.he CWC had to
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The general form had been

established earlier during informal discussj-ons held in l_9g5.

Dj-fferences existed over the composition of the executive body
and the decision making process. Each country favoured an

approach that would alrow its own participation on the
executi-ve council, although it was current.ry envisaged as

containing only l-5 members .," The us, ussR and France had

insisted that. all members of the uN security councir have a
seat. on the cwc's Execut.ive council, although this was opposed
by a number of states and especially by the Group of 21. The

uK had proposed two level-s of membership; those el_ected
annually by the consurtative committee accord.ing to geographic
representat.ion, and those parties with the largest j_ndustrial
chemical- base . " Mexico, sharing the view of several_ non_

arigned countries, preferred an equitable poritical and
geographical distribution of seats."

Even more controversiar than the formul_ation of the
executive committee was how it would make its decisions. The

soviet union had f avoured having all_ decisions mad.e by
consensus, although this "would be tant.amount to introducing
the right of veto, which courd paralyse the operation of the
convention.tt" rn August, they suggested having decisions
approved by a two-thirds majority on decisions on substantive
issues, and a simple majority for all other matters.,. other
countries remained firm on their respective positions,
deadlocking this aspect of the convention-
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The convention's ent.ry into force was al-so discussed

during the l-987 session. rdeally, any global arms control or

disarmament treaty should have as wide an adherence as

possible in order to be truly effective. Not all states will
agree t.o be bound by the terms of the treaty; thus, they may

not sign it, such as France and China had done with the NpT.

rn recognition of this, the treaty enters into force only
aft.er a specifíed number of states have signed and ratified
it. In the case of the CVüC, what this number should be

remained undecided. The participation of the chemical weapon

possessing states was seen as a necessity. The US, wanting a

'gIobaI' ban, remained undecided on the number of
ratifications they would consider as satisfying that.

requirement. The uK proposed that entry into force should

require at least 60 ratifications." The Soviet Union felt
that a lower number of ratifications would be sufficient; they

felt 30-40 would be satisfactory, making the number comparabre

to the NPT which had required 40 rat.ifications before entry
into force."

Tt was recognised that. a treaty worked out by 40 CD

members would not be automatj-caIIy accepted by all, or even

most, of the remaining states. This acceptance would come

with security risks as well as obligations. France had grown

increasingly anxious about. ensuring the security of states
during the 10 year period of destruction.

The problem of guaranteeing security in the first. 10
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years of the treaty's operat.ion had been recognised by the

French back in l-985 and outlined in CD/630. The idea was

revived early in 1987 in the concept of security stocks.

These stocks were not only to ensure the state's security, but

were seen as necessary to maintain t.he balance and security of

all states." The proposal was also in line with the French

announcement, made in November 1986, that they would begin

production of chemical weapons for deterrence purposes."

The idea was further delineated in Lhe CD ín .fune 3-987 .

The l-0 year period could not, in the French opinion, be a time

of diminished securityi "It is the first phase of the

applicat.ion of the convention, the development of which, in
conditions of security accept.able t.o all, is indispensable in
order to reach the second and final phase of the convention.rt"

The C!{C did not call for stockpiles to be declared until
30 days aft.er ent.ry into force. As chemical \¡reapon capability
was recognised as being unevenly distributed, some states

would have no CW capability, while others would retain a

capability over the entire l-0 years. In order to ensure

equality, there were two possible solutions.

The first of these cal1ed for a prior US-Soviet agreement

to reduce t.heir stockpiles until they were at a level-

comparable to those of other states. Entry int.o force would

be delayed until- this occurred.'"

The other option h¡as that all stat.e parties would be

entitled to maintain a security sLock of chemical weapons.
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This stock would not be declared until the end of the eighth

year, and would not have to be destroyed untíl the nint.h or

tenth year. The stockpiles would be limited in size, but

would stiI1 be a militarily signif icant quant.ity; in t.he 1000-

2000 ton range and would consist only of nerve agents. In

order to renew and modernise the stockpiles, each state woul-d

be allowed a single production facility which would be

decl-ared upon ent.ry into f orce and maintained under

international control ."

The idea of security stocks met with criticism from many

states. The Soviet Union objected on t.he grounds that by

allowing states the right of a security stockpile, it also

allowed those states which did not have chemical weapons an

opportunity to acquire them. In essence, such measures would

sancLion prolif eration and lead t.o increased insecurit.y.

Pakistan also fel-t that the secret st.ockpiling of chemical

weapons among parties, rreven in limited quantity, would deepen

suspicion among states and undermine confidence in the

convention.tr" France countered this crj-ticism by j-nsist.ing

that. this proposal did not constitute sanctioned

proliferation, for t.he stockpiles had to be verifiable and

under strict control."

Acceptance of the convention was also envisioned as an

indication that. a signatory party accepted certain
obligations. Among the deveÌoping nations at the CD, the

demand that these obligations should not place too much of a
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burden on the st,ate was being voiced to an increasing degree.

The cost of operation of the treaty, and especially the

verification system, was feared to be so high 'rthat finally
very few countries will be in a position to defray them, with

the result that the number of countries willing to be parties

to the treaty, will be very smal-l, which in turn will limit
the ef f ectiveness of the instrument. rr"

As mentioned, it was also believed that the CWC should

not be another NPT; it should guarantee "in no uncertain

terms, to the non-chemical-weapon Powers, the right to

unfet.tered development of t.heir budding chemical industries
for peaceful purposes.rr" lt was also accept.ed that the

convention would include a statement to the effect that a

military ban on certain chemicals should not hinder civil-ian
production using those same chemicals. What would not be

acceptable would be another situation like the NPT, where a

handful of countries were seen as preventing the spread of

nuclear technology in order to maintain t.heir monopoly."

Egypt suggested that a pledge of assistance to t.he developing

world to develop their chemical industry be included in the

convention." This proposal met with mixed reaction in the

West; a US source stated that " (t)his is a securit.y treaty,
not a foreign aid agreement. It is not a price for enhancing

the security of the nonaligned countries. ""

There were al-so discussions on Art.ic]e X of the draft
treaty, which dealt with assisLance in the event of an attack
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upon a state party. Iran took a strong position on the need

for states to provide assistance. It fe1t that "ul-timate
confidence in the convention would not be provided unless

international punitive measures against any serious and

del-iberate violat.ions of the convention would al-so be

provided. "" Frustration within Ïran had been building, as

little action had been taken by the international community

against Iraq's continued use of chemical weapons except for
condemnation in the UN; statements which, according t.o Ïranian

Foreign Minister Velyati, had little or no impact."

Pakistan had suggested that a threatened state should be

able to call for assistance against any state whose actions

posed a threat to the objectives of the convention, whether

they were a party to it or not. This request would be

addressed to the Executive Council who would investigate and,

should they find a threat existed, decide on concreLe measures

of assistance. Individual- states could also offer assistance

to the threatened party." The Consultat.ive Committee would

be responsible for enabling states to develop a protective

capabilit.y if they so desired, and individual states would

encourage the free exchange and transfer of "equipment,

material, and scientific and technol-ogical information

relating t.o protection against chemical weapons." The

proposal received litt.l-e reaction. The West and USSR would

only generally agree to assistance in the event of the attack.
Rol-f Ekeus, chair of the CD, stated that the issue was
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"tricky. It relates to the United Nations Charter, and we

have to be careful not to infringe on the charter. ""
Non-production of chemical v/eapons, according to Ekeus,

remained the most difficult of the issues which had to be

resolved. Problems posed by dual purpose chemicals, and

ensuring compliance by the chemical industry had been

int.ensively worked on but, as one diplomat noted, the longer

the problem was examined the more complicated it became."

Definitions also remained an outstanding issue, although the

need for a precise definition of what was considered a

chemical weapon "may become less acute with the establishment

of agreed schedule specifying chemicals subject to different
verification regimes. "" Work in this aspect had already

begun, although t.hese list.s were in rudimentary form. It also

remained unresolved whether herbicides and riot control agents

were to be considered chemical weapons . 'Chemical weapons

production facility' also remained undefined, although the

method for dest.ruction of these facilities had been agreed

upon. The US did propose that a distinction be made between

those facilities or establishments that. specialize in CW

development and those which have only indirect. or one-time

involvement . "

Late in the faIl of L987, ârr informal ad-hoc commit.tee

session, âs well as further American-Soviet bilateral ta1ks,

were he1d. Chemical weapons were also discussed during a

summit held that December, and both President. Reagan and
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General secretary Gorbachev reaffirmed their intent.ion to
negotiate a truly globaI and verifiable convent.ion.

CD NeqotiaEÍons: 1988

When the CD formally reconvened in early l_988, there was

a renewed sense of optimism that a cwc courd be negotiated in
the foreseeable future. Much work had been done during the

inter-sessional period on toxicity determination, arthough

determination of which toxic chemicals were suitable for
commercial use and which had military value had not been made.

RoIf Ekeus, who had chaired the inter-sessional period, also

recognised that "although we define toxicity in t.erms of toxic
to humans or animals, we have not yet defined which animals we

mean. rt"

The issue of fut.ure non-product.ion had al_so been deal_t

wit.h, especially in dealing with those activities which wourd

not be prohibit.ed by the convention. rt had been recognised

that. some production of prohibited chemicals would be

necessary for medical or research purposes. The West wanted

an unlimited number of laboratories to be able to synthesize

these smal1 amounts; the USSR preferred that only a single,
small scale facility be used for both military and commercial_

research. In April, the US tabled a paper setting threshold
levels for monitoring Schedule !, 2, and 3 chemicals. Some

delegations expressed concern that. the amounts of schedule l-

chemicals below 100 grams would not be subject to
international monitoring. The us fel-t that. monit.oring would
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be ineffective,- t.he government could not be responsible for
laboratories and they felt that concern about laboratory
synthesis was actually a concern about the development of new

agents. "

The Soviet Union still held firm to permitting only a

single facility, although they did concede that they might

move f rom this position if the l¡lest agreed to stricter
verification in the laboratories, regardless of the amounL."

Two compromise positions were also put forward. Mongolia

suggested that a special exception t.o t.he convention be made

for nitrogen mustard, which had medical utility. Its
production facilities would be subject to the same

verification procedures as the small-scale facility.'" The GDR

suggest.ed that an except.ion be made for special pharmaceutical_

needs, and another for fundamental or medical research.

Verification would ensure that the products were used only for
their designated purposes. Laboratories would be licensed by

the government, and production woul-d be declared to the

Technical Secretariat."

To ensure that chemicals with a high toxicity were not

used as weapons, a new Schedule 4 was added which proscribed

them regardless of their effectiveness. The US nsupported

such a list as a means of obtaining details of production

capacity. The USSR expressed fears that. these chemical agent.s

could become vüeapons in the future. "" f t was recognised t.hat

if there was "a g,ood, swift system for updating Schedules !,2,
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and 3, Schedul-e 4 is unnecessary. ""

Verificat.ion, however, remained the central issue at the

CD negotiations. Some US officials had come to the conclusion

t.hat on-site inspection could not effectively verify a CWC

because of the possibility of undeclared production or sLoragie

sites." The issue of allowing access to civilian facilities
under the provision of challenge inspection remained

unresolved, although the US reit.erated the view that its
revised Article X covered government, military and private
dedicated facilities where a search would be considered

reasonable. Article XI, which permitted a refusal of

J-nspection, was understood as covering all- other circumstances

and allowed a private party to refuse a search of the

facilities without. reasonable cause." Many countries had not

accepted the idea of challenge inspectionsi either because

they were opposed to the idea or because they had not thought

about it too much, expecting that the USSR woul-d never accept

the provision."

Ot.her aspect.s of challenge inspection had yet to be

discussed. Who ultimately woul-d be responsible for deciding

whether or not a violation had occurred remained unclear.

Some countries favoured having the Executive Council- make this
decision; the US wanted the challenging state to decide."

Procedures for preventing abuse of challenge inspections were

also necessary. A paper was put forward by Rolf Ekeus in
April l-988 which indicated that challenge inspect.ion shoul-d
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only be initiated in extreme circumstances. Many states felt
that this would create a 'gap' between challenge and

systematic verj-fication, however.

As a possible sol-ution t.o this perceived gap, West

Germany suggested the idea of Ad hoc inspections. These

inspections would not be related to any allegation of breach

of the convention, but would be carried out randomly at all
production facilities listed on a national registry. The

number of these inspections would be regulated by a quota. In

t.his wây, Ad hoc inspections would permit inspect.ion of
suspicious areas $/ithout. having t.o resort to the challenge

inspection procedure."

In an effort to develop procedures for inspection, it was

agreed to hold a number of national trial inspections (NTI) .

Several- countries had already hel-d trial inspections, most

notably the Netherlands. These t.rial inspections were

perceived to be useful- as they would allow the preparation and

t.esting of guidelines f or the int.ernational inspectoraLe. "

Some countries feared that this procedure could cause more

problems than it would solve, in that it could lead to a dozen

different inspect.ion systems proposed by a dozen different
countries. "

There r¡Jere also ca1ls for an exchange on data to t.ake

place. The USSR had agreed in November L987 to exchange data

on its chemical- weapons and production facilities before the

convention was signed." fn February l-988, they proposed a
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multj-Iateral exchange of data. Each state would submit, at an

agreed upon time, information on the size of its sLockpile,
past transfers or acquisitions of chemicar weapons, technology

and equipment for production, the number of production

facilities, development l-aboratories and commercial facilities
involved in the production of key precursors.',

The US and Britain both believed that. it was necessary to
disclose not only the overall size, but details on the number

and location of storage sites and production facilities. This

information wourd be presented in terms of the percentage of
the overal-1 stockpile. Any additional- data, it was believed,
would have revealed the exact quantity of stocks in each of
the depot.s. An attachment to the US proposal also gave

detailed information on each vüeapon in the US chemical arsenal-

which the soviets had seen during t.heir November l9g7 visit to
the base at Tooele, Utah."

The US also agreed t.o exchange data based on a proposal

from the FRG that Apri1. This required mul-tilateral provision

of essential data prior to signing the convention. These data

exchanges could also be made bil-ateralIy between st.ates.'. The

UK supported this position, alt.hough they felt that
negotiations on data exchange were unnecessary. Each st.ate

should unil-ateralIy provide as much data as soon as possible ..'

fn the following months, a number of states made

declarations that they did not possess chemical weapons,

alt.hough nearly one-fourth of the cD members did not indicate
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whether they were possessor states or not. These included a

number of countries which had significant chemical

indust.ries . "

Bilaterally, the eighth round of the US-Soviet talks had

led to an agreemenL that March that any future data exchange

would be accompanied by three inspections of designated sites

and three other inspections. In Apri1, the two countries also

agreed on a text on the destruction of production facilities.

The USSR had wanted to converL some facilities to peaceful

uses, but had dropped this in the face of US opposition." It

did not define a chemical- production facility, but had

achieved basic agreement on the language to be used in the

rolling text for a definition. Facilities that could

synthesize no more than I-2 metric tons \¡rere excluded,

provided they were not used to produce chemical weapons. Both

countries were also permitted a single, smaII-scale facility

for product.ion for defensive research."

Work on the order for destructj-on proceeded slowIy. More

progress was made on the timetable for destruction. The USSR

agreed to the principle of leveIling out all participants CW

stocks by the next t.o last year of the destrucLion schedule."

If the convention stated that. those states with the largest

stocks had to destroy these first, it would be necessary to

know which these states were.'" The timet.able for destruction

remained at l-0 years at maximum, with destruction to begin no

later than 1,2 months after entry into force. In order to
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ensure security during this period, France reiterated its
proposal for securj-ty stocks. The CD continued to oppose

this, provoking the US and USSR to suggest that stockpiles be

leveIled off over eight years. The FRG and Italy suggested

that this be done over a five year period, but. this was not

supported by the US or USSR."

In an effort to meet French concerns, the US suggested in
the bilateral meetings with the USSR that production

facil-ities be kept mothballed. In this wây, some t.ime woul-d

be required to bring them into production."

The issue appeared to resolve itself when French

President Mitterand, in a speech before the UN General

Assembly on Sept.ember 29, announced that. France would drop its
demand for securiLy st.ocks and the mainLenance a production

facility, providing all countries agreed to close their
chemical weapons plants when the CWC entered into force and

opened them up to international inspection. He also announced

t.hat France would renounce any possibilit.y of producing

chemical weapons as soon as the convention entered int.o

force." It was also disclosed that France had no chemical

\Á/eapons, although prototype binary weapons were in the

developmental stage."

September also saw a call in the UN General Assembly for
states who had not signed and ratified the Geneva Protocol- to

do so. President. Reagan called for a conference of
signatories and other concerned states to consider actions to
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only be initiated in extreme circumstances. Many states felt
that this would create a 'gap' between challenge and

systematic verification, however.

As a possible solution to this perceived gap, West

Germany suggested the idea of Ad hoc inspections. These

inspections would not be related to any allegation of breach

of the convention, but would be carried out randomly at all
production facilities listed on a national registry. The

number of these inspections would be regulated by a quota. In

t.his wâ1zr Ad hoc inspections would permit inspection of

suspicious areas without having to resort to the challenge

inspection procedure."

Tn an effort to develop procedures for inspection, it was

agreed to hold a number of national trial j-nspections (NTI) .

Several countries had already held trial inspections, most

notably the Netherlands. These trial inspect.ions were

perceived to be useful as they would a1low t.he preparation and

testing of guidelines for the international inspectorate."

Some countries feared that this procedure could cause more

problems than it would soIve, in that it could lead to a dozen

different inspection systems proposed by a dozen different
countries . "

There were also cal1s for an exchange on data to take

pIace. The USSR had agreed in November 1987 to exchange data

on its chemical weapons and production facilities before the

convention was signed." In February l-988, they proposed a
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multilateral exchange of data. Each state would submit, aL an

agreed upon time, information on the size of its stockpile,
past transfers or acquisitions of chemical weapons, technology

and equipment. for production, the number of production

facilities, development laboratories and commercial facilities
involved in the production of key precursors.',

The US and Britain both believed that it was necessary to
disclose not only the overall size, but det.ails on the number

and location of storage sites and production facilities. This

information woul-d be presented in terms of the percent.age of
the overall stockpile. Any additional data, it was believed,
woul-d have revealed the exact quantity of stocks in each of
the depots. An attachment to the US proposal also gave

detailed information on each weapon in the US chemical arsenal

which the soviets had seen during their November r9B7 visit to
the base at Tooele, Utah."

The US also agreed to exchange data based on a proposal

from the FRG that. Apri1. This required multilateral provision

of essential data prior to signing the convention. These data

exchanges could also be made bilaterally between states... The

UK support.ed this position, although they felt that
negotiations on data exchange were unnecessary. Each state
should unilaterally provide as much data as soon as possible."

In the following months, a number of states made

declarations t.hat they did not possess chemical weapons,

although nearly one-fourth of the cD members dj-d not indicat.e
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whether they were possessor stat,es or not. These included a

number of countries which had significant. chemical

industries. "

BiIatera11y, the eighth round of the US-Soviet talks had

led to an agreement that March that any future data exchange

would be accompanied by t.hree inspections of designat.ed sites
and three other inspections. In Apri1, the Lwo countries also

agreed on a text on the destruction of production facilities.
The USSR had wanted to convert some facilities to peaceful

uses, but had dropped this in the face of US opposition." tt
did not define a chemical- production facility, but had

achieved basic agreement on t.he language t.o be used in the

rolling text for a definitíon. Facilities that could

synthesize no more than A-2 metric tons were excluded,

provided they were not used to produce chemical weapons. Both

countries $rere also permitted a single, smalI-scale facility
for production for defensive research."

Work on the order for destruct.ion proceeded slow1y. More

progress was made on the t.imet.able for desLruction. The USSR

agreed t.o the principle of Ievelling out all participants CW

stocks by the next to last year of the destruction schedule."

If the convention stated that those states wit.h the largest

st.ocks had to destroy these first, it would be necessary to
know which these states were." The timetable for destruction

remained at l-0 years at, maximum, with destruct.ion to begin no

later than L2 months after entry into force. In order to
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ensure security during this perJ-od, France reiterated its
proposal for security stocks. The CD continued to oppose

this, provoking the US and USSR to suggest that stockpiles be

levelIed off over eight years. The FRG and rtaly suggested

that this be done over a five year period, but this was not

supported by the US or USSR."

In an effort to meet French concerns, the US suggested in
the bilateral meetings with the ussR t.hat production

facilities be kept mothballed. In this wây, some time would

be required to bring them into production."

The issue appeared to resolve itself when French

President Mitterand, in a speech before the UN General

Assembly on September 29, announced that France would drop its
demand for security stocks and the maintenance a production

facility, providing all countries agreed to close their
chemical weapons plants when the cwc entered into force and

opened them up to international inspection. He also announced

that France would renounce any possibilit.y of producing

chemical weapons as soon as the convention entered j_nt.o

force." It was also disclosed that France had no chemical

weapons, although prototype binary weapons were in the

developmental stage."

September also saw a call in the IIN General Assembly for
states who had not signed and rat.ified the Geneva protocol to
do so. President. Reagan calIed for a conference of
signatories and other concerned states to consider actions to
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hal-t proliferation and strengthen the Protocol-."

The Renewed Threats of CliI ProLiferation: Iracr, 1988

The need to halt proliferation had become quite obvious.

Although the Iran-fraq conflict ended in a cease-fire, "the
frequency and intensity of the chemical-weapon attacks by fraq
seemed to increase before the cease-fire."" There were also

new reports of fraqi chemical attacks on civilians,
particularly the Kurds of Northern Iraq. The worst of these,

the March 1988 attack on the city of Halabja, killed an

estimated 3000-5000 Kurds."

Halabja accomplished what the previous years of CW use

had not; it polarized world opinion against Iraq. In April
1988, the US Senate introduced Resolution 408 which explicitly
condemned Ïraq for its use of CW." Despite the hostile
reaction, there were reports Ïraq renewed chemical use against

the Kurds in late August as part of an effort to depopulate

hostile areas in Northern Iraq." Attempts to investigate

these allegations were resisted by Iraq, which insisted that
chemical weapons were not beíng used in military operations,

and that action was taken only against those traitors
collaborating with the enemy and against those who had

committ.ed crimes against their own people.'" UN attempts to
investigate were also resisted, on the grounds that this was

a question of sovereignty." Those investigations which were

carried out, mainly by physicians working among displaced

Kurds in Turkey, were not felt to provide conclusive evidence.
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Turkey officially declared that no CW vict.ims had been treated
j-n Turkey. "

The alleged attacks after the cease-fire provided a

further impet.us in the US and UK to not only condemn Ïraqi
act.ions, but to also take action to bring sanctions against

Iraq. The US felt that they had sufficient proof of fraqi
chemical weapons use, based on intercepted radio transmissions

and Turkish accounLs of poisoned victims." The US Senate

passed economic sanctions against Iraq, although these were

watered down by the House of Representatives 'r in obvj_ous

deference to domestic trade pressures. The Administration

opposed the legislative measures arguing t.hat they might not

contribute to get.t.ing Iraq t.o cease the use of chemical_

weapons.rr" As they had in the past, efforts to move beyond

rhetoric were to fail. The US House and Senate failed to

agree on a bill for economic sanctions, and it did not. go to

a vote." The UK also took the position that the evidence was

not conclusive, and sanctions would not be effective. In

retrospect, these actions can be seen as an indication of the

West's intention to curb the threat Iraq now posed to the

region, raLher t.han due to humanitarian concerns.

The main effort to stem the proliferation of chemical

weapons had, as mentioned, come from the efforts of the

Australia Group. ft continued its efforts to identify and

reduce the export of sensit. j-ve chemical-s and technologies

which could be used in CW production.
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Thus, by the end of 1988, progress had been achieved on

a CWC but it was feared that a treaty would come too late.
The use of chemical weapons in the Iran-Iraq conflict had,

according to one expert, proven to many countries in the Third

World how effective CW use could be. The Iraqi experj_ence

rrpromoted gas from a useful backup to conventional forces to
a powerful strat.egic weapon...This is the atomic bomb of the

poor, it's cheap and it works.""

The Paris Conferenee: ifanuarv 1989

This sentiment was to be given new attention early in the

new year. In ,Tanuary 1989, the Paris Conference was he1d.

Arranged after President Reag:an's speech at the UNGA the

previous Sept.ember, it brought together 1-49 nations in an

attempt to g'alvanize world opinion against chemical weapons

and extend coverage of the Geneva Protocol- . From the out.set,

ít was made clear t.hat the conference was not to be an

international tribunal. Progress was made in some areas,

specifically in drafting a 'no-use' declaration, giving
supporL t.o the UN t.o investigate fuLure charges of CW use, and

urging early complet.ion of a CWC. Ten more states also became

signatories of the Geneva Protocol."

The final document issued by the participants omitted any

mention of export cont.rols or economic sanctions against

states which used chemical weapons. The US had favoured

taking a strong stand on this, but was opposed by many Third

World and developing countries. Argentina and Brazil had both
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argued against export controls, believing that t.hese could be

used to hobbl-e developing chemical industries." Sanctions

al-so proved to be contentious. According to one senior US

official, rrthe Third World sees an issue like sanctions as a
red f1ag...They believe it is aimed at preventing their
economic growth. "'" The US had pushed for language referring
t.o 'appropriate and ef f ective st.eps' to be taken against

violators, meaning sanctions. This interpretation was

disputed by some Third World diplomats, who felt that these

steps might only be investigations." In the end, opposition

from the Arab countries and their major economic trading
partners in Western Europe kil-l-ed the idea of sanctions."

There was also opposition to the use of the word

'proliferatíon' in t.he final communique. It has been stated

that " (f )ailure to incl-ude this word in effect put.s possession

of chemical weapons by the United States and other developed

nations on the same 1eve1 as acquisitions by Libya or similar
nations in highly unstable areas. 'r"

The Paris Conference also highlighted some of the

problems that could occur in gaining acceptance for the CWC.

The Arab countries in particular attempted t.o shift the

emphasis t.owards fsrael's nuclear status. As ment.ioned above,

the idea that chemical weapons might have a deterrent val-ue

against nuclear $reapons \^¡as gaining acceptance. The Arabs

felt that CW disarmament should be linked with progress in
nuclear disarmament, although t.his position may "have littl_e
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to do with chemical weapons but may rather have been a

political attempt to rid Israel of it.s presumed nuclear

capability. tt"

Attempts to incorporate this linkage between nucl-ear and

chemical- weapons was resisted by the US, UK, France and the

USSR. In the f inal communigue, t.his linkage was not

explicitly spelled out, although it did call for "the need to
pursue...efforts to secure general and complete disarmament

under effective international control.rr" French Foreign

Minister Roland Dumas interpreted this as creating the link
that the Third World had sought; the US and Soviet Union

rejected this interpretation."
Iraq and Syria also declared at. the conference that they

should be allowed t.o part.icipate in the CD negotiations. Iraq

Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz stated that "like all sovereig'n

states, (Iraq) would not t.hínk of subscribing to an accordance

whose draf ting it is not authorized to participat.e. r"' f raq

also stated that it was not interested in spreading its
chemical warfare experience to ot.her states: 'rThere was a

terrible threat to our country, and we did our best to prot.ect

ourselves. Now we want peace, and we are not very fond of

exporting our experience in this respect."" Nevertheless,

there were allegations that lraq met with many Third World

delegates at the conference who were more interested in
purchasing chemical agents from Iraq than in halting their
proliferation and condemning Iraqi use."
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The USSR also used the Paris Conference to announce that
it would begin unilateral destruct.ion of its CW stockpile
during 1989, although it did not state whether these would be

current or obsolete munitions. The US welcomed the

announcement, but it remained unclear what its military impact

might be as the US rout.inely destroyed o1d munitions while

producing new ones."' Previously, the two countries had also

informally agreed on a 10 year destruction schedule. After
eight years, 902 of t.he stocks would be destroyed and the two

countries would then pause to assess the global leve1 of

stocks and decide if it was safe to continue and destroy the

rest .'"' This pause at eight years was later to be denied by

Nikita Smidovich, t.he chief of the Foreign Minist.ry section on

CW and BW.'' Kenneth Adelman, former ACDA director, indicated

that in the view of the ACDA, such a pause was necessary.'"'

In the aftermath of the Paris Conference, it was believed

that the attention focused on CW would provide an impetus to
the CD negotiations. This was not to be t.he case.

CD Neqotiations: 1989

Work during Lhe interim period had focused on a limited
agenda; chall-enge inspections, maintaining the confidentiality
of information obtained during inspections, and non-production

in the civilian chemical industry.'"' While no major

breakthroughs had been achieved, much technical work had been

done. The CD formally convened early in February 1989 and

immediaLely ran onto problems. The Group of 2L, the socialist
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states and China all wanted to ext.end the mandate of the CD

negotiat.ions to include working on the final draft of the

CWC.'"' This met with opposition and eventually the mandate

q¡as adopted which included the wording "except for its final
drafting. "'* Attempts by Sweden and other countries to expand

the mandate to include a prohibition on use was also not

successful . "'

It was suggested t.hat the Paris Conference did l-ead to an

increased number of states who were interested in the CD

negotiations, and were invited to participate as observers to

the CD. Five working groups, instead of Lhe usual three, were

set up to work on verification, 1ega1 and political questions,

and institutional, technical and t.ransitional issues. A

technical working group on instrumentation was also

est.ablished. "'

Early during the session, a number of countries presented

the results of their NTfs. These showed that a set of
guidelines needed to be negotiated which would address which

inspection activities coul-d be undertaken, as well as

additional experience and development of testing procedures

and equipment, especially for Schedule 1 chemicals. Much of

the experience gained during the NTIs was to be beneficial, if
for no other reason t.han they "served as a learning process

and disseminated information about. the CWC. ""' The NTIs had

taken longer to complete than had originally been thought.

necessary. It was suggested that this was the resul-t of some
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countries not wanting to expose parts which had gone bad1y, or

lessons had been learned that the country did not \^/ant. to pass

on to t.he CD."" Both Belgium and Brazil, in their respective

reports t.o the CD, had deemed the inspect.ions noL to be

intrusive, although it was recognised that the question of

confidentiality needed to be dealt with in greater detail."'
At the end of the Spring session Working Group t had, in

t.he view of Sweden, spent a disproportionate amount of time

working on confidentiality. France had introduced a paper

that proposed a specific article on confidentiality and a

special annex in the CWC."' Sweden preferred that the issue

be dealt with by the Technical Secretariat., and thus there was

no need for a special article in the convention."'

Challenge inspection had not been formally discussed

since the end of the l-988 CD sessj-on, although the topic had

been discussed in relation to ensuring confidentiality. A

number of states, particularly China, stil1 had concerns about

the mandatory nature of challenge inspections. China feared

that challenge inspect.ions, by their very nature, could prove

to be confrontational. It was import.ant. that challenge

inspections be carried out in such a way that. the legit.imate

rights and interesLs of t,he challenged state be respected and

protected, but reasonable requests of the challenging state

should be satisfied. Abuse of challenge inspect.ions should be

prevented, and t.hey should not be carried out for purposes

out.side the convention or used to excessively disrupt the
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chemical industry. In the event. of the discovery of non-

compliance, the challenged state would assume full

responsibility,' otherwise, the challenging state would bear

the political and economic responsibility."' The US

maintained its position that challenges to the CWC were

essential, and that. mandatory inspection shoul-d be carried out

by any member of the fact-finding panel."'

Despite intensive work through this session of the CD,

little progress on challenge ínspections was achieved. Among

other issues, agreement could not be reached over alternative

measures; the UK preferred managed alternative measures, âs

opposed to simply alternative measures, of inspection."'

The majority of the work accomplished during the Spring

session had focused on the proposal for ad hoc inspections

introduced by the UK. The FRG proposal on this subject had

been made in l-988 and remained on the table at the CD. The UK

proposal was similar to that of the FRG, in that it called for

inspections to be carried out without any allegation of breach

of the convention. It, allowed inspection not only at

facilities listed on the national register, but also in

milit.ary facilities and 'el-sewhere'. The inspection could be

initiated at the request of a State Party, but would be

carried out by inspectors of the Technical Secretariat. The

number of active and passive inspections would be governed by

quotas; the exact number of which were open to discussion."'

A number of problems with the concept of ad hoc
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inspections were raised. Both proposals assumed that ad hoc

inspections would not be seen as confrontational-. Indian

Deputy Head of Delegation Rakesh Sood agreed that,
biIateralIy, these inspections might not seem confrontat.ional

but, regionally, avoiding the perception of confronLation

would be difficult."' The FRG proposal had also envisioned a

register which required facilities to be listed in order of

priority, but it was unstated who would decide upon these

priorities."' A Western diplomat also pointed out that such

a register would include some 50,000 to 100,000 facilities;
this would make checking them each year difficult as it would

require each inspector to do 2-3 checks per day. This would

not happen, and these checks could not provide a deterrent.

ft was also unclear how such a register would be updated. The

UK proposal, which dispensed with the register, was seen as an

improvement in this area."' The US, USSR, and Sweden

questioned the entire idea of the gap. The US also argued

that challenge inspections should not be viewed as a last

resort . "'

Ad hoc inspections, however, were not intended to replace

challenge inspections. The UK saw ad hoc inspections as

evolving from the CSCE experience. They were meant to bui1d

confidence in the convention as they would be a frequent

occurrence, unlike challenge inspections. They would also

occur over a shorter period of time, and wouLd not include an

observer from the initiating state."'
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Support for the UK and FRG proposals came s1ow1y. The US

was opposed to ad hoc inspections being part of challenge

inspections, as well as ad hoc ínspections beíng extended t.o

cover military facilíties and other areas. They liked the

concepts, particularly the lists proposed by the FRG and the

quotas proposed by the UK. They agreed to work with both

countries to attempt to combine t.he two proposals."' The USSR

al-so moved to general acceptance on the concept. They felt
t.hat. the UK proposal could provide a good basis, buL wanted a

passive quota of only about five inspections per year.','

In August, the US gave into mounting domestic political
pressure and introduced a paper on sel-ect.ive inspect.ions in
t,he Western group, but insisted that each country review the

issue and give their bilateral response so that it would be

possible t.o table a position early in ,January. At.tempts by

the other sLates in the Western group t.o expand the bilateral
responses int.o a general discussion when they met at. the UN in
Oct.ober were opposed by the US, who felt that a general

discussion would take up too much time."'

The other working groups at the CD had also managed to
make some progress on their respective issues. Working Group

2, which was dealing with legaI and political questions, had

covered a broad range of topics, including discussing

sanctions for the first time. The US and UK both preferred

t.hat the decision to implement sanctions be left up to the

individuar state. rran wanted the convention to have harsh
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penalties for non-compliance; t.heir position was that an

organization like the Security Council could not be relied
upon to vote for sanctions. The remaining countries remained

between t,hese two views. It was agreed that the convention

required sanctions for administrative violat.ions such as non-

payment of dues, but they preferred not to infringe on the

Security Council' s responsibility for international security.
Most countries also favoured incorporating general language

into the treaty that would allow the organization to meet and

discuss in the event of serious violations."'
The options available for the make-up of the

International Organization were also l-aid out, with many of

t.he broad aspects being agreed upon. The Executive Council

was envisioned as being composed of 25 members, alt.hough t.he

exact breakdown of seats remained undecided. Those States

which possessed chemical weapons would not, however, receive

a permanent seat or seats, as some countries had wanted. The

West preferred a breakdown which favoured them, allowing five
seats to the five most chemical-1y industrial-ised staLes, and

the rest distributed geographically by a formula. This would

give a breakdown of 7 seats for t.he West; the socialist
states, 5; Africa and Latin America, 4 each; and Asia, 5, with
China accounted f or in some Ì¡ray."' Other states advocated

having five seaLs from each of the UN's five geographical

areas; this was felt to provide bal-ance and each region could

include some of the chemically advanced States found in that
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reg'ion."' rn all-, t.here were 9 different. options avairable to
determine the make-up of the Execut j-ve Council_.

A chemical annex v/as also formulated which clearly
established the schedules of chemicals and tied them in with
specific declaration, monitoring and verification regimes.

Agreement was reached on language which permitted limited
production for research, medicar and pharmaceutical purposes,

alLhough work was stil1 required on this."'
The final working Group examined the transition period

form the entry int.o force until the end of the 1O year

destruct.ion period. This group proceeded smoothly because

t.hey were not involved in negotiating, but in discussing
measures that fel1 in t.he category of confidence building
measures."" work on the subject of assistance and protection
resulted in a new text which allowed states to develop and

produce protective measures and exchange information and

equipment. Economic and technological devel-opment were also

examined. ft became apparent that, while there was 1itt.Ie
objection t,o the principle, exact. obligations sti11 differed.
The consensus was moving towards the position that t.he cwc

woul-d facilitate exchanges and not put restrictions in place

which would impede the development of chemical industries."'
This \¡ras also highlighted during a conference held in

september l-989 which examined the connection between t.he cwc

and the chemical industry. Sponsored by Aust.ralia, the

canberra Government-rndustry conference on chemical weapons
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was convened htith the aim of promoting co-operation and

understanding bet.ween governments and the chemical industry on

the practical issues of the CVüC and its implementation- The

Group of 2L, in a working paper in the CD, had stated thaL

this conference shoul-d not undermine the effort.s on the CWC,

but it should not support measures which coul-d hamper

international- co-operation for peaceful purposes.t32

The conference clarified many of the issues and increased

the understanding of t.he problems that both sides faced. A

number of decisions made at the conference were to have

implicatj-ons for the CWC. Austral-ian Foreign Minister Gareth

Evans announced that. Australia would be sett.ing up a national

authority to oversee implementation of t.he CWC. A number of

other states indicated that. they had eíther taken similar

measures or intended to do so. t33 There was al-so a f ormal

pledge made by the private manufacturers "to participate in

national measures designed to facilitate early implementation,'

of t.he CWC.r34 The need for confidentiality was recognised,

and it was determined that the costs of verificat.ion t.o the

chemical industry did not appear to be too excessive. The

chemical- industry also announced it.s intention to participate

more actively in the CD negotiat.ions so thaL it could assist

in working out technical problems. t3s

Thus, by the end of 1989 it. appeared that. the concern

that the chemical indust.ry would resist the rest.rictions a CWC

woul-d place upon it woul-d not come t.o ,pass. The improved
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dialogue between industry and government meant that concerns

and problems coul-d be quickly addressed. In the case of t.he

US, t.he Chemical Manuf acturing Association (CMA) had been

"ahead of the US" in setting the chemical weapons arms control-

agenda."' The US chemical industry, according t.o a number of

experts, could live with a CWC provided the inevitable costs

and disruptions were minimised."'

The US-SovieÈ BiLateral TaLks: 1989

Bilateral US-Soviet talks had continued as well

throughout 1989 and were to produce concrete results towards

chemical disarmament. Early in 1989, the US conducted a

policy review process for President-el-ect George Bush. As

President, one of the first actions that Bush took was to

speed up the withdrawal of old CW stockpiles from t.he FRG."'

While this unilateral action was generally welcomed, it raised

serious questions about the ability of the US to meet the

deadline for destruction and safety issues.

When the 1-1th bilateral session ended, substantial

progress had been made. Agreement had been reached on the

order of destruction, with a 'mathematical formula'

prescribing the amounts and types of chemical weapons which

would be destroyed over a 1-0 year period. Bot.h countries had

aLso agreed to exchange data on their chemical \áJeapons,

including product.ion and stockpile sites. The US preferred

that this exchange occur before signing any treaty so experts

could conduct trial inspections; the USSR preferred that this
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exchange occur after signing."' According to senior US

diplomat Max Friedersdorff, the two countries had tran

agreement in principle, but. we don't have all the details

worked out. 'r""

Work done that August managed t.o resolve many of these

details. Procedures for destroying st.ocks and facilities were

completed. There was also further agreement on how stockpile

dat.a was to be exchanged and verified. A draft paper on

challenge inspection had also been completed."'

This paper, according to one CD diplomat, appeared to be

a step in the right dírection. The US appeared t,o be moving

away from its 1984 position and recognise the need for

mul-t.ilat.eralism and preventing politically motivated

inspection requests. Managed access or conduct to a site was

considered to be adequate in some instances. fnspectors could

also decide if the alternative measures a state proposed were

adequate. The role of the observer from the chal-Ienging state

was downplayed."' This draft paper was not tabled at the CD,

however. The two sides preferred to cj-rculate it. among their

Western and socialist allies, according to a US administration

official, and then do further work on it. after getting initial

reactions. "'

In September, US Secretary of StateJames Baker and

Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze met. at Jackson

Hole, Wyoming to discuss order of destruction, challenge

inspection and data exchange. While it was not possible to
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complete that papers on order of destruct.ion and challenge

inspection, the two sides did sign the Memorandum of

Understanding on a bilateral verification experiment and data

exchange. This agreement was, according to a leading US

anaIyst., "the biggest breakthrough in bil-ateral- negotiations

on chemical warf are in three yêârs. 't-'

This Memorandum of Understanding caIled for two phases

during its implementation. The first phase would involve the

exchange of general data on their respective chemical weapons

capabilit.y and a series of visits to relevant facilities.

This exchange of data would occur no Iat.er t.han 31 December

l-989, with the visits beginning no later than 30 ,June 1990.

Phase II would begin not less than four months before the

conclusion of the CWC. A furt.her, more detailed data exchange

would take place and on-site inspect.ions would be allowed to

verify t.he data, wit.h each staLe using its own nat.ional means

to do so. Five planned inspections would be permitted, as

well as fÍve challenge inspections."'

The two sides agreed not to exchange estimates of the

total stockpile. The USSR had wanted this estimate, but t.he

US feared that t.he exchange might be seen as acceptance of the

Soviet figure of 50,000 tons. The Department of Defence still

believed that this total was too 1ow, while some Stat.e

Department officials argued t.hat receiving the figure would

not interfere with later findings that the figure was

incorrecL. "'
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The Memorandum was also viewed as useful for building

confidence in the CWC. One State Department official stated

that:
This is a major step towards a treaty that many
people have claimed the Soviet Union will violate.
V'Ie are going to address that concern by trying to
find out. if we can verify -before signing anyt.hing.
This should alleviate t.hat concern."'

Two days after the signing of the Memorandum, President

Bush proposed that. the USSR join with the US and cut 80? of

their respective stockpiles before a CWC was completed. The

US would also, within the first eight years of the treaty,

destroy 982 of the stockpile, provided the USSR joined the

ban. The remaining 2? would be destroyed by the end of the 10

year transition period provided all nations capable of

producing chemical weapons had signed the CWC. He also stated

that. the leveI of verification required could be achieved in

order to provide the US with the confidence to go forward with

the ban. "'

There were a number of reasons behind t.his proposal. It

was felt that it would a11ow states to get a head start on

reducing their Cw stockpiles, and Soviet adoption of the

proposal would help the multilateral negotiations. A Soviet

cut would also alleviate the chemical threat to NATO. The 2?

residual- was necessary because it was believed that Congress

would not approve a treaty that would allow some Third World

countries to stockpile chemical weapons while the US had

none."' US representative to the CD Stephen Ledogar later
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stat.ed that the 2å also was "intended to provide incentive to

hold-out states to become part.ies to the convention. rr"'

The USSR welcomed this proposal and agreed to assume

mutual obligations with the US prior to complet.ion of the CwC.

They proposed ceasing all production of chemical weapons,

including binary weapons, reduce stockpi-les, renounce the use

of CW under any circumstances and institute rigorous

verificat.ion of the cessation of production of CW."' The US

opposed the proposal for complete elimination. President Bush

felt that the residual CW stock was necessary for I'a certain

sense of deterrence and we need some leverage to get other

countries to ban Lhem. ""'

These proposed undertakings, it was soon realised, were

nothing significantly new as both countries had previously

made similar commitments. The US Army was reguired to destroy

all its unitary chemical weapons before 1997, leaving only

binary chemica1 weapons which had been produced before the CWC

entered int.o f orce. "' This latter condition, however, was

being re-thought, and there were reports t.hat President Bush

had decided to continue binary CW product.ion after the

convention was signed.

This decision had been the result of a national strategy

review during which opponents and supporters of t.he CwC had

made their views known. The Pentagon had favoured maintaining

a retaliatory capability, âs well as keeping options open to

withdraw from the treaty, and a 'firebreak' during the 10 year
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transition where t.he US could re-evaluate the treaty's

prospects. The State Department was in favour of a

convention, but one faction within it. favoured complete

eliminatj-on of the stockpile only if all CW capable states

signed, while the other faction favoured not placing any

conditions on destruction. The Joint Chiefs of Staff favoured

only a bilateral accord with the Soviets, and withdrawal from

alt multilateral negotiations. ft was eventually decided to

pursue a compromise position; continued binary product.ion with

no firebreak and signing the convention only after all- CW

capable states did so."' The US later stated that this binary

production would continue only if adequate supplies of binary

munit.ions had not been produced by the time the CWC took

af f ect. .,,, The underlying reason f or this decision was the

fear that. US nat.ional security might be endangered without a

chemical- deterrent. Then, during the December l-989 Malta

Conference, President Bush offered to hal-t binary CW

production upon ent.ry into force of a CWC, provided the USSR

accept.ed the proposal to cut stockpiles by 80?. According to

a White House spokesman, this modification was made in

response to Soviet comPlaints."'

By the beginning of 1990, there was the realization that.

CW destruction might take longer and could cost more than was

originally thought. Environmental issues were also raised.

In the US, attempts to begin destruction were hampered by the

fact that the environmental- regulation of the destruction
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program had been left up to the nine states where CWs were

stockpiled, imposing costly, time-consuming and complex

licensing requiremenLs. Attempts to move the chemical weapons

to one or two sites for destruct.ion were deemed to be too

costly and dangerous. Local populations were also upset, over

the prospect of storage and destruction."'

The USSR faced similar problems. The pilot destruct.ion

facility r,rras prevented from opening by protests from the local-

environmental movement. Changes in the leadership that

occurred at this t.ime also meanL that decisions relating to

the program were not made. The costs of destruction also

appeared to be a major obstacle t.o starting t.he program."'

Despite these obstacles, bilateral negotiations had

progressed to t.he point that. , by early February 1990,

completion of an agreement on the 80? cuts seemed probable.

During a Moscow ministerial meeting between Secretary of State

Baker and Foreign Minist.er Shevardnadze, agreement on a

framework for the eliminat.ion of stockpiles was completed.

Both sides agreed to work out reciprocal obligations to reduce

their stockpiles to equal low Ievels of 5000 metric tons, or

2OZ of the US st.ockpile as of September l-989."' They would

continue their efforts to conclude a CWC and, upon entry into

force, sign and ratify the treaty. The CWC would also contain

the provision that all production of chemical weapons woul-d

halt upon its entry into force."" The US did reiterate its

position that it wished to retain 2eo of its stockpile until
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all CW states signed on."'

Negotiations picked up during t.he l-4th round of the

bilateral ta1ks. The USSR and US jointly tabled a paper on

the order of destruction. Throughout it, the central-

principle was t.he idea of leve11ing out stockpiles and

production facilities. Chemical weapons were to be destroyed

in equal quantities during the first eight years, so that by

t.he end of this period stockpiles would be at an equal 1evel,

proposed to be 500 metric tons. Production facilities would

be destroyed during three separate periods, and at the end of

the eight year period production capacity would be at a level
yet. to be agreed upon. Standard maintenance of stockpiles and

production facilities would be permitted during this time. At

the end of the eight year period, a special conference of

state parties would be held to discuss the convention's

implementation. "'

The 2Z st.ockpile retention remained contentious. The

Soviet Union opposed retaining this amount, and believed that
it woul-d provide a disincent.ive t.o ot.her states, although it
was agreed that certain 'essential states' must join the

convention."' The US refusal to drop the reservation to

retaliate was also considered a stumbling bIock, although it
was slightly less important. Continued production, according

to US Representative Martin Lancaster (D, North Carolina), was

a less critical impediment. During discussions held on a trip
to Geneva, he found:
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Two of our closest al1ies at. the negotiations
indicated that out chemical weapon modernization
program has been an important fact.or in bringing
the negotiations to this point, but even they did
not think t.hat. continued production was helpful in
concluding the negotiations."'

By the beginning of April, tentative agreement had been

made to reduce st.ockpiles to the 5000 ton level. The issue of

halt.ing production and when destruction was to be completed

by remained unresolved."' Formal agreement on the 80? cut was

reached during the 15th round of the bilaterals."' Non-

production continued to be the major obstacle, and it was only

after Secretary of State Baker offered to agree to hal-t binary

production on a specified date in return for support. for the

2Z retent.ion position t.hat the impasse was broken."'

The BÍlateraL Accord: .Tune 1990

On l- 'June l-990, President Bush and General- Secret.ary

Gorbachev signed t.he Bilateral Accord. The key provisions

were (a) to begin destruct.ion of their Cvü stockpiles by the

end of 1992; (b) destroy 50? by the end of L999¡ (c) reach t.he

5000 agent t.on l-eve] by 2002; (d) permit on-sit.e inspection

during and after the destruction process to ensure destruction

has taken place; (e) annually exchange data on stockpiJ-e

leve1s to facilitate monit.oring of declared stockpiles; (f)

work out details for an inspection procedure by 3l- December

1990; (g) co-operate in developing and using safe,

environmentally sound methods of destruction; (h) cease ChI

productJ-on upon entry into force of the agreement instead of

waiting for entry into force of a CWC; and (i) take steps t.o
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encourage all CW-capable States to become parties to the

cwc. "'

There was also agreement to accelerate their CW

destruction under a CWC, so that by the end of the eighth year

their decl-ared stockpiles would be at no more than 500 agent

tonnes. A special conference would al-so be held at. this time

to determine if CW elimination should proceed."' A majority
of parties to the convention would have to 'affirmatively
decide' to proceed to total elimination at this time. Those

states eligible to attend this conference would have had to

decl-are their stockpiles before 31 December 199L, sign the CWC

within 30 days aft.er it. was opened for signatures, and become

a party no more than one year after entry into force."'

This proposed convention proved to be the mosL

controversial aspect of the Bilatera1 Accord."' It had been

envisioned as a method of allowing countries which had as-yet

undeclared stockpiles, or o1d stockpiles, t.o be in a position

to veto t.heir elimination. "' Many saw it as encouraging

proliferation, inducing a state to acquire a CW capability
before the December 3L deadline. The non-aligned and the

Group of 21, also opposed it on the grounds that it was

discriminatory, âs it allowed some countries to possess

chemical weapons and excluded others."'

The Accord also came under criticism by some in the US.

The decision had been made to treat the Accord as an execut.ive

agreement. The White House viewed the Accord as a 'stepping
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stone' to a fuI1 CWC; thus, it did not require Senate

ratification and only majority approval in the House and

Senate. Key Senate leaders objected to this lack of

ratification, âs well as to the possibility that the Soviet

Union could cheat and hide part of their CW stockpile, as no

right to check for clandestine stockpiles existed in the

treaty and the verification provisions were considered by some

to be very weak. "'

Bilateral discussions continued throughout. the rest of

l-990. Inspections u/ere undertaken by the two sides to fulfil
the Lerms of the 1989 Memorandum. Work continued on the

inspection protocol during the l-6t.h and 17t.h rounds held over

the rest of the year.

CD Neqotíatíons: 1990

Work in the CD had also continued during this time. For

the first t.ime, the CD agreed on a mandate which allowed it to

negotiate a CWC, including its final draft.. No reference to

'use' was made in what it woul-d be prohibit.ing."' The Group

of 2L and China had attempted to get the mandate to include

the prohibition on use, but it was not accepted by the US

which sti11 retained its right of ret.aIiat.ion."' With the re-

establishment of t.he mandate, three working groups dealing

with verification, technical, and 1ega1 and institut.ional

issues were set up, as well as a technical group to deal with

verification by instruments and other technical means."'

Challenge inspection procedures had been agreed upon to
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a great extent, although the principle itself remained

contentious. China firmly opposed the idea because of fears

of political misuse. In an effort to resolve these fears,

they submitted a working paper which proposed limiting the

scope of challenge inspections t.o "any facility, location or

install-ation relevant to compliance and implementation of the

convention.rr'' NATO and the WTO had favoured the 'anywhere

anytime' scope, but this had not been accepted by most other

countries."' The US was also beginning to feel uncomfort.able

with the 'anlrwhere' aspect of challenge inspection, and that

March had begun working on its o\^rn paper on challenge

inspection."" This change had been the result of national

security, propriety protection, constitutional provisions and

the need to fit in with other arms control verification
procedures. One Canadían diplomat noted that under the terms

of the START agreement, challenge inspection was limited.
There exist.ed t.he fear that the Sovíet Union could initiate a

challenge inspection under the CW regime and enter a facility
which would have been banned under the START regime. He also

noted that, in the case of the Canadian Constitution, âD

'anywhere anytime' provision might be illegal as the

Const.itut.ion, like that of the US, barred unfair searches."'

Attempts were made by Sweden to reduce the

confrontational aspect of challenge inspections. Many

countries felt that. the word 'challenge' connoted

confrontation, and suggested calling them 'inspections on
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request'. The Swedish paper also re-instit.uted the language

on alternative measures as a way of limiting access, although

most countries had been favourably incl-ined towards using

managed access, especially after the UK and FRG trial
inspections had shown that these could protect confidential-

information. "'

Sweden also proposed that the observer from the

requesting state be made optional . "' V'Iestern sLates had

considered this observer mandat.ory, while the non-aligned

opposed the observer, feeling that the requesting state was

influencing and judging implementation of the inspection. It

was believed that an observer showed distrust of the

inspectorate team."' The Swedish proposal was felt by many to

be a response to India and China, bot.h of whom had problems

with int.rusiveness, rather than as advancing any radical new

ideas. "'

China also renewed the idea of challenge inspection

requests being reviewed by a fact-finding panel."' This

option had not been dj-scussed in some time, and most countries

had considered this 'filter' to be too time consuming and

would aIIow a country to hide evidence of non-compliance. The

US had not abandoned the concept, but had considered giving it

up if the challenge inspect.ion procedure had means of

controlling frivolous inspections or could assure states that

no frivolous challenge inspections would take place."'

What would be done after an inspection had been concluded
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The US and UK both favoured that the

international body should do nothing except investigate the

allegation of non-compliance, and any further action would be

up to the inspecting state."' China had spoken out strongly
in favour of the decision being made by the Executive Council:

only at the initial stage of making the request is
there somehow a bilateral dimension to challenge
inspection... (N)o country should be allowed to be
an omnipotent. arbj-trat.or playing at the same time
the role of plaintiff, prosecutor, judge, and
investigator, while putting other countries in the
position of defendants t.o be presumed guilty and
sentenced without any right. of appeal."'

As a result of this, the Working Group focused its work on

procedures and left the language on any action to be taken not

very explicit.
Ad hoc inspections received 1ittle work in the CD, mainly

due to the fact that it was late in the session before

anything was tabl-ed for discussion. The US paper on Ad hoc

inspections, which had been circul-ated to members of the

Western group, had become enmeshed in the overall American

review of challenge inspection and was not ready for the

Spring session. The Western group had become tired of waiting
for the US, however. They had promised the Ad Hoc Committee

a paper that Spring, and on 6 April the Western Group, minus

the US, met to discuss a new paper. It was prepared by France

and Japan and on 9 April l-990, Australia, speaking for t.he

group, t.abled a discussion paper on 'Ad Hoc Visit.s, ."'

This paper drew heavily on the American paper which had

been t.abled the previous August. It would apply only to those
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facilities listed on a national register. rt allowed a limit
on the total number of visits that a stat.e part.y could reguest

annuaIly. ft also allowed the Technical Secret.ariat to request

ad hoc visits. "'

The idea of the register proposed in the discussion paper

had been updated by the FRc. It would include all plant
sites, whether civil or military, based on agreed

characterístics. All indust.rial sites which carry out

chemical reactions would be regisLered, with some exceptions.

Prant sit.es which exclusively produced iron smelting products,

cement, glass and ceramics were not, subject to declaration.
Physical processes, such as crystallizat.ion and ext.raction,

and plant.s involved in product formulation and mechanical

processes of chemical were also excluded. Biochemical

processes, such as toxins, were left out of consideration, as

it was felt that they posed quite distinct verification
problems. "'

Twelve days after the Western group tabled its, paper,

the American delegation received one from washington t.hat was

almost a duplicate of the Western paper."' Discussion on the

concept of ad hoc visits was delayed until the second part of
the l-990 CD session, where it. became a subject of discussion

for working Group A. Experts from the chemical- industry also

provided views and comments on both ad hoc verification and

nat j-onal registers. "'

As was to be expected, the idea of ad hoc verification
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was supported by the Western countries and t.he USSR and

opposed by some delegations from the Group of 2L. Another

form of verification was seen as being unduly intrusive,
costly, and unnecessary as compliance and non-production in
the chemical industry could be verified by existing regimes.,"

Thus, Do consensus could be reached, although some delegation

felt. that further discussion was necessary.

Working Group B, meeting on technical matters, made

progress in a number of areas. The Spring session had been

spent discussing the Soviet-American paper on order of
destruction. It was agreed that stockpile levels at the end

of the eighth year should be 500 tons or 202 of whatever is
declared, whichever was Iess."' This was the first time that
the delegates had agreed on an exact number. There was also

agreement for the order of destruction for facilities which

had been suggested in the US-Soviet paper.

There was no agreement on whether a conference should be

cal-l-ed aL the end of the eight years. The US and USSR

continued t,o insist on the conference,. a provision that one

Group of 2L delegate labelled a "killer amendment.', It was

seen as giving possessor stat.es a veto power, and this idea

was also not supported by the Western a1Iies."'

Specific language on binary chemical weapons vüas also

included, primarily due to the insistence of Iran. The USSR

had been convinced by other states that. binaries did not need

to be listed separately in Schedule l-. In Apri1, however,
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Iraq had begun to make hostile overtones to fsrael and had

also announced that t.hey possessed binary weapons. "' f ran

fel-t that this claim should be taken seriously, and insisted
that binarj-es be specifically mentioned in the treaty. The US

obviously opposed any separate reference to binaries and

disputed its inclusion."' Nevert.heless, a section on binary

destruction \^ras included in the Annex to Article IV, which

included a formula to ensure that when a part.icular key

compound is destroyed, a corresponding quantity of the other

key compound is also destroyed, based on a weight ration
calculation. "'

Procedures for investigating allegations of use were

negotiated. These were to be carried out by an inspectorate

team dispatched by the Technical- Secret.ariat in the case of

St.at.e Parties to the convention. If the State were not a

part.y to the CWC, investigation would be conducted in co-

operation with the UN Secretary General.'"'

One sticking point continued to be t.he question of use.

The Group of 21- reaf f irmed its position that t.he use of

chemical $reapons should be prohibited under any circumstances.

The US retained its right. of retaliation; thus, the issue

appeared irreconcilabl-e . "' The question of use al-so bore

directly on Article XIf (Relations to Other Agreements) .

Canada, the GDR, USSR, and Sweden all felt that this article
was not needed. Canada had stated that once the CWC was

complet.ed, it might withdraw its reservation to the Geneva
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Protocol; a move which other countries coul-d arso foIlow."'
A western diplomat also pointed out. that, under the vienna Law

of Treaties, if two international agreements covered the same

subject, a later one which was wider in scope superseded the

earl-ier one. Thus, the ban on use in Art.icle r superseded t.he

Geneva Protocol."'

Working Group C managed to make progress, especially on

three 1egal problems that had been seen as intractable. In

the Spring, the issue of sanctions had been raised. They were

now considered to be part of Article VI and were caIled

'measures to redress the situation' The chair of the group,

Walter Krut,sch of the GDR, had moved to incorporate language

on sanctions int.o existing texts on the conference of states

Parties and the Executive Council. These bodies would only be

permitted to make recommendations, and it would be up to
individual states to take any action. upon introducing this
language, Egypt, Nigeria and Pakist.an protested. Egypt felt
that the language was not severe enough. Nigeria favoured

more dramatic language, including a separate section on

sanctions, although these were not to be mandatory. pakistan

had favoured strong action."' Egypt announced that. it would

draft a paper of its own on the subject, although it did not

do so in 1990.'- The US did not say anything on the topic,
having initially been sceptical of such measures. During the

summer session, however, US delegate Stephen Ledogar implied

that these provision might be usefully incIuded.,"'
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The subject of amendments was also moved int.o the main

body of the convention, although it. had not entirely been

agreed on. The general procedure for amendments had been

formulated, with amendments being effective if approved

without a negative vote and ratified by all states which cast

a positive vote. Some articles would be open to a simplified
amendment procedure, although which these would be remained to

be decided.'"' It was realized that. the amendment procedure

would require further work, for "allowing as little as one

negative vote to prevent the adoption of a proposal for an

amendment might. in practice make t.he Convention

unamendable. "'"'

A clause on the settlement of disput.es had run int.o

problems. The US, once again, was sceptical of the need for
such measures, but did concede t.hat. t.hey might be useful . The

exact method of settling disputes was not resolved.""

A number of consultations were held outside the working

groups. The topic of old stocks of chemical weapons which had

been left behind on a sLate's territory was examined. The

issue of who r,\¡as responsible for these abandoned munitions was

recognised as an important. point. It was not agreed whether

t.his was a secondary issue, or a central issue. China took

the latter position, wanting to include in the declaration

whether a counLry might have left chemical $reapons behind on

another state party's territory without t.heir knowledge or

consent."' How this issue would be worked into the CWC
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remained unresolved, but it was obvious that it would have to

be dealt with in some way and measures would have to be taken

to ensure that assistance in disposing of them was

available . "'

Assistance in the event of CW use was also examined. The

Group of 2L had advocated mandatory measures and

contributions, while the V'Iest pref erred both to be

voluntary."' The idea of a fund for assistance was also

discussed. The West supported this idea, provided it would be

on a voluntary basis. Pakist.an, one of t.he idea's advocates,

indicated that in its opinion the fund would not need t.o be

more than one mi1Iíon dollars; a figure which eased many of

the concerns that the West had."'

The process for assistance itself remained unresolved.

The relationship that t.he investigation of allegation of use

would have with the other areas of the CwC remained

undefined."' The Group of 2I favoured an approach which

rendered assistance automatically; some countries which

preferred accountability opposed this."' It was possible for
the chair of the group, Roberto Garcia Maritan of Argentina,

to narro\Ár some of the differences in opinion, but this was

rendered ineffective when the US brought up the issue of

retaliatory use; a manoeuvre which caused one Group of 2l

delegate to commenL that. " (i)n this context, t.hat. was a bad

move. rr"'

The final area examined outside of the working groups was
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that of jurisdiction and control. There were new concerns

raised about. the responsibility of states for act.ivities on

their territory, for their nationals abroad, and for old

chemical weapons. Further consultations were recommended on

this matter."'

Litt1e progiress was made on the other aspect.s of the

convention. Consultations on t.he make up of the Executive

Council and on ensuring universal adherence produced 1itt.le
movement. Outside of the CD, some 20 countries had carried
out. NTIs by the end of l-990. A study of at least 6 of these,

prepared by the UK, concluded that the concept of managed

access might. provide the key to establishing the balance

between protecting legitimate secrets and the necessary

intrusiveness to ensure effective verification."'
The period from 1986-1-990, therefore, had seen a large

amount of substantial work towards a CW ban. With the impasse

bet.ween t.he US and Soviet. Union broken, and concrete st.eps

taken by the two countries to begin reduct.ion of their CW

stockpíIes, it appeared that the CWC was closer than ever. A

number of important details remained to be worked out,

although negotiators were optimistic that. the issues could be

resol-ved satisfactorily. From this point onwards, however,

events in t.he CD would increasingly be dictated by the

dialogue between North and South, which would introduce a new

complexity into the negotiations.
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Chapter 5

The Final Phase: 1990-1993

New Threats of Proliferatíon: tibva and Iraq, 1990-1991

The final phase of negotiations were charact.erised by

the bargaining between the developed states of the North and

Lhe developing states of the sout.h to a much greater extent

than the previous two. This phase, appropriately enough,

began with two incidents which focused attention on the North-

south aspects and the problems introduced by the proliferat.ion
of chemical weapons int.o the developing world which, once

again, would underline the fact. that action to ban chemical

weapons was necessary.

In February l-990, the US accused Libya of producing

chemical weapons at a plant at Rabta; a claim which I-.,ibya

disputed, insisting that the plant produced pharmaceuticals.

The plant had been built with the assistance of a west German

company. After the us allegations, the west. German government

started investigating the invol-vement of this and ot.her

companies in the consLruction of the Rabta plant and another

that was under construction. This investigation resul-ted in
charges and the eventual conviction of the director of t.he

company for tax evasion and for providing aid to Libya.l
china was also alleged to have supplied chemicals to Rabta; a
claim which the chinese denied.2 other stat.es moved t.o

tighten export. controls to ensure t.hat materials shipped to
certain countries would not be used in CW production.
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The sal-e of chemicals and equipment. by companies acting
out of commercial interest was also to be a factor wit.h Iraq.
At the beginning of August, events involving that country

overshadowed government and public interest in Libyan CV'I

production.

Early in Apri1, Iraqi President. Saddam Hussein had

threatened Israel with the use of chemical r^reapons, stating
thatrrwhoever threatens us with the atomic bomb, w€ will
annihilate him with the dual chemical."' This threat, coupled

with the proliferation of missile technology in the regi-on,

did 1ittle to ease tensions which had been building since

February. As mentioned, the threat of binary weapons had

caused Iran to insist on specific mention in the treaty during

the CD negotiat.ions that spring.

On 2 August 1990, fraq invaded Kuwait and subsequently

annexed the country. The UN condemned this move, and a

coalit.ion 1ed by the US began deploying military forces to the

Persian Gulf region t.o thwart any attempted move by fraq into
northern Saudi Arabia. These forces were faced with t.he

prospect of having chemical weapons used against them, and

prepared for such an eventuality. fmmediat.ely after the

invasion, a number of countries began moving gas masks and

protective equipment into the region. Israel and Saudi Arabia

both took steps to protect t.heir civilian popul-at.ions.'

During the early stages of t.he confl-ict., US intelligence
sources reported that fraqi forces had moved chemical weapons
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into Kuwait, and had practised loading and unloading them onto

aircraft.' Preparations of chemical decont.amination sites
along a line north of the Kuwait border \^rere also noted..

There was also speculation on whether or not rraq, s modified
scuD missiles hrere capable of carryi-ng a chemical warhead.

Alt,hough there was no definite conclusion, it seemed likely
that they i^rere cw capable. According to a leading Arab

official, Western j-ntelligence had monitored a successful test
of a chemical-warhead missile in northwest Iraq j_n t997.,

Throughout the falI of l_990, men and material began

flowing int.o the Persian Gulf region in operation Desert.

shield. Most of these armies had an organic chemical defence

capability, although the effects of wearing protective
clothing for long periods in the desert was cause for concern

among military planners. czechoslovakia also contributed a

chemical defence unit, afLer being invited to do so by saudi

Arabia.'

At t.he political IeveI, the appropriate response to an

fraqi chemical attack was being debated. The US, despite

reserving the right. t.o retaliate, had ruled out using chemical

weapons by mid-August l-990, stating that it could not conceive

of a situation in which the us would use cw.' rt was assumed.

from the outset, however, that the rraqis would not hesitate
to use them; j-t, was only a question of when.

In t.he late fa1I, according to one source, the CINC of
the coalition forces, General Norman schwarzkopf, urged that
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the US Iet Baghdad know that the use of chemicals against

coalition forces would be met by the use of nuclear weapons.

This was not considered to be a proper response, âs an

t'overzealous retal-iation with American chemicals or even

nuclear bombs...wouId morally corrupt the coalition and bring

disastrous political consequences j-n the Middle East. 'r'"

Failing to respond adequately was also not an option, âs it

"cou1d demoralize the allies and encourage other Third World

autocrats to pursue the 'poor man's nuke' províded by a

chemical arsenal. ""
It was eventually decided to fol1ow a policy similar to

that which the US had used during World !{ar II; threats.

The Pentagon deliberately publicized Amerícan
preparat.ions for chemical combat, while Bush and
the others warned of the gravest consequences. In
his prewar meeting in Geneva wíth Tariq Aziz, Baker
caut.ioned that a chemical attack could cause the
allies to amend their war aims and put the
Ba'athist regime's exist.ence at risk. Cheney even
hinted publicly that Israel could be expected to
retaliate with nuclear weapons. The threats were
vague, and the question of a proper response
remaj-ned unresolved through the end of the war.
But ambiguity had its virtues; if the American
leadership was undecided on its path, Saddam coul-d
feel- equally unsettled."

Materially, Iraqi chemical, biological and nuclear facilities
urere targeted to be destroyed early in the bombing campaign,

to assure destruction even if fraq complied early with the UN

resolution t.o withdraw from Kuwait."

The issue of chemical warfare during the Persian Gulf

crisis caused many of t.he developed nations to reassess some

of their trading practices. The Iraqi chemical weapons
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program had been assisted primarily by US and FRG chemical

companies, although many ot.her countries had companies which

had supplied material, equipment. , or expertise. In t.he

immediate af t.ermath of t.he invasion, the West German

government arrested seven process technicians and began

invest.igations into the i-nvolvement of West German companies

with the Ïraqi CW production facilities." Other countries

al-so began investigating the actions of their national

companies.

On l7 January 1991-, coalition aircraft and missiles

struck 28 CW plants, BW plants, and storage areas. Most of

t.he Iraqi production facilities were damaged or dest.royed,

along with l-l- storage areas. " The ground war began on 24

February and ended four days later. Throughout the course of

the war, there were no official reports of chemical attacks

launched by Iraqi forces."

Iraq's apparent non-use of its CW st.ockpile cannot be

explained by a single factor. It is believed t.hat coalition

forces had rendered Iraq's primary delivery systems - aircraft
and artillery - ineffectj-ve during the course of the bombing

campaign. Iraq's army was also not trained or equipped to

fight in a chemically contaminated environment. The Iraqi

chemical weapons were also unavailable for use, being held in
reserve behind the lines. This was due to the fact. t.hat Iraqi

nerve agents were not purified and, thus, were not stable in
hot weather. The st.ockpile of artillery shel1s was also
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limit.ed; the 46,000 sheIls could have been expended in less

than 30 minutes by the Ïraqi artillery deployed in t.he KTO."

Coalition command of Lhe skies would have made transportation

difficult, and bombing of sLorage facilities may have made

some of them inaccessible. Coalition preparedness for

chemical warfare and the mobility of their forces might also

have been factors which precluded Cw use."

Political factors may also have been important, although

it is not clear that these deterred battlefield use:

Radio intercepts reveal that Saddam Hussein had
authorized Cw use and in fact. ordered it in the
l-ast hours of the war. Prisoners int.errogat.ed
during t.he air war indicated that the use of CW was
planned, and Ïraqi decontamination and protective
kits were fielded in Kuwait. Some battlefield
commanders might have been deterred from calling up
chemical munitions because they anticipated
imminent surrender and knew that the coal-ition
would hold them directly responsible for any Cw
use. "

As one of the terms of the cease-fire, Iraq was forced to

declare its stockpile of chemical weapons, al-Iow international

inspection of it and international overseeing of its

destruction. The disarming of fraq was to provide useful

experience in inspection and destruct.ion procedures, despite

the fact t.hat the lraqi case was unigue. The United Nations

Special Committee on Iraq (UNScoM) conducted highly intrusive

operations, as Iraq was intent on concealing as much as it.

could. This environment rrwas thus very different from the

traditional arms control and disarmamenL case. rt"

UNSCOM provided a large number of operational lessons
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thewhich could be transferred to the Organization for
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW).

These include team size and composition, technical
and support skil1 requirements, operational
security, database management and assessmenL,
mission planning and execution, training, and team
leadership. fn each of these areas, a wealt.h of
direct.ly applicable lessons is available as to what
worked and what did not."

The UNSCOM experience also discovered that the key element to
detecting vJ-olation was gaining access to the site." It was

in this way that the UNSCOM inspection team, while failing to
find weaponized biological weapons, were able to determine

where the Iraqi BW program was and where it was headed. This

led one member of the IINSCOM inspect.ion team to conclude that

this situation demonstrated "identifying a situation for which

there remains serious doubts will focus the OPCW's monitoring

efforts and thwart a would-be proliferator's efforts. ""

The aft.ermath of t.he Gulf War provided a short term boost

for the cause of chemical disarmament. One account, written
shortly after the end of hostilit.ies, saw that. the threat of

chemical warfare in the Gulf had:

casL a shadow over the utility of CW for military
purposes, and demonstrat.ed the risks associated
with CW proliferation. . . It increased diplomatic
interest in the CD, while also raising questions
about the usefulness of retaining US chemical
weapons for regional- contingencies."

CD NeqotiaÈions: 1991

The CD completed its work for l-990 on 18 ,Ianuary L991,

and opened the 1,991, session four days later. For the first
time, Lhe chair of the Ad Hoc Commit.tee on Chemical Weapons
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was occupied by a delegate from one of the two Superpowers,

Sergei Batsanov, head of the Soviet disarmament delegation.

As had been the case in the past., three working groups were

set up to deal- with security, verification, and 1ega1 and

institutional issues. Consultations were also held on

t.echnical j-ssues related to schedules, guidelines,
definitj-ons, cw stockpile and production facility destruction,
and 'o1d chemical weapons'." Its mandat.e was also re-estab-

lished using the same wording as the 1990 mandate. The Group

of 21, did join the consensus adopting the mandate, but had

wanted it to be expanded to include a specifÍc reference on

use. As usual, this met. with opposition from other members of

the CD."

One week after the session opened, Sweden proposed a

system for monitoring the chemical industry based on a

qualitative approach. Facilities using Schedule 2 and 3

chemicals were to be inspected based on their ability to
perform relevant chemical processes, rather than on the basis

of act.ual production. Facility agreements would not be

required, and this system would replace systemat,ic on-site
inspection with selective on-site inspections on short notice.
On-site inspections could also take place at facilities
producing Schedule 3 chemical-s. Declarations of planned

activities would be used as a basis for verification. Thus,

inspections could focus on ongoing act.ivities instead past

the

of

onact ivit.ies Verification efforts would be based
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resources available to the Technical Secret.ariat, and could be

proposed by states parties in a non-confrontat.ional wây,

maximizing the cost effectíveness of the inspection effort
without introducing accusations."

The Swedish proposal was clearly aimed at the non-aligned

countries who were resisting the idea of ad hoc inspection.,,

This proposal did appeal to many count,ries, but it. did have

its problems. Britain wanted to further expand t.he list of

chemical processes. The scope of the processes to be

included, however, was felt by some countries to already be

too broad, and critics pointed out that it would cover petro-
chemical processes and food processing. Inclusion of this
type of unrelated processing could mean that in countries

which had little or no chemical- industry, only facilities
outside t.he chemical- industry might be inspect.ed. tt was

generally agreed that these types of unrelated facilities had

to be excluded from the criteria for incl-usion." The US also

wanted to retain facility use agreements for some Schedul_e 2

facilities and Schedule 1 facilities. These would receive

systematic on-site verification and inst.rument monitoring."

The chair of Working Group B, Sylwin Gizowski of Poland,

at.tempted to move t.he issue closer to a consensus. On 25

March, he issued a 'non-paper' which retained the concept of

'facilities capable of producing such chemicals', but did not.

define how to determine which facilities woul-d be included.

All Schedule 2A, 2B and 3 chemicals, as well as facilities,
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would be subject to international verification on short

notice. Routine inspections would be eliminated, but each

facility would receive an initial, mandatory visit. Each

state party could propose any ten facilities for inspection.

The Technical Secretariat would decide the t.otal number of

visits to be conducted annually and randomly select which

facilities would be inspected."

On 27,-Tune, eight of the Group of 2f- (') agreed to accept

the principle of extending controls to civilian factories
capable of producing schedule chemicals." India had

previously stated that it had no problem with the concept of

ad hoc or challenge inspect.ion, provided they \^/ere

muItilateraI, incl-usive and effective." Argentina preferred

a further simplification of the verification system under

Article VI, focusing on actual production and production

capacity, and not on the material flow or balance of chemi-

ca1s. "

On l-3 August., the UK proposed a simple quantit.ative

criteria to define thresholds of Schedul-e 28 chemicals. Based

on a militarily significant quantity considered to be a

billion times the effective dose, it was possible to divide

Schedule 2B chemicals into five categories, based on the

amount need.ed to af f ect one person. Once the quant.ity

produced exceeded one billion times the toxicity amount, the

'Egypt , Ethiopia, Indonesia,
Pakistan, and Yugoslavia.

Iran, Kenya, Nigeria,
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nat.ion producing the chemical-s would have to declare them."

The end of the summer session f ound t.he issue of

inspection of the chemical industry sti11 unresolved.

According to US delegate Stephen L,edogar, the 27 .June

statement by the eight members of the Group of 2L closed

certain loopholes that would have allowed relevant facil-ities
to escape detection, and allowed the Ad Hoc Committee to

almost reach a consensus to extend monitoring provisions to

all CW capable facilities." Work remained to be done to

determine which facilities would be included, and to work out

the inspection regime. This latter point was a major

obstacl-e,' many of the non-aligned counLries, especially China,

\^rere hesitant t.o join the negotiating process or rejected the

idea because of uncertainty over how Article Vf inspection

should proceed."

The procedure for initiation of the inspection procedure

was also problematical. At issue was to what extent. an

individual country would be able to trigger ad hoc inspe-

ctions. The Western group favoured a great deal of national

input, while the hardline countries felt that. this would make

routine inspections just. like challenge inspections." By

early December, negotiations had narrowed t.he differences in
opinion to three options that were being considered: the

Technical Secretariat could pick and choose; the state party

could have some input, or a computer woul-d do a random

selection. "
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inspection regimes were also under

consideration for facilities producing Schedule 2 and 3

chemicals. Schedule 2 chemical facilities would be required

to have at least one inspection. Facility agreements would

not be required, but could be done on a vol-untary basis or if
the OPCW wanted one.'" Schedule 3 facilities would also be

subject to some kind of inspection."

The issue of challenge inspection appeared st.aI1ed

through the 1991 negot.iations. At the end of March, the US

formally shared its new challenge inspection proposal with its
allies. Motivated by security concerns, and reflecting fears

of defence and intelligence agencies that abuse of the system

might a1low unfriendly nations access to sensitive facilities
unrelated to chemical ureapons, it moved towards the British
proposal for managed access. It allowed t.he inspected country

to bar access to a particular site, or remove equipment from

the inspected site. The American proposal also allowed an

extension of t.he t.ime for challenge inspection if the

inspection team wanted to expand the inspectj-on site beyond

the decl-ared facility. Under the old proposal a request for
such an ext.ension by the inspection team, and subseguently

denied, could be re-reguested by the state which issued the

challenge. Under t.he American proposal, denial of the

inspecting team's request would result in t.he team leaving the

state and presenting the decision to the Technical-

Secretariat. The Secretarj-at would ask the inspected state to
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expl-ain the reason for refusal and, if noL satisfied, coul-d

appeal to the Conference of SLates Parties. Following the

appeal, the inspection team could make a second visit to up to

20e" of the expanded site, cordoned off from t.he balance. This

entire process might take up to six months."

According to a Canadian diplomat, no country would accept

t.his proposal as writ.t.en." Tndia also felt that challenge

inspections should move quickly, and not have a possible six
month delay." The concept of managed access was believed to

be an effective way to ensure security of sensitive

facilities. as it placed the burden on the inspected party to
prove it was in compliance. The UK had, during its challenge

trial inspection, utilized managed access and found it
appeared to be an effective way to determine if clandestine CW

production had taken p1ace. The US, orÌ the other hand, had

never carried out a challenge trial inspection, and thus had

no practical basis to determine what. would be effective. The

proposal also did nothing t.o ensure t.hat. there was no

clandestine st.ockpile; under its terms, such a challenge

inspection could be blocked."

Peru suggested a two part challenge inspect.ion. The

first part would be carried out by the Direct.or General- of the

OPCW, who would send out an inspection team within 48 hours of

the receipt of a request to undertake a confidential and

t.echnical inspect.ion of t.he f acility or installation in
question. If the doubts remaj-ned after this inspection, the
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ext.ension of the inspection site, within the scope of the

request. This second stage would be utilized as a weapon of
last resorL before further actions, including possible

sanctions, woul-d be t.aken. "

fn mid-,fuly, after a re-working of the American proposal,

the US, UK, ,Tapan and Australia tabled a ne\¡¡ proposal on

challenge inspection procedures in t.he CD. The US agreed to
abandon its position of barring inspectors from particurar
sit.es in f avour of art.ernative arrangiements. A challenged

state party was obliged to provide access to the requested

site, although the time frame that this access could be

negotiat.ed and accepted was extended from 48 hours to 168

hours. "

Under the terms of t.he proposal, a challenged party was

given l-2 hours not.ice of inspection. A challenged party could

propose al-ternative arrangements. The challenging part.y then

designated a perj-meter in which inspection would take place,

and the challenged part.y had up to 60 hours to accept it, in
which case the inspection party had up to 12 hours to be

transported to the site. If the perimet.er was not accepted,

the challenged state had to propose an al-ternative perJ_meter.

Tf agreement could not be reached, the inspection team and

challenged state had to agree on a provisional perimeter.

Negotiations would continue at this provisional perimeter,

which would become the final perimeter if no agreement can be
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reached after 96 hours. This site would be secured no later
that 24 hours after that, with the challenged party
identifying all exit point.s and providing evidence of all exit
activity. The inspection team would be permitted to monitor

exits, although the challenged party would be permitted to
shroud any equipment.. During the actual inspection, it was up

to the challenged party to demonstrate compliance with the

convention. The challenged party was allowed to shroud

equipment, employ random access, or aIIow only individual
inspect.ors access to certain parts of the site. Access to the

perimeter could also be provided by alternative means, such as

aerial access, sensors, or observation from an elevated

platform. Observers from the challenging state would also be

permitted, although the challenged party could bar some areas

to the observer, but not to the team,"

Reaction to this proposal was mixed. Austral-ia and Japan

had supported this proposal, according t.o some sources, only

because t.hey recognised that a ban was impossible without the

US, and its security concerns had to be taken into account."

Argentina and Poland boLh considered that t.he proposal offered

a workable solut.ion to the problem of challenge inspections."
The Western nations remained sp1it. France made a number of

suggestions for amendments to the proposal which woul-d give

the inspectors much more intrusive capabilities. These were

supported by Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, Canada,

and the Soviet Unj-on." By the end of the year, the US and
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France were stilI at odds over this proposal. There was also

criticism that under the proposal, the "obligatory eharacter

of the challenge inspectj-on would become voluntary and control
of t.he actual i-nspection would be shif ted f rom the

international- inspection team to the inspected state party. ""
The US move away from 'anytime anlnrhere' inspection

signalled that they were more concerned \^/ith their own

national security than with detecting possible violations of

the CWC. According to one source, this shift had been coming

after a mistake in defining the INF inspection syst,em lead to
highly sensitive information being revealed. It was al-so

believed that the Senate might not ratify the CWC if it
allowed other countries to pry into American military
secrets." Stephen Ledogar stated that the US position was

that cheat.ing could be detected through questioning,

challenges and national technical means (NTM) . Short notice

inspection woul-d never expose cheating, but could detect

traces of activities which could confirm cheating."

The proposed changes to the challenge inspect.ion regime

were also feared to have repercussions on the routine

inspect.ion syst.em. Elisa Harris of the Brookíngs Inst.itute
stated af t.er a trip to Geneva t.hat August:

(s) ome Western and Third Wor1d delegations are
arguing that íf we're going to have a meaningless
challenge inspection, rtre shouldn't go to the
trouble of building a very intrusíve and expensive
infrastructure for inspecting the commercj-aI
chemical industry. So you may see in the next
months an attempt to cut back the routine
inspect.ion regime. "
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While the US ret.raction of the ' anytime anln,rhere'

posi-tion seemed to signal a step backwards in their
negotiating position, oLher decisions made in 1991- moved the

CWC closer to completion. In May, President Bush announced

that the US would renounce the right to retaliate against any

state with chemical weapons once the convent.ion entered force,

and would dest.roy all its chemical weapons within ten years of

entry into force." This move made a comprehensive CWC now

possible." He also called on the CD t.o conclude the

convention within a year, recommending that it stay in
continuous session if necessary j-n order t.o meet thís target.

The change in position on the question of use was the

result of a number of factors, mainly political. The US

position had been widely unpopular, with only the USSR

offering any support for the idea of retaining a retaliatory

capability. It was also recognised by US officials t.hat. this
position encouraged proliferation and supported those who had

already acquired chemical weapons in retaining them. Of

greater importance may have been the lesson derived from the

Gulf War; chemical weapons no longer appeared to have any

military utility. Conventional firepower had proven to be

sufficient enough to win and, as mentioned, even if Iraq had

chosen to use CWs, t.he US 1ed coalition had already decided

not to respond in kind. According to one European official,

" (o) ur forces would have proceeded to win with conventional

weapons and then punished the lraqi leadership for ordering
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the use of chemicals. ""

The new US position all-owed the CD negotiations to move

forwards on negotiating a number of areas. The first of these

was adoption of a new mandat,e which allowed the Ad Hoc

Committee to intensify the negotiations to complete a

convention by l-992 on the prohibition of that development,

production, stockpiling and use of chemical weapons and on

their destruction."

The extension of the mandate to prohibit use led to calls
by several states, notably Aust.ria, to withdraw any

reservations made to the a925 Geneva Prot.ocol." This had

already been done by some countries, but what was needed was

a provision in the CWC that all states with retaliat.ory rights
renounce them when t.hey signed the convention. This idea was

endorsed by others, and Brazil bel-ieved that. withdrawing any

reservat.ions would enhance t.he convention regime and help t.o

promote universal adherence."

Ensuring universality continued to pose a dilemma. Ear1y

in the l-99l- session, ârr informal paper had been issued

covering possible incentives to join the CWC. Generally, the

issue of universality was of greater concern to the Western

states than to the developing states. According to t,he Group

of 2L, t.hey did not make universality a priority because they

did not possess chemical weapons. The US, which was concerned

with other CW possessor states, felt that it $/as important

that al-l were included as they themselves would be giving up
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a component of their security." In the Middle East, Lhe

aftermath of the Gulf War had changed many countries

reluctance to join the CWC; one Western delegate believed

t.hat, âs a result of this, they might. all accept the

convention. "

Methods of getting sLates to join the CWC took two

routes; incentives, such as technical assistance, and

disincentives such as trade restrictions. In August, the US

tabled a proposal for action against non-parties. States

woul-d be allowed a reasonable period of time to join. After

this period, I'arrangements for trade in CW-related chemicals

should discriminate against non-part.ies. Our proposal will-

require parties to refuse to trade in CW-related materials

with all- states t.hat do not become parties to t.he CW

convention. "" The US approach was unworkable, as one diplomat

pointed out, because it would require inspectors in non-party

states at a time when they would be attempt.ing just to get to

state parties. Second, the US proposal would require the

individual states to pass legislation to enact this embargo,

and to tel-l- states what legislation to pass in order to

implement the convention was considered to be too

interfering."
It was also noted that this proposal could have

unintended consequences. rf one state decided not to sign and

this prompt.ed others to also remain outside the CWC, such as

North and Sout.h Korea, both count.ries would be subject to the
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embargo. Israel might also find itself subject to embargo.

In the case of t,he European Community (EC) , should an EC

member not become a party, other EC countries would be forced

to embargo imports and exports, in contravention to the EC

agreement . "

Also linked with the guestion of use r^ras that of

assistance. With the US dropping the right to use chemical

weapons in retaliation it became possible to place Article X

into the rolling text. Specific assistance measures which

were to be taken were not outlined. The US and UK preferred

to have a fuII range of options, including t.he right to do

nothing. The non-aligned nations wanted a limited range of

opt,ions, with the requirement that some type of action be

taken." By the end of the year, the issue had been resol_ved.

Each state could elect to contribute to a voluntary fund, to

concl-ude an agreement to provide assistance, or to declare

what. type of assistance it might provide. Even if a State

urere unable to provide the type of assistance envisaged in its
declaration, it was st.ilI obligated to provide some type of

assistance. "

The US also dropped its objections to Article XT aft,er

President. Bush's statement. Prior to this, the West had

wanted to resolve the verification issue first, while the

Group of 2L wanted the securit.y issues, and particularly
Articles X-XII, resolved first. Members of the Group felt.
t.hat the issue of assistance would be neglected once progress
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was made on other issues." In President Bush's statement, it
had been recognised that joining the CWC should provide some

incent.ive for assistance Lo developing nations. Pakistan had

suggested that any discriminatory mechanisms should be

dismantled once the convention entered into force.'" However,

some of the non-aligned states insisted that. all export

controls should be lifted to state parties. The Australia
Group found this to be unacceptable. ftaly proposed a

compromise which did not require the lifting of export

controls, only that a review of national regulations be

undertaken in order to render them consistent. with t.he object

and purpose of t.he convention."

There were other areas where progress was made in the

1,99I session. The issue of jurisdiction and control- was

examined by Working Group C. The problems posed by

mul-tinational corporations on territory outside of the state

were recognised. Originally, a sLate's control had extended

only to it.s territory. New language placed in Article VII
(National Implement,ation Measures) gave states 1egal

jurisdiction for their nationals outside the country." A

state party and its citizens were forbidden, therefore, to
produce chemical weapons anywhere in the wor1d. The USSR and

some of the non-aligned countries had been afraid that the US

might contract with a foreign subsidiary of a US company to
produce CW outside the US. After the report of the Ad Hoc

Committ.ee was written, the USSR reversed its position and
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stated that it could not accept the resolution. one western

of f icial believed that this r¡ras because they stilI f eared

extra-territorial production, or wanted to use the issue as a

bargaining chip to get their way in other areas of the

conference. "

The organisation to oversee the CWC regime received

furt.her attention, primarily on the estímated cost of the

organisation. The developing countries were especially
sensj-tive to the cost which might be incurred. There were two

options on how the organisation could be financed. rf the

cost were found to be manageable, delegat.es could agree to
cost-share, âs they currently did with t.he UN. If the costs

were too high, deregates had the option of instituting user

fees. In this wây, those who had to destroy chemical weapons

wourd have to pay more, or those who requested inspections
would assume their cost." One estimate of the cost, prepared

by the US, envisaged an organisation of 225 people and was

estimated as having an annual budget of çL64 mil1ion."
The composition of the Executive Council_ was also the

subject of consul-tations. It was generally agreed that it
would consist of between 20 and 30 members, and that seat

allocation had to be balanced:

between the undeniable interests of those States
which have substantial chemical industries. . .the
equally undeniable interests of those States which
are situated in particularly sensitive regions or
those who have specific threat perceptions, and the
overall and overriding need for a democratic and
regionally representative membership. "
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The question of what to do about old chemical weapons

remained basically a bilateral problem between Japan and

China. ,Japanese f orces had l-ef t chemical weapons behind in
China at the end of World War fI, and the question of who was

responsible for their disposal remained an issue between t.he

two states. It remained unresolved at the end of 1991,, but at
that time it appeared 1ikeIy that ,Tapan would agree to pay for
the cost of destroying any chemical munitions which might be

found." The problem also existed in Europe, although there

the issue was not as content.ious as it $ras in the Far East.

The problem of destruction did exist, and in 199i- information

on the dumping of chemical weapons into the BaItic Sea

prompted the nations bordering it to begin a search for a

method t.o recover and destroy them."

When the CD ended its l-991 session the rolling text
contained, for the first time, a complete outline of the draft
CWC, alt.hough there were many points st.ill outstanding. Some

of the more important ones which had yet to be resolved were

the use of herbicides, military preparat.ion for chemical

warfare and, as mentioned, old chemical weapons.

US-Soviet BiLateral Talks: 1991

V'Ihile the CD had made progress, the US-USSR Bilatera1
Accord had stalled. This was not due to lack of effort, but

rather was indicative of the unsettled conditions insi-de the

USSR and the difficulty involved in destroying old chemical

weapons. At the beginning of 199L, delegations from the US
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and sovj-et union had visited a stockpile or storage facility,
under the terms of the Memorandum of understanding. shortly
after these had been completed, the internal political
situation j-n the ussR entered a period of upheaval which found

t.he country locked in a leadership struggle. The result of
this, added to the other problems present in the country,

meant that the soviet negotiating team were left without

inst.ructions on how to proceed." problems with destruction,
as mentioned earlier, also stalled el-imination of the

stockpiles.

The breakup of the Soviet Union posed new problems.

Russia, according to sources, was the only former republic
which possessed chemical weapons on its territory.." president

Boris Yelt.sin made it clear that Russia woul-d assume all
responsibilities of t.he former USSR in both bil-ateral and

multilateral- negotiations." The US did not officially
recognise Russia as t.he successor to the Bilateral Accord at.

first; it was only in July 1-992 that t.his was done."

US concerns were focused primarily on Russia, s inability
to begin destruction. At the beginning of i.992, President

Yeltsin announced that the framework for CW destruction had

been set up, and it was planned that this would begin in April
1-993. The main obstacle was the lack of funds to accomplish

this. In an effort to allow destruction to begin, the US

Congress allocated $400 mil-1ion to support chemical and

nuclear disarmament obl-igations in the former Soviet Union; in
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July, it was announced that approximately 925 million would be

allocated specifically towards CW destruction." president

Yeltsin had also invited other countries to assist in the

destruction of the Soviet CVI stockpile."
The Fina1 NeqotÍaions: .lanuarv-March 1992

The L992 CD session re-opened on 21 .Ianuary, and the Ad

Hoc committee was re-established with the mandate to proceed

with the negotiations on the CWC "with a view to achieving a
final agreement on the convention during L992.'t- Adotf Ritter
von Wagner was appointed as chair, and he appointed six
friends of the chair to assist. in resolving the outstanding

issue; 1ega1 and organizational questions; Art.icle XI;

technical questions; old and abandoned chemical weapons; Seat

of the Organization; and the Executive Council-."

Within t.he first few sessions, China presented two

working papers on ol-d chemical weapons. The first of these

listed known sites in china where the Japanese abandoned

chemical munitions at the end of the war. The second, CD/1130

outlined how China wished the problem to be dealt. with. As

expected, China favoured the position that the state which

abandoned the chemj-caI vreapons would bear the responsibility
of decl-aring where the CW was left and their destruction:

If responsibility were j-mposed on the victim State,
it would not only be a great injustice to the
vict.ím State, but also tantamount to allowing and
encouraging a chemical-weapon-State to use chemical-
weapons against., and abandon such weapons in,
another State whenever it pleases regardless of the
consequences. "
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,Japan preferred that the abandoning country not automatically
be given responsibility for any old chemical weapons

discovered. They fel-t that it might not be possible to
establish the identity of the abandoning state, or the state
might not be a party to the convention, creating a loophole

where no one would destroy the weapons. The quantity of CW

discovered might al-so be smaIl and not pose a hazard and,

therefore, could be dealt with as an environment.al hazard. fn

the event that assistance on destroying abandoned and ol-d

chemical weapons was sought, they preferred that the country

where they were discovered ask for assistance, and such

arrangements shoul-d be provided for in the Convention. Where

the abandoned CW could not be ident.if ied, the Technical-

Secretariat could provide assistance with their disposal."

An Àttempt at Coneensus: CDl1143, March 1992

Before much more work could be done on this issue,

actions taken by the Australian delegation shook the CD

negot.iations. Australia, on its own initiat.ive had been

working on a compromise draft treaty. The need for t.his had

become obvious to the delegation aft.er the 1991 session had

ended, when it was felt that unless t.he negotiat.ions received

such a shake up, they might continue indefinitely. The idea

of establishing a sel-ect, representative negotiating group of

CD to concl-ude a final draft was discussed, but rejected

because of problems in det.ermining which st.at.es shoul-d

participate." It was decided to attempt t.his draft as an
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internal exercise, partly to move t,he negotiations ahead and

partly to satisfy to Australian officials the "validity of the

claim that a convention, which we want very much for our own

national security reasons, was indeed within our grasp. Was

it rea1Iy close enough to justify a major diplomatic effort. to

help close the remaining gaps? 't'" It was not to be an attempt

to formulate a treaty outside t.he CD negotiations, but would

be an attempt to prompt some movement on contentious issues.

It u/as handed out informally at the beginning of March."

On l-9 March L992, Australia formally presented CD/i"1,43 to
the CD. The majority of the compromise text, some 8O?, was

drawn "directly and unambiogously from agreed language in the

'ro11ing text'. Moreover, no part. of the 'roIling text' -save

in cases of redundancy or repetition -has been omitted from

our texL.'t" The remaining 20r" represented Australia,s answer

t.o the outstanding issues: "our t.ext here advances a model for
the kind of compromises which it. will be necessary for al-l

part.ies to make if agreement is to be reached. ""

The CWC, as envisioned by the compromise text, consisted

of 24 Articles and 5 Annexes. Riot control agents and

herbicides were not treated as chemical weapons as long as

they were used for their designated purpose. OId stocks of

chemical weapons were dealt with by defining CW produced

before 1925, recovered from ocean burial sites, or abandoned

after 1-925 on the territory of another state but before entry
into force of the convention as "other toxic munitions and
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Responsibility for the destruction of pre-l-925

munitions lay with the finding state, while munit.ions

abandoned aft.er ]-925 were the responsibility of the abandoning

state who was obliged to provide assistance." None of these

munitions were subject to Lhe declaration provisions of
Article rrr, as were munitions dumped at sea or buried on

land, provided they had been disposed of before 1 January

r975.

Verification of the CWC would be handl-ed in a relatively

simple fashion. While the rolling text verification
procedures had a cumbersome structure, the Australian draft
text streaml-ined this. The rolling text,s Article VI had

included a annexes for each of the 3 schedules which had

described t.he inspection regime for that schedule, as well- the

Annexes on chemicals which described the chemicals covered by

the schedul-es. Article vr in the Australian text laid out. the

regime of schedules and verification, the Annex on chemicals

described the contents of t.he schedules, and the Annex on

verification described how to verify each schedure. Article
VI also included a proposal that information on a state
party's protective programs be made to the Technical

Secret.ariat on an annual basis. This was seen as a way to
increase the transparency of and increase confidence in t.he

convention.

The verificat.ion regime

called for on-site inspection

Schedule 2 and 3 chemicals

plants producing more than a

for

of
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certain amount of scheduled chemícals. Schedulê 2 (A and B)

plants which produced more than 10 tons of chemicals and

Schedule 3 plants producing more than l-00 tons had to be

declared. Schedule 2 plants, following an initial inspection,

would become subject to routine on-site inspections until such

a t.ime as t.hey were no longer producing a Schedule 2 chemical

or were producing less than l-0 tons. They would then be

subject to the inspection regime for Schedule 3 chemicals."

The Secretariat, which had formally been known as the

Technical Secret.ariat, would make the decision on which plants

were to be inspected based on the risk posed by the chemicals

produced, the characteristics of t.he plant, and the nat.ure of

the activity carried out there."

Schedule 3 plants included plant sites which produced, or

were expected to produce rtmore than l-00 tons of discrete

organic chemicals, except those that only produce chemicals

containing only carbon and hydrogen and those that only refine
petroleum.rr" These sites were subject to random inspection,

and were selected from nominations from both t.he state party

and the Secretariat.

Challenge inspect.ion procedures did not offer any radical

new developments. The Australian text permitted the

inspecting party to propose an alternative perimet.er which (1)

did not extend to an area significantly greater than that. of

the requested perimeter, or (2) was a short., uniform distance

from the requested perimeter, or (3) al-lowed at least part of
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the requested perimeter to be visible, or a combination of

these. The alternative or the final perimeter could be

secured immediately upon the arrival of the inspection team aL

the alternative or final perimeter, whichever occurred first.

The challenge inspection procedures al_so outlined a

shorter timeline, allowing access no more than l-20 hours after
the initiatíon of the challenge. Managed access procedures

were also strengthened. No inspection could last longer t.han

96 hours, and no state party would receive more than 12

challenge inspections at undecl-ared facilities in a L2 month

period, and no more than 3 inspections per 12 month period at

any one undeclared facility. No more than 3 challenge

inspections at undeclared facilities were permitted at the

same time. Declared facil-ities were not limited as to the

number or frequency of challenge inspections.

To eliminat.e possible abuse, the Executive Secretariat would

meet at the same time that the challenge was issued t.o discuss

the circumstances of the challenge and decide, after the

inspection was completed, if the challenge was within the

scope of the convention."

The Australian text also proposed t.hat under Article XI,

all restrictions on export controls be applied in a way which

did not impede the trade in chemicals or technical information

bet.ween parties .'"' The Executive Council- was proposed to

consist of 30 members, with six elected by the Conference of
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stat.e Parties which had the most significant chemical

industry. The remaining 24 seats would be divided according

to region; 4 from the Americas, and 5 each from Europe, the

Middle East and south East. Asia, Afrj-ca, and North and East.

Asia and the Pacific. Each of these groups wourd contain the

party in the region with the most, significant chemical

indust,ry which was not among t.he first six.'", Cost would be

based on the uN contribution formura."' Entry into force
wourd occur two years after the convention opened for
signature, or 30 days after the date of deposit of the 6oth

instrument of ratificaLion, acceptance, or approval, whichever

date would be later.'"'

Reaction to the Australian text was generally positive.
rt did place an enormous burden on the chair of the Ad Hoc

Committee, Rit.ter von Wagner who, it has been suggested, was

forced to take hastier action than originally planned and

produce a compromise draf t treaty of his ovùn.,".

The verification regime out.lined by the Aust.rarian text
was intensively scrut.inized. The us clr4A felt that the scope

of t.he inspection regime was too narrow. fn their opinion,

al-1 relevant f acilities should be subj ect to j-nspection,

although intrusion should be kept to a minimum."' A US arms

control official felt that the scope, however, was broader

than was necessary."'

At the end of March, the US

paper on challenge inspection.

and France submitted a non-

It f ol-lowed the basic
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proposals of the Australian text, but with three basic

except.ions. The French-us paper required at least two of the

three methods for proposing an alternative perimet.er. The us

was also unwilling to accept analysis of chemicals; they

wanted the inspected state to be able to limit analysis of
chemicals to element analysis only. Access to t.he site was

also contingent on conformity to constitut.ional procedures,

reflecting US concerns."'

At. the beginning of May, the US position on challenge

inspection was stated before the senat.e Foreign Rerations

committee as recognising mandat.ory access to any challenged

site, with up to five days to prepare and retaining the right
of the inspected state to determine how much and what kind of
access would be given."' ft was al-so reported t.hat there was

no consensus on the need for quotas or duration of the

inspection. conceptual differences were noted with some of
the non-aligned delegations, particularly pakistan, China and

rranr over whether inspections should be subject to political
decision-making and how much of a rol-e or presence the

challenging state should have. There was also no consensus

decision on inspection of commercial facilities; China

continued to maintain its position that there should be no

inspection of their indust.rial sector.'"'

The von Wacr¡rer 'Vieion' TexÈ: Mav 1992

When the spring CD session opened in mid-May, Ad Hoc

Chair von Wagner distributed his draft text to the CD. fL
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included the 'visions' for compromise solutions t.o outst.anding

problems. He proposed working on t.his text in a two step

approach. In the first, the delegates woul-d go over the 7SZ

of the t.ext which was seen as non-controversial. The second

stage would see private and open-ended consult,ation on the

other areas which had not been decided upon."" The majority
of these issues had to do with matters on which North-south

consensus had yet to be achieved; verification, chall_enge

inspection, export controls and the composition of the

Executive Council . "' On 4 .Tune, a set of proposed amendments

were jointly submitted by the principal less developed

countries. Although these were cont.roversial , ', their
submission carried the clear impricat.ion that the rest of the

draft was acceptable."'

The revised von Wagner text was presented to the CD on 22

,June. It did not mention herbicides, but did bar t.he use of

riot control- agent.s as a weapon. The idea of o1d chemical

weapons was introduced to cover those produced before A925, or

those produced between 1-925 and 1-946 but which had

det.eriorated and could not be used as chemical weapons.

These, along with abandoned chemical weapons, had to be

destroyed like current chemical weapons."' It also allowed

f or an extens j-on of the 1-0 year deadLine f or destruction,
provided it was permitted by t.he Executive Council.

Conversion of CV'I production facilit.ies could al-so be permitted

by the Executive Council."'
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Verification procedures were loosened in the new text..

Declarations had to cover all plant sites which had produced

Schedule 2 chemicals since 1- ,January 1946, âs well as all
facilities which produced or would produce cert.ain amounts of

Schedule 2 chemicals. These would receive an initial
inspection, and subsequent inspection would be at t.he choice

of the Technical Secretariat.

Schedule 3 chemical facilities would be declared if they

produced 30 tonnes or more, and would be subject to data

reporting and on-site inspection if they produced more than

200 tons above the declared threshold. A new section was

included which set up a verification regime for , other

Chemical Production Activities,' and covered all plant sites
that produced by synt.hesis more t.han 20O tonnes of non-

scheduled discrete organic chemicals during the previous

cal-endar year, or had produced by synthesis more than 30

tonnes of an unscheduled discrete organic chemical containing

the elements phosphorous, sulphur, oy fluorine during the

previous calendar year."' PIant sites which exclusively
produced explosives or hydrocarbons did not have to be

declared. The choice of which facilities would be inspected

woul-d be based on equitable distribut.ion, inf ormation

available on listed plant sites, and proposals by states
parties."' Report.ing on defensive measures under Article VI

was retained.

Article IX in the draft text preserved the l-j-mitations
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outlined in the US-French non-paper on challenge inspections;

control- of the perimeter by the inspected state, the use of
managed access, retention of the reference to constit.utional
restrictions, and restriction of sample analysis to
determination of the presence or absence of scheduled

chemicals or appropriate degradation products. The inspected

state had the right to exclude an observer completely, or

limit their access to restricted areas."' The Executive

Council was permitted to rul-e on whether a request for
inspection was within the scope of the convention, and could

veto such an inspection by a three-quarter majority vote of

all its members."'

The Executive Council itself would be set. up according to
the five UN geographic regions, with 40 seats all_ocated

between the St.ates Parties. Asia would receive 9 seats,.

Africa, 8; L,atin America, 7; Eastern Europe, 5; Western Europe

and others, 10; and 1 which would rotate between Africa, Asia,

and Latin America. Each region would be required to elect
some state parties on the basis of indust.rial criteria."'

ParLies to the convent.ion would not be permitted to
restrict or impede trade and the development of scientific and

technological knowledge. The text did not provide for trade

restrictions with non-parties in order to force adherence t.o

the convention."'

The CWC itself would enter into force 180 days after the

65th ratification, and no earlier t.han two years after it was
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opened for signatures. No part of the convention would be

subject to reservations."'

Reaction to the compromises in t.he text was mixed. A

number of stat.es fe1t. that the challenge inspection procedure

was weakened by the filter mechanism, t.he longer time-frame,

and the measures taken by the inspected state to manage access

or secure the sit,e. The verification regime of Article VI was

also considered to be t.oo narrow, specifically the definition

of 'capable facilities. "" Despite these misgivings, the

majority fe1t, like Italy, that:

the draft Convention in no case jeopardizes the
securit.y interest of any State...For these reasons,
the Italian Government is ready to join all- those
who have so far indicated their readiness to
endorse WP.400/Rev.f as a compromise text."'

Twelve of t,he developing countries (') did raise

objections to specific areas of the compromise text, feeling

t.hat it did not take into account many of the suggestions that

they had submitted in their proposed amendments. These

included the belief t.hat the regime for Schedule 3 and capable

facilities was too broad, would place a burden on the chemical

fací1it.ies of the developing world, and would include

facilities i-rrelevant to the Convention. There was also

object.ion over declaring a state's prolective programs."' The

language on export controls was considered to stil1 be

discriminatory towards some parties, as was the allocation of

'Algeria, China, Egypt, fndia, Indonesia, Iran, Kenya,
Mexico, Myanmar, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Zaire.
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seats on the Executive Council."' The entire concept of
permanent. seats on the Executive Council was also unacceptabl-e

t.o many parties."'

Challenge j-nspection remained contentious. The Group of

t4 had proposed amendments which would provide safeguards

against misuse or abuse of the verification regime. The draft.

text, âs it was currently worded, was considered by them to
give intrusiveness and det.errence a much higher priority than

safeguards against abuse. The watering down of the role of

the Executive Council in preventing abuse was also resented.

The reference to the observer's right. to make recommendations,

and to have these taken into account by the inspection team,

was also seen as an unnecessary int.rusion on t.he inspection

team and it was felt that this should be deleted from the

t.reat.y. "'

The extension of the destruct.ion period was viewed as

having an adverse effect on the entire convention. The non-

chemical \^/eapon possessing states would have to forego t.heir

option to develop CWs at the start, and their security woul-d

be at stake over the entire 1-0 year destruction period. The

addition of a possible 5 year extension rrwas made in a totally
non-transparenL manner, without taking into account the views

of non-chemical-weapons possessors who are 1ike1y to be

af fect.ed the most by its provisions. ""'

The CMA also had problems wit.h the von Wagner text,
preferring that the verification provisions were broader.
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They accepted the text, however, feeling that. even with these

shortfalls they would sti1l cover nearly all commercial

chemical facilities. It was seen as an accept.able compromise

between the broad net that the CMA had wanted to casL and the

narrow neL that the Group of 2L had supported."'

Despite the Group of 7-4's misgivings, the opening of the

third part of the 1-992 CD session saw numerous statements

supporting the acceptance of the draft text. The US statement

was typical of many of these. The US believed that the

conditions for conversion of CW production facilities were

strict enough to ensure that they would not be misused. The

f ilter on chal-lenge inspection woul-d al-so be enough to prevent

abuse, but without unduly interfering with the regime. The

position on export restrictions was interpreted by the US as

allowing export bans to state parties in order to prevent the

development or production of CWs. Final1y, allowing two years

before entry int.o force would alLow t.he Preparatory Commission

time to set up and train inspectors."" Thus, the US

delegation stated that. it could accept the draft text,

although "in many respects...preferred positions have been

substantially watered down or are completely absenL. rr"' Many

countries similarly felt that the balance achieved by the

convention adequately protected security interests. Changes

to the draft. convention were stil1 technically possible,

although von Wagner insisted that. any further change had to be

made by consensus.
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Requests for changes to the draft CWC were forthcoming,

primarily from the group of 12 states which had earlier
submitted CD/CW/WP.415, plus Cuba and Ethiopia. This led to

a new paper being distributed to the CD which contained

suggested changes. Herbicides were still noL to be included

in the prohibition, but, the issue of riot cont.rol agents was

reexamined. This resul-ted in a section on assistance and

investigat.ion in the cases of the use of riot cont.rol agents

as a method of warfare being added t.o the text. In the

opinion of von Wagner, this would permit the use of riot
control agents to rescue downed aviat.ors or stop rioting
prisoners of \^¡ar; both examples which had been originally
outlined in US Executive Order 1l-850, which restricted their
use in war to defensive military modes to save Iives."'

The issue of st.ockpile destruction was al-so amended.

Russia had requested that the Executive Council permit

bilateral verification providing certain conditions were met,

and this was agreed to. The Group of 1,4 had also requested

t.hat. the Conference be permitted to decide upon the conversion

of CW production facilities and decide upon any extension of

the time for destruction."' The Execut.ive Council would also

be expanded by one to 4l- seats, with Africa receiving it. By

doing so, the rotating position would be decided among

between Asia and Latin America."'

Other proposed changes included a request by Cuba that

objections to the designation of inspectors or inspection
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assistants be in writing; the creation of a stockpile for
emergency and humanitarian assistance to be maintained by

state parties; and different language on export controls in
Article XI.2 (c) . This new language disallowed the

maint.enance of restríctions whích were incompatible with the

obligations undertaken by the Convention which would restrict
or impede trade. New languag,e was also proposed on the

transfers of Schedules 2 and 3 chemicals. "'

The day before these revisions were distributed t.o the

CD, the Australia Group issued a statement which pledged their
support for lifting trade restrictions under Article Xf. They

announced that t.hey would fu1ly comply in facilitating ,,an

increase in commercial- and technol-ogical exchanges between

Statesrr and:

to review, in light of the implementation of the
convention, the measures that they take to prevent.
the spread of chemical- substances and equipment
contrary to the objectives of the convention, with
t.he aim of removing such measures for the benefit.
of states parties to t.he convention acting in full_
compliance with their obligations under the con-
vention. "'

The End of Neqotiat,ione: Àucrust 1992-ifanuarv 1993

On 1-9 August, a new t.ext was introduced which incorpor-

ated the revisions. This text was deliberated over for t.he

next two weeks. Pakistan, which had signed a joint declar-
ation with fndia prohibiting the development, product.ion and

deployment of chemical $¡eapons on 18 August., expressed several

concerns about the new draft. They felt that the definition
of chemical weapons was sti1l too broad; that some
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verification provisions would place an unnecessary burden on

t.he chemical industry and would look like challenge

inspection; and that the procedures for challenge inspection
were not sufficiently safeguarded against abuse, nor did they
protect confidential information."' As a result of these

concerns, Pakistan felt that they could not associate itself
with any recommendat.ion concerning the draft treaty:

We have ended with a draft text which ignores the
legitimate concerns of some delegations, and with
an adverse impact on t.heir security...However,
despite the reservations and concerns, Ry delega-
tion will not stand in the way...t.o transmit the
draft text of this convention to the General
Assembly of the United Nations for its
considerati-on. "'

Egypt noted similar concerns, but also announced that it would

not stand in the way of the decision to t.ransmit the draft
text to the UNGA."'

China, whi-ch had consistently advocat.ed a hardline
position, also did not object to a consensus ag:reement on the

text. They did feel that the text subjected an extremely

large number of chemical facilities which were not relevant to
the CWC for declaration and verification. Tt was feared that
this "wi11 create grave difficulties for and interferences in
the chemical industry of developing countries and adversely

affect the effective verification of chemical facilities truly
relevant to the convention. rr"' Challenge inspect.íon

procedures were also considered by the Chinese to be unduly

int.rusive and j-gnored the danger of abuse. This was

unacceptable, âs rrno sovereign State will- allow its vital
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security rights and interests of no relevance to chemical

weapons to be harmed in any way. tt"' Finally, the draft text,
by allowing an extension of the timetable for destrucLion,

permitting conversion of Cw production facilities, and

modifying the order of destructj-on, did not serve the

fundamental objectives of the convention and detracted from

the security of non-chemical weapon states. Thus, while China

would not. object to consensus agreement., it would stil1 need

to consider whether or not. it would sign the convenLion."'

Russia's main concern centred on the cost of destruction
and on inspection of this. ft preferred to leave the solution
to the Preparatory Commission, although it was investigating
three options to finance this: a return to the UN scale of

contributions; creation of an external- system to provide

financial support; and on using some of the US funds allocated

to destruction for inspection."' They were also apprehensj-ve

about future monitoring of non-development of chemical weapons

and the wording of the convention on herbicides. "'

Nevert.heless, Russia indicat.ed t.hat it intended to sign the

cwc.

Most of the remaining staLes at Èhe CD either supported

the draft text outright, or supported it despite any concerns

t.hey might have. Only Iran voiced strong opposition to the

draft, mainly on the subject. of the Executive Council. At the

beginning of August, they had agreed to support the

transmission of t.he draf t t.o the UN, depending on the
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allocation of seats within the Asian group. At the heart of

the problem was the content of t.he text "whích girants

privileged seats to more than a third of the members of the

Executive Council. State parties must have an equal chance to

serve on the executive council and no count.ry should have

special privileges.rr"' According to fran, each European state

had a 202 chance of being elected, while there was less than

a 10å' chance for an Asian state."' On 3 September at the

final CD session, Iran again opposed permanent seats for

China, ,Japan, India and South Korea on the basis that they

were the principal chemical producing countries in the region.

On this basis, they could not agree t.o the inclusion of

Article VIII in the final report. A crisis was averted when

a recess ín the proceedings were called t.o allow the Asian

subgroup the chance to meet to discuss the problem. After t.he

recess, Japan, oD behalf of the Asian group, put forward a

formula for arriving at an acceptable solution based on sub-

regional g:roups. Iran then agreed to the transmission of the

final report to the UN."'

It was necessary for the CD report to the UNGA to be

amended due to the reservations of severaf delegations,

primarily Pakistan. While it was not acceptable to Pakistan

that the CD recommend that t.he UNGA commend the CWC, t,here was

consensus agreement. to adopt the convention and transmit it to

the UNGA. "'

In early October, France agreed to hold the signing
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conference in Paris, possibly in .Tanuary 1993. A number of

countrj-es, mainly the Arab states, indicat.ed that they might

not sign the CWC. They felt t.hat it was necessary for Israel

to destroy other weapons of mass destruction, and not. just any

chemical r¡/eapons it might possess. Once this had occurred,

they would be willing to sign."' The US al-so believed that 10

of t.he 20-odd CW possessors might not, sign t.he convention."'

On 1,2 November L992, the UNGA First Committee adopted the

resolution supporting the CWC without a vote, and adopted by

the UNGA by consensus on 30 November."' It was opened for
signature on 13 ,Ianuary l-993 in Paris, where l-3 0 nations

signed, incl-uding many of t.he Arab countries, India, Pakistan,

and Iran. At the end of l-993 this number had risen to ]-54

states, with 4 ratifications, and entry into force was

expected to be in 1-995."'
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Chapter 5

The Future of the ChemícaL l{eapons Convention

Current SÈaÈus

Despite early optimism at. the conclusion of the treaty,
l-995 came and went wit.hout the CWC entering int.o force.

Indeed, as of 1 ,January 1-996, one year af ter the treaty was to
have entered into force, of the 159 states which had signed

the CWC only 47 countries had raLified it.' Foremost among

those who had not ratified were China, Russia, and the US.

The US failure to ratify the treaty has far reaching

implications for the treaty. The US efforts to finalize
negotiations that led to the treaty were expected to lead to
early ratification. The US chemical weapons sLockpile, effect
of the treaty on the chemical indust.ry, and the fact. that the

US would be responsible for 253 of t,he cost of the OPCVü meant

that accession be important for the eventual success of the

treaty.' US leadership, therefore, was expected and, for many

states, required before they acceded to the treaty. It was

expected that:
with the United States on board, a landsl-ide of
other parliamentary approvals will occur,
increasing pressure on the Russians to move
forward. US and Russian participation thus will
anchor the new behavioural norm against chemical
weapons. Without both countries firmly behind the
CWC, other states may continue to stockpile these
weapons with impunity.'

That this ratification did not occur was the result of a

number of factors.

Despite strong support in both Congress and the Senate
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for the negotiations, the Clinton Administration failed to

capitalize on t.he initial support and secure Senate

ratification for the treaty. President Clinton's

preoccupation with domestic policy meant that. foreign policy

matters, such as the CWC, were either not dealt with or were

handl-ed in a haphazard manner. The administration failed to

find a suitable champion for the treaty; an approach which

" ignored decades of experience about t.he st.rategy required to

squire arms control treaties t.hrough the Senate

successfully. "'

Despite the delay in ratificalion, preparations for when

the CWC enters int.o force are underway. In the aftermath, the

urgency which fuelled the negotiations has faded. A number of

questions as to the effectiveness and timing of the treaty

have been raised.

Wtrv Was it Possible to Conclude Necrot,iations on the CWC?

The conclusion of the CWC negotiations is the result of

a number of factors. The thaw in East-West relations;
political will to conclude negotiations, especially in the US;

ability to reach a general consensus among delegates at the

CD; agreement over the majority of the draft treaty: all

coincided and allowed the delegates to give their final

approval to the CwC.

Without t.he thaw in US-Soviet, relat.ions between l-985 and

l-988, and especially after L987, it is highly unlikely t.hat

any treaty could have been successfully negotiated with the
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support of the two Superpowers. Even if one had been

negotiated, it would have assumed a much different. form t.han

the present CWC. Soviet acceptance of challenge inspection

provided the breakt.hrough to negotiations between the two

countries that would ultimately lead to the 1990 Bilateral
Accord and, in the long term, to the CWC itself. That this
occurred was t.he result, âs mentioned above, of the

reappraisal of the military utility of chemical weapons by the

former Soviet Union in the mid l-980s. Whil-e this reappraisal

was, in itself, not a major event it appears to have sent a

signal to NATO, allaying many of t.heir fears about the Soviet

chemical warfare capability and allowing a relaxation of

tensions which made bot.h sides conducive to the prospect of

seriously negotiating chemical disarmament.

To proceed with this disarmament required that

institutional interests in maintaining the status quo be

overcome. These interests, in the case of the US, had been

strong enough t.o delay ratification of t.he Geneva Protocol- in
the 1,920s. With the prospect. of chemical rearmament already

apparent by the mid 1980s, âDy movement towards disarmament

would require a reversal of the institutional impetus which

was in operat.ion. This move towards disarmament woul-d also be

construed as being a major threat for it woul-d, in essence,

remove the US Army Chemical Corps raison d'etre. The

polit.ical willpower of former President Bush, ân advocate of

chemical disarmament for many years, can be seen as
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instrumental for pushing the draft treaty forward to
completion. ft is also highly like1y that, had he been re-
el-ected, the CWC would be ratified by now, and most likeIy
woul-d have entered into force at some time in 1995.

Former President. Bush's contribution should not be

allowed to overshadow that made by others, particularly
General- Secretary Gorbachev. Had he and Foreign Minister
Shevardnadze not been likewise interest.ed in a chemical

weapons ban, it would have made any positive action in the CD

difficult, if not alt.ogether impossible. The Soviet

reappraisal is instructive, if for no other reason that it
indicates t,he proponents of chemical warfare within the Soviet

military had also been overruled. Although the exact debat.e

which occurred is unknown at this time, it is highly l-ikeIy

that it mirrored that which occurred between the US military
and political leadership.

Wit.h the two main possessor states working towards an

agreement, the importance of outside events influenced the

negotiations. Proliferation of chemical weapons, âs

illustrated by the Iran-Iraq conflict, indicaLed the necessity

of encouraging as many, if not all, states to join the CWC.

The work which had been going on in the CD had been largely
overshadowed by the bilateral talks, but once the US and USSR

were in agreement over the basics of a ban, the focus began to
shift from the East-$Iest discussi-on to North-South. States

which had been active in the CD in discussing the issues, such
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as China and Aust.ralia, now moved to the forefront.
To gain consensus in the CD required a major effort,

enormous willpower, and two more years after the Bilateral
Accord was signed. At issue was a split, roughly along North-

South 1ines, of the importance of verificat.ion versus the

requirement for provisions for aid, assistance, and access to
markets and technology. That consensus could be reached at

all must be attributed to the efforts of the Aust.ralian

delegation and the Ad Hoc Committee's final chairman. The

shock of the Australian draft t,reaty served as a vivid
illustration of how close complete consensus was, and led to

the f inal ef fort to conclude t.he treaty. This ef fort.,

coinciding with the renewal- of int.erest in chemical weapons

arms control in the aftermath of the Gulf VrÏar, added the

necessary impetus to the final negotiations.

The final treaty incorporated enough incentj-ves for all
involved, while remaining st.ringent enough t.o ensure it had a

chance for success. By movj-ng from a bilateral to a

mult.ilat.era1 treaty, however, it moved beyond the original
scope of what had been originally envisioned and required

compromise solutions for most of its major points. It
incorporated interests outside that of disarmament.; as a

package, it committed its signatories to serve the

requirements of the international system rather than their own

self interest.
To conclude that the CWC was possible so1ely because of
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good timing, as some writers maintain, overlooks the fact that
the political- will to complete a draft treaty was present., and

there were enough common points among the negotiating parties

to make it possible. The CWC negotiations did benefit from

the t.iming of events occurring around it. While the thaw in

US-Soviet relations is the most important of these, Lhe effect.

of the debate on chemical weapons rearmament., proliferation,

and the allegations and evidence of its use al-I had an impact.

They tended to raise the public's perception and awareness of

chemical- weapons, just as previous event,s in the aftermath of

the First World War and the i-g2ls had turned public opinion

against chemical weapons and had ultimately lead to the Geneva

Protocol-.

fn fact, there are many paralleIs between the CWC

negotiat.ions and those which occurred for the Geneva Protocol.

Both sets of negot.iations occurred at a t.ime when the threat

posed by chemical weapons was perceived to be high. Both

would ultimately involve negotiations taking place in a

multilateral- forum, and would be faced with att.empt.ing to find

consensus among the differing viewpoint.s which would be

expressed. Among these views, institutional interests in the

US would be pushing for a retaliatory chemical warfare

capability. Both the Geneva Prot,oco1 and the CWC were

supported by strong wilIed US Presidents who pushed for a ban.

Yet, while the Protocol was hampered by the fear t.hat

verification could not adequately ensure security, the CWC was
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assisted by the fact that verification technology and practice

had been improved in the interlude. The improved assurance

t.hat this verification capability provided to states al-l-owed

the CWC to move beyond the limitations of the Geneva Protocol

and accomplish what had been discussed some 60 years before;

not just the non-use, but the non-possession and acquisition
of chemical- weapons.

Can the CIVC Ensure Àdecnrate SeeurÍty?

Questions have been raised about the CWC's effectiveness,

especially in regard to verification. Critics of the treaty
have pointed out that it is not verifiable, will- be extremely

expensive, and coul-d lead to the loss of commercial secrets or

national- security information.' It must be conceded that many

of these fears are possible. The fear about the loss of

information which would affect national security was behind

the US retrenchment on its 'anytime, anlnvhere' position on

challenge inspections. Focusing on these issues, however,

means that the underlying point of the CWC will be overlooked.

It has been stated from the very beginning that no treaty
will be 100å verifiable; this was never the goal of the

negotiators. Their aim was to negotiate a treat.y which was

acceptable to states and which balanced the need to ensure

security through domestic means with the security that
disarming could bring to the international syst.em. That the

majority of states have signed the CVüC can be seen as a clear

signal that the majority of these states believe that t.he
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CWC's verification measures are capabl-e of guaranteeing their
minimum securit.y requirement.s. That more have not ratif ied is
not an indicatíon that they feel that the CWC is flawed, ot
are planning to pursue a chemical weapons capability. The US

fail-ure to ratify, coupled with the Russian hesítancy to
ratify, have acted as a brake on the process moving the treaty
towards entry into force. Once these two countries, as the

main chemical- weapon possessor states, ratify the number of

ratificat.ions by other states should increase.

This should not be interpreted as meaning all states will
agree to be bound by the terms of the CVüC. Most. states have

no interest. in chemical weapons, and have never felt. the need

to acquire them. For these states, especially in the

developing worId, the CWC represents a choice beLween the

security risk of remaining outside the treaty, or the risk
that joining may endanger their economic security.

It is this latter point. which may provide these countries

with the reason for their abstention. In those regions where

t.he threat of chemical proliferation is not a concern, states

may feel that there will be no benefit to accede to the

treaty. Security will be interpreted in a wider sense

encompassing economic aspects, raLher than resting on military
means alone.' While the CWC does include measures which are

meant to safeguard a state's economic secret,s, it cannot

ensure that there will- never be any negative economic

repercussions. Overal1, this should not provide a major
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The negotiations have

incorporated these fears into the treaty, as well as many of
the benefits that the developing world wanted. The costs of
j oining the CWC, theref ore, should be out.weighed by the

benefits that. it provides to these states.

Those countries which possess or are working towards a
chemical weapons capability will weigh the cwc differently.
As long as a state feels that chemical- weapons have some

military utility and are part of their securit.y, the cost of
acceding to the treaty will be outweighed by any possible

benefit.s. In a number of regions, such as South-East Asia or

the Midd1e East, the chance that a regional adversary may

possess an offensive chemical warfare capability makes

retention of a domestic chemicar \^Jeapons programme f or

deterrence or defence that much more attractive. For states
pursuing a chemical warfare capabilit.y for t.hese reasons, the

CWC must ensure that their unilateral disarmament will not

mean a corresponding reduction in Lheir nat.ional- security. If
the CWC's provisions for aid, assistance, and sanctions are

seen as a viable alternative to maintaining chemical weapons,

or if the inspection and compliance provisions are believed to
be effective against the military threat the opponent poses,

the chance that a state can be persuaded to renounce their
chemical weapons increases.' Likewise, if the opponent,s

chemical capability is perceived as being ineffective, or a

state's protective measures are believed to be adequate enough
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to deter or render any chemical attack irrelevant, the

necessity for maintaining a deterrent capabilíty declines.
Fina1ly, if the CWC is ratified and enters into force, the

cost of possession will increase. rnternationally, a state
may find itself isolated, both politically and economically.

The political costs may also be felt domestically; public
support for a democratic government, which supports a weapons

programme condemned by t.he rest of the world may diminish and

erode the domestj-c basis for that government, while
nondemocrat.ic governments competing for el-it.e support may find
a chemical weapons programme risky.'

While these may mitigate a state,s attitude towards

chemical- weapons possession, very littte can be done to change

a state which plans to use them to compel the actions

of other states. Thus, the CWC must operate in such a manner

as to raise the costs of possession to the point that,
idea11y, a state will abandon its chemical weapons programme

and accede to the treaty. Obviously, this will- be dependent

on the detection of non-compliance and the applj_cation of

economíc sanctions, the effectiveness of both of which are

viewed with scepticism by some in the international system.

The forced disarmament of lraq after the Gulf War is, after
al-I, the exception to the ru1e. States in the past have shown

a reluctance to take concrete measures unless they felt. that
the consequences of not doing so would be det.rimental to their
own security.
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At the core of t.he above arguments is the assumption t.hat

chemical weapons retain their military utility. Hist.orical

experience has shown that, for the developed world, the

utility of chemical weapons has been steadily decreasing and

it appears that the majority of states in the developing world

have come to the same concl-usion. Relatively few states have

pursued a chemical warfare capability, and the two major

chemical weapons possessor states are destroying theír

stockpiles. Even among the most staunch supporters for the

retention of a chemical warf are capabilit,y the applicabl-e

arguments have been diminishing. Conventional weaponry,

especially the newer technology, appears to offer a wider

range of options and uses than chemical weapons. Similarly,

t.his conventional weaponry appears to provide an effective

deterrent to the threat of chemical att.ack.

Among the developed states the CWC's impact would be more

economic than military. Bot.h the US and Russia are commit.ted,

regardless of the status of their ratification of t.he CWC, t.o

reduce and destroy their st.ockpiles. The major obstacle that

both have faced is the high cost associated with dest.ruction.

fn the case of the US, the destruct.ion of its stockpile was

originally estimated in 1985 at $1.7 bil-1ion dol-1ars, wit.h

disposal scheduled to be completed in September 1994.

Environmental issues, problems with disposal technology, and

other obstacles have increased the cost. In Sept.ember 1-995,

it was estimated that. it would cost $11.9-a2.2 billion and
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would not be completed until April 2004.' Russia, as has been

noted, has arso faced its share of problems relating to the

destruction of its stockpile. "

Concerns have been raised, especially in the US, over the

disrupt.ive effect that the cwc may have on the domestic

chemical industry. The cwc will impact on these industries,
and thus, it is in the best interest of those involved to
attempt to minimise this impact. Each individuar country
will set up a nat.ional authority to det.ermine how the

provj-sions of the CWC will be met." The eagerness of the

chemical industry and manufacturers to participate in the

negotiations appears to indicate a willingness to ensure that
the imprementation of the cwc is done in such a way that. they
will be able to l-ive with it. Many experts believe that the

cvIC will ultimat,ely benefit nat.ional chemical industries by

providing a freer market.place, while those outside the

convention will l-ose access to the trade in dual use chemical.

There are those who feel that, despite such a ban on trade, a

country intent on arming will still be able t.o obtain the

required materials. Iraq is frequently used as an example of
this. The cwc cannoL ensure that proscribed mat.erial wirl
never get through, only reduce t.he likelihood of it happening.

To use Iraq as an example, however, overlooks the fact that
the Australia Group's export control policy failed because by

the time it was enforced, rraq was already self-sufficient."
It. should also be noted that. the verification provisions
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may provide states with another source of information, outside

of national means, to verify compliance with the CWC:

Experience gained in verifying declarations,
uncovering undeclared capabilities and using the
input of interested part.ies to bolster the ability
of the organization (i.e.- the OPCW) to monitor
compliance will establish more clearly the
possibilities and limits of long-term verification
of the Convention. States will have gained a
clearer sense of the adequacy of their own
intelligence assessments in plugging holes in the
multilateral regime. "

The experience of implementation and monitoring will also

aIlow the Convention, through periodic review and refinement

of verification technology, to improve the chance of det.ecting

evidence of non-compliance. There may also be the benefit
that, through the use of inspection and verification,
suspicious behaviour can be investigated and a state, s

intentions clarified before others feel threat.ened enough to

seek the means to ensure their own security.
In the West, the general consensus of opinion is that

Russia could no longer gain a military advantage by violating
the CWC. There have been allegations that offensive chemical-

weapons production contj-nues in Russia, a chargre which Russia

denies." Even if Russia has continued production of chemical

weapons, it could not. pose a threat. even af t.er the CWC enters

into force, for:

the military advantage ensuing from this viol_ation
might be negligible with a view to a possible
European war scenario. In the absence of an
invasion capability in the centre of Europe during
peacetime, the Soviet Union would need consj_derable
time to reconstitute its threat capability, thus
leaving enough time for the West t.o react."
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In the current situation which Russia and the former republics
find themselves in, there is a greater chance t.hat. any use of
chemical weapons will be internal, rather than against an

external opponent such as NATO.

Russian reluctance to accede to the cwc should not be

viewed as evidence that t.hey will not comply with it. The

Russian scientist who made t.he original allegation about the

development of chemical weapons, Dr. v. Mirzayanov, has stated
that hardriners in Russia stiIl view chemicar weapons as a

useful t.ool for intimidat.ion. As these hardliners are the

same people who had run the soviet union's offensive chemical

\¡Jeapons program, the argument can be made that current non-

compliance is due to a continuation of past interests rather
than formulation of new policy. with us ratification, the

Russians may find themselves forced to foIIow, caught between

their stated intention to sign and ratify the CI^IC and

international disapproval of their current actions. once they
have acceded, the provisions in the cwc courd be used to
undertake an investigation to determine whether this alleged
production is fact. Mounting external pressure should provide

t.he support to reinforce t.he reformers in Moscow who support

the treaty.
Security against a chemical vreapons threat is also

possible through the continuing research into, and development

of, protective measures. This presents its own problems , for
it is difficult to separate offensive and defensi-ve
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intentions. To neglect protective measures, however, is to
provide added incentive for a state to violate the CWC be

developing novel or more lethal agents. That such events may

occur are, at this time, only speculation.

Thus, on an international leveI, the CWC appears to offer
a viable alternative to further proliferation. This does not

mean that there are not problems which the treaty must

surmount, or that these problems can be resolved to everyone,s

satisfaction. ft cannot guarantee absolute security, ful_1

compliance, or complete acceptance by all parties involved.
Indeed, the exact effect that the CWC will hawe on

international security is unknown at this time. past

experi-ence has shown that a treaty's influence is often more

significant. politically than materially. The NPT, for
example, has not rid the world of nuclear weapons; its effect
has been that. 'rit has forced many nations to confront

analyt.ica1Iy the regional risk of nucl-ear war and some

pot.ent.ial nuclear weapon states to ref rain f rom t.he open

deployment or significant expansion of nucl-ear capabilities. ""

The effect the CWC has, therefore, may be that it changes

perceptions about the nature of security and conflict, the

purpose of armaments and the benefits and limitations to
international cooperation." With the shift in the

international system to Nort.h-South and South-South

dimensions, the CWC may provide useful in helping redefine the

concept. of international security.
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At the very least, the CWC recognises the fact. that. the

nature of national security has changed. The idea of national
security resting so1ely on military strength appears to be

fading, especially in the East-west context.. Among the states
of the developing worId, this real-isation has been longer in
taking hold. ultimately, however, these states wirl be faced.

with making decisions about weapons and the use of the

military. Those states which opt f or a chemical rÄ/eapons

prog:ram will have to justify their reasoning. rnternational
pressure, rather than milit.ary force, ûây therefore act as a

deterrent to the acquisition of chemical v\¡eapons.

The developed world has also been f aced r^/ith the

real-isation that security requirements in the developing world

are often perceived differently. A greater understanding of
what these states may feel is t.hreatening may lead to measures

to relax tensions, reduce areas of conflict and, ultimately,
a better understanding of each other.

To this end, the proliferation of weapons in the

developing world may undermine the stability of the

international system. The CWC is only one example of an

attempt to control weapons which are seen as useful to the

developing worId. other weapons of mass destruction and their
delivery systems, especially missile technology, pose a

serious threat to states out.side of the regions where they are

introduced. This ability to expand the threat beyond the

immediate boundary or region increases the threat that
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'ranarchy and chaos may well prevail over the tendency towards

more orderly affairs compelled by an increasingly
interdependent global economic and political system.',,.

The cwc, âs we have seen, is the continuation of an idea

f irst expressed in anc j-ent times. Based on historj-ca]
experience, it extends chemical weapons arms control by

reintroducing the international norm against use which had

been severely tested by events in rran and rraq, and advocates

the norm of non-possession and acquisition. More importantly
is that this norm is shared by people of different faith,
values and orientations and transcends culturar divides:

If the CVIC emerges with the wide support of
countries of the developing world and the norm is
f irmly establ-ished against CW possession t.hat
reinforces the basic notion Lhat some weapons pose
unacceptabl-e risks in terms of stability and human
conseguences for the international community, the
world will- have set in place what. might prove to be
one of the most important ingredients of
international security in the twenty-first.
century. "

Doee the CWC Represent a New Form of Arrrs ControL?

Fina1ly, the CWC must be evaluated as to where it fits
into arms cont.rol theory. can the cwc be viewed as a new form

of arms control, or does it represent a modified form of the

bilateral talks which predominated the cold war and

discussions in the East.-West context.

The t.ruth appears to lie between these two views. As an

arms control treaty, the cwc can be construed as an

evolutionary step, raLher than a revolut.ionary new form.

The CWC is, at its Ieast., a bilateral treaty between the
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US and the former Soviet. Union, expanded to incorporate the

interests of other part.ies. This appears to have been done

for t\^Jo reasons; to avoid the sense of ,haves, versus ,have-

noLs' that occurred in the aftermath of the NPT negotiations,
and to bring about universal accession, thus avoidj-ng the

proliferation of cw to regions where the int.erests of the two

superpowers might be threatened. Through t.he negotiations,
the US and its Western allies were concerned with the threat
of unopposed proliferation in developing regions, either
through the soviet union or through technology transfer unless

it suited their interest. To credit these countries with
humanitarian instincts are not supported by the hist.orical
evidence; lack of support for victims of the Iran-Iraq
conflict makes this all too cl-ear. This should not be

construed as meaning that there were no humanit.arian impulses

shown. Many Western states did eventually condemn the use of

chemical weapons or offer aid. The US experience during the

Gul-f War appears to have brought the lack of utility of

chemical weapons to the forefront.; t.echnology and the new

weaponry was more than a match for any fraqi chemical threat..

Obviously, complete disarmament would be t.he ideal. To

bring about universality, a number of feature would therefore

be necessary. It is these which move the CWC beyond being a
purely bilateral instrument. As a disarmament treaty (one of

the few which can be viewed as completely banning a complete

class of weapons), it requires and incorporates highly
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intrusive verificatíon measures to ensure compliance. These

verification provisions are among the most intrusive ever

negotiated; this in itself would make the CWC different than

those treaties which preceded it. What makes it unique is
that, for the first time, arms control will have an effect on

a major element of the civilian economies of the developed

world -the chemical industry. The imposition of higher costs

and risk of losing competitiveness are factors which are bound

to affect the perception of the CWC's effectiveness. This

problem highlights what may occur in other industries in the

future as arms control moves to resolve the problems caused by

other dual use technology. This problem "is relatively new to
arms control and has not. been, and may never be,

satisfactorily resolved. "'"

The CWC also required enough incentive, as mentioned

above, to att.racL those wary of signing an agreement which

would limit aspects of their sovereignty. In the developing

world this means ensuring that economic security would not be

threatened and t,hat t.he CWC was not. a repeat. of the NPT. This

meant that, as the developing countries began t.o push for
improving their access to aid, markets and t.echnology as a

reward for joining t.he CWC, a new dimension was added to the

negotiations.

A negot.iation which began as an exercise in
superpower rivalry. . .met.amorphosed into an exercise
in preventive diplomacy aimed at the countrj_es of
the developing wor1d...A carefully managed bipolar
chess match became an unruly brawl in which any
number of combatants could try their luck.
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Verification ceased being a game of one-upmanship
and became instead a two-edged sword, âÍr instrument
to be scrutinized with care for its negative as
well as its positive potential."

To this end, the cwc saw the incrusion of Articles which were

formurated as a direct resul-t of the demands of the developing

worrd. unlike previous treaties, the cwc incorporates
provisions for assistance and protection against chemical

I/¿eapons, a pledge to improve the transf er of material, ideas

and t.echnology among state parties, and provisions for
sanctions in the event of non-compliance.

The dramatic change in the international system has meant

that the ol-d style of arms control- negotiations may no longer

be relevant. To agree to dismantre a specified number of
weapons or confine acquisit.ion of weapons systems within
agreed upon limits may not be sufficient. in the future. In
t.he East-west context, the protracted bargaíning between the

two sides has been replaced by unilaLeral reductions which may

or may not be reciprocated. The proliferation of advanced

weapons to unstable regions, or r,Jeapons to regions where long

pent-up hostilit.y has been replaced by open conflict, has

imposed new standards of conduct required to resol-ve problems.

Treaties may no longer be seen as a requirement; restrictj-ons
on technology transfer and equipment or regional agreements

may be sufficient.
Yet, the CWC negotiat.ions of f er a prot.otype of what

future arms control can become. To deal with the probrems on

a region by region basis may be impossible, for the simple
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fact that regional hostilities may preclude any meaningful

discussion. universal, multilateral negotiations may be

necessary, or even preferred, in negotiating future arms

control agreements. An universal approach allows pressure to
be generated by creating a sit.uatj-on where most states have

joined forces and placed the hold outs in an isolated
position. This universal approach may al-so help prevent any

future confrontation between North and south by arlowing ar]
sides to have their opinions aired and work towards a mutually
agreeable solution.

It has been stated that. "the Chemical Weapons Convention

reflects the real post-coId war world in its multipolar
complexity. t"' It is neither bipolar nor regional; its fate
is likeIy to be determined by several parties to regional
disputes, sensitj-ve issues such as intrusive verification will
probably remain sensitive, and any of the state-parties are

Iikely t.o have their own opinion on how it is to be managed.

rts implementation and success will be dependent on the

ability of states to adjust to its provisions, their
willingness to carry them through, and the ability of
diplomacy to reach consensus on j_ssues involving
internat.ional, and not just national, security. All of these

features appear, at this time, to be necessary requisites for
any dealings in the future international system.

whether t.he cwc will succeed remains to be seen. The

negotiations which lead to its conclusion, however, sLand as
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a legacy to an idear which was expressed centuries ago; the
aversion to t.he use of poj-son in war. perhaps of greater
importance, the cwc negotiations are a t,ribute to the vision
and the perseverance of the large number of diplomats,
negotiators, politicians and other interested parties who have

worked to turn an ideal into reality.
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